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This study explores its participants’ task-based linear wiki-afforded collaborative writing experiences as well as their perceptions of these experiences. Its pre-task survey establishes the preparedness for collaboration of its participants, nine Saudi female TESOL graduate students working in three groups. Further, its mock writing task draws information about the design of its task, an asynchronous collaborative essay to be written within the Wikispaces (www.wikispaces.com) wikis and about the management of its wiki reply protocol from multiple-threaded to linear. To complete the study’s collaborative writing task, first, in the wiki “Discussion” module, the participants generate and negotiate five essay topics, hence, the content analysis of their ESL challenges-related topics and the discourse analysis of their negotiation consensus-driven strategies during the brainstorming and outlining of their essay. To explore the nature of the participants’ collaboration, their discussion notes from the wiki “Discussion” module are also subjected to discourse analysis and mined for particular collaboration strategies that the participants might adopt. Further, in the wiki “History” module, to understand the collaborative process during the actual co-construction of each group’s essay, the writing changes (e.g., drafting, revising, and editing) are subjected to rhetorical analysis. Finally, to understand the participants’ collaborative writing experiences, content analysis is applied in comparing their perceptions of their experiences to their actual collaborative performance. The study’s results include: One, a vigorous discussion of potential essay topics using negotiation strategies (e.g., making the first offer, focusing on the target, ranking priorities,
making a counter-offer, and reaching a final agreement); Two, a varied use of collaborative writing activities (e.g., brainstorming, outlining, drafting, revising, and editing); Three: a flexible use of collaborative writing strategies (e.g., single-author, sequential single-author, parallel, and reactive) in the essay planning and co-construction; and, Four: the participants’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences that emphasize their wiki-based co-construction of a text as a unique, qualitatively different product, a hybrid rather than a mixture of its individual contributions, one that also needs careful planning and design for specific contexts. Finally, this study details theoretical and practical implications for further research.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Sarah: Look! My essay and your essay complement each other. I mean … Hmm, our ideas fit together.

Noura: Hmm… let me see… You are so right!! This main idea in your essay is well explained in mine, and this example here can be added in your second paragraph.

Sarah: If only we could put them together in one essay. It will be a masterpiece!

Noura: Yes!! One strong well-written essay with amazing ideas…

Sarah: …where we can help each other…

Noura: … and write together.

(A conversation between two students I overheard in a college writing class)

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.” (Helen Keller)

Introduction

The notion of togetherness, as in joint, group, cooperative, interactive, and collaborative efforts is growing in popularity. Inspired by my own experience and my students’ enthusiastic comments, and by the many technology-based ways of learning together I wanted to explore such possibilities in a traditionally non-collaborative learning area, writing. Especially in a foreign language, writing alone can be a forbidding task. But it doesn’t have to be, not any more. Therefore, this study explores and celebrates the nature of togetherness in writing. The contemporary writing classroom, whether face-to-face or online, can draw on a growing body of knowledge about writing and learning together and on a wealth of technological devices to make it happen. This study explores collaborative writing theories and practices that stem from a constructivist view of learning and from the use of technology-aided learning platforms, such as wikis.
Context of the Study

Collaborative writing is often analyzed in the context of Vygotsky’s (1978) work, which emphasizes learning as a social activity where knowledge is constructed efficiently and effectively by engaging the learner in collaborative activities, as well as by allowing the learner to be responsible for his/her learning (Abu Bakar, Latif, & Ya’acob, 2010). Vygotsky’s constructivist perspective continues to be influential today, especially in ESL scholarship (Donato, 1994, 2004; Storch, 2002, 2004). With time, the concepts of interaction, in general, and collaboration in particular, have gained popularity and acquired new meanings (Storch, 2002, 2004). This study embraces constructivist theory and adopts its emphasis on learning as a socially constructed activity and on interaction as essential for cognitive development. It defines collaborative writing as “the joint production or the coauthoring of a text” (Storch, 2011, p. 275) by three 3-member groups of TESOL graduate students in completion of an online wiki-based writing task.

Furthermore, to apply the constructivist perspective effectively, this study creates viable opportunities for writing collaboration by using Web 2.0 technologies, such as wikis. Thus, it supports the claim that “the evolution of collaborative writing may be intrinsically connected with the iterations of technology since new developments provide new opportunities for collaboration” (Kessler & Bikowski, 2010). The recent evolution of collaborative writing has benefitted from one truly revolutionary development, the Web 2.0 online writing technologies and the second generation of web development and design, which facilitate communication, collaboration, information sharing, and knowledge building. Web 2.0 is defined as a set of Internet applications that facilitate and enhance social interaction, in which users can create, edit, and share knowledge online (Anderson, 2007), and, also, as “Networked tools that support and encourage individuals to learn together while retaining individual control over their time, space,
presence, activity, identity, and relationship” (Anderson, 2005, p. 4). A popular Web 2.0
technology, and an effective collaborative writing tool, wikis are widely used in educational
settings, especially in ESL writing settings.

In the West, the wikis’ collaborative nature is the focus of a rapidly expanding research
interest in exploring their use in educational contexts. Defined as a “freely expandable collection
of interlinked web pages, a hypertext system for storing and modifying information – a database,
where each page is easily edited by any user with a forms-capable Web browser client” (Leuf &
Cunningham, 2001, p. 14), wikis have entered educational theory and practice at all levels. The
majority of research studies on wiki-based collaborative writing, however, are conducted in ESL
contexts (e.g., Alyousef & Picard, 2011; Kessler & Bikowski 2010; Li & Zhu, 2013). Despite
wikis’ popularity in the West, very limited research on this topic exists in the Saudi Arabian
educational contexts (Alshumaimeri, 2011; Alshalan, 2010). Furthermore, as shown in the
literature review in Chapter 2, there is no research conducted on Saudi female students using
wiki-based collaborative writing in graduate TESOL programs in Saudi Arabia. That has
important practical implications because the Saudi Arabian Educational system is currently
assessed for adopting new teaching pedagogies as well as for utilizing technology in classrooms.
Hence, it is important to examine the effectiveness of the new teaching pedagogies along with
technology, such as wikis, in authentic Saudi educational settings.

The Problem

In a country steeped in traditionalism, teacher-centered pedagogies, a male-dominated
social environment, and restricted roles for women in public life, technological progress is
slowly but surely making a difference in both learning and teaching and has the potential of
altering that situation by enabling new forms of collaboration.

In Saudi Arabia, the importance of learning to write in English for academic purposes,
along with the importance of using technology in educational settings, is rapidly increasing. It is aided by the accessibility of new Web 2.0 technologies, i.e., wikis. It provides researchers with a window into L2 collaborative writing. However, memorization and rote learning as teaching methods are still the norm in the country (Elyas & Picard, 2010). Also, teaching leans towards lecturing and tends to be more teacher-oriented than student-centered (Jamjoon, 2010). In a typical Saudi educational setting, the teacher is considered the knowledge provider, as Freire (1985) explains when critiquing this teacher-centered model, which he calls the “banking method,” “the educator [is] the one who . . . transfers existing knowledge to the learner.” (as cited in Bartholome, 2009, p. 345). Students, on the other hand, are considered more as passive objects than as active learners (Elyas & Picard, 2010). They are not used to participating in small group activities, or to giving presentations. Thus, working in group activities and/or projects may be problematic for Saudi students. In addition, students might not assign active roles for all group members, or they might struggle with dividing work equally among group members. Therefore, some Saudi students find it difficult to work collaboratively.

The adequate adaptation of technology in education can create a space beyond the traditional Saudi classroom setting, and, thus, facilitate collaborative writing and students’ interactions to enhance their writing processes. Web 2.0 technologies can make learning more interesting and help students to become more engaged in the learning process. Users can interact easily with each other and share ideas and knowledge. Thus, it is important to examine the interest in and awareness of using Web 2.0 technologies in L2 writing settings. However, due to cultural and traditional customs, it is challenging for Saudi females to be publicly active in online spaces. Thus, a controlled use of technology, which is limited to classroom use and restricted to students, can be one way to create a nonthreatening online space for Saudi females where students’ writing and personal information could be protected from the public. In such a safe
learning environment, Saudi females could experience being active in an online space without risk to their personal information.

**The Gap**

In my review of the literature in Chapter 2, I have identified a paucity of research in collaborative writing and interactions in the L2 writing context, including face-to-face and computer-based collaborative writing environments. With a concentrated review of the literature and synthesis of previous empirical research studies on students’ participation in and perspectives on wiki-based collaborative writing in L2 educational environments, I have identified significant gaps within the field of research, which helped in shaping the design of the current study. Although most of the existing research studies about wiki-based collaborative writing are in ESL educational settings (Chao & Lo, 2011; Kessler & Bikowski, 2010; Li & Zhu, 2013), very limited research on this topic exists in the Saudi Arabian learning context (Alshumaimeri, 2011; Alshalan, 2010). Here, I elaborate only on the available wiki-based writing studies that address this field, albeit from a different perspective. By doing this, I define a significant gap in the knowledge on wiki-based writing research and practice.

To my knowledge, currently only four studies about wiki-based collaborative writing are set in Saudi contexts. Yet, they have different emphasis than the current study and do not focus on Saudi female graduates’ educational settings. For example, Alzahrani and Woollard (2012) examine the potential of a wiki as an e-learning tool through the perspectives of 24 Saudi male undergraduate students from two colleges: science and education. The researchers use interviewer-administered questionnaires for data collection. They analyze students’ responses as they conduct frequency counts and percentages. Their findings are presented through descriptive statistics. Data are examined to reveal students’ perceptions on using wiki technology in
learning, not to analyze students’ writing. Findings indicate that students prefer to learn collaboratively and hold positive perceptions on wikis.

Similarly, another study by Alkhateeb (2013) investigates a group of ESL instructors’ experiences and reflections regarding the utilization of wiki-based tasks in a higher education institute in Saudi Arabia. It focuses on the instructors’ perceived influence of wikis on collaborative writing but does not examine nor report findings from the students’ writing products. The participants were six ESL staff members with different backgrounds, nationality, years of experience, and academic positions. The researcher followed a qualitative research approach by conducting twelve interviews. The findings reveal that the utilization of wikis in L2 writing creates new possibilities for instructors to expand their writing pedagogies.

A different study by Alshumaimeri (2011) investigates the use of wikis in improving writing skills, that is their effect on accuracy and fluency. The participants, twenty-four male students in their preparatory year at King Saud University in Saudi Arabia were divided into an experimental group (22 students) and a control group (20 students). The researcher followed a quasi-experimental research design in which a pre-test and a post-test were used for data collection. The study’s results suggest that wikis can benefit students by improving their writing accuracy and fluency skills in a collaborative environment.

Unlike Alshumaimeri (2011), Alshalan (2010) examines the use of wikis in improving writing skills of Saudi female tenth graders in a female-only educational setting. The participants were forty-four students in three classes: two classes of thirty-three in the experimental group, and one class of fourteen in the control group. It investigates if wikis improve students’ writing accuracy (e.g., sentence-level grammatical errors and spelling) and overall quality (e.g., organization, fluency, and content). The study followed a quantitative research approach and quasi-experimental research design. The findings conclude that the students who received the
treatment of process writing through wikis outperformed the control group in the post-test in a statistically significant way.

Although these studies are in Saudi contexts, they do not truly represent, or relate to the Saudi female graduate educational setting. Thus, in order to implement wiki-based collaborative writing in a Saudi female graduate educational context, there is a need to explore its effectiveness in this particular population and to understand these students’ perceptions on using wikis in collaborative writings tasks. This need is due to the fact that wikis are still relatively new in Saudi educational contexts.

Furthermore, even though much research has delved into students’ perceptions of wiki-based collaborative writing (e.g., Chao & Lo, 2011; Li, 2014; Li & Zhu, 2013; Lund, 2008), more research is still needed, especially in the exploration of student experiences in wiki-based collaborative writing activities. Therefore, this study further explores the link between students’ participation in and perceptions of wiki-based collaborative writing. Motivated by the above research gap and pedagogical need, the current study aims to examine a wiki-based collaborative writing task for female Saudi TESOL graduate students, thus, focus on both their writing experiences and on their perceptions of those experiences.

The Wiki

For the purposes of this study, I chose wikis because of their accessibility, availability, and appropriateness with regards to the task at hand: the co-creation of a joint text. Here, they represent a Web 2.0 technology that could be used as a collaborative learning and writing tool.

As a second-generation Web 2.0 tools, wikis facilitate communication, collaboration, information sharing, and knowledge building. As a Web 2.0 technology with a valuable collaborative nature, wikis have gained attention as a preferred tool for collaborative writing (Godwin-Jones, 2003). The wikis’ most important asset is that they are free and easy to use (Li,
All wiki users can write, comment, and edit the wikis’ content. In fact, even novices can easily use wikis without having advanced computer skills (Wang, 2014; McMullin, 2005). Additionally, wikis can be set up as public, permitting access and text editing by anonymous users, or, alternatively, they can be set up as private, limiting access and editing to authorized users only. Educational wikis, which allow access only to registered students, are fundamentally private but not anonymous communities (McMullin, 2005). Students’ personal information and writing can be protected if the instructor limits the access to the wiki pages to her students only. Since most Saudi female students are not used to writing publicly online, or to revealing their personal information in online spaces, their instructor can easily limit wiki access to her students only. Also, using wikis does not require revealing any personal information about its users. Thus, it is easy to protect students’ privacy. Therefore, wiki utilization can be suitable for collaborative writing and learning in Saudi educational settings.

The wiki technology is ideally suited for collaborative learning and writing. In fact, a “wiki is likely to be the most relevant technology for collaborative writing because it is designed for multiple users to easily build websites and web pages” (Chao & Lo, 2011, p. 398). An underlying objective of wikis is “to realize and enact a more fully social view of writing in each text . . . plainly and literally, connected to and developed by a number of people” (Lundin, 2008, p. 455). The wiki’s open-end review structure makes it one of the most suitable tools to support collaborative writing in an online mode (Parker & Chao, 2007). In particular, wikis’ main modules, such as its “History,” “Discussion,” and “Comment,” offer opportunities for collaborative writing, as well as for student interaction during collaborative writing tasks. A wiki enables all edits to be traced back to the original author and/or text (Chao & Lo, 2011). Also, the noticeable color changes (e.g., deletion in red and insertion in green) help students and teachers to identify revisions easily. Thus, a wiki’s “History” module saves every edit made to the page.
and helps monitor students’ writing progress, whereas its “Discussion” and “Comment” modules facilitate students’ interactions. The wiki’s tracking feature allows teachers and researchers to follow students’ interactions and collaborative writing process by examining who makes changes, what changes are made, how often these changes occur, and when they occur. Additionally, wikis offer students the advantage of flexibility and the convenience of not having to meet in person. The latter is essential for both short- and long-term group projects. Therefore, wikis are seen as an ideal tool for student collaborative work (Doolan, 2006).

In educational settings, wikis support collaborative writing and cater to many of the principles of the social constructivist learning theory including collaborative opportunities, experience with multiple perspectives, active and engaging learning, learner-centered environments, and social negotiation (Doolan, 2006). Thus, wikis can serve as an example of the social constructivist approach to learning, where students can be active learning agents in co-creating knowledge rather than passive observers of others’ knowledge.

In this study, wikis are used as a tool for conducting a wiki-based collaborative writing task for Saudi female TESOL graduate students. I chose Wikispaces (http://Wikispaces.com) as its platform because it offers a set of features that are easy to learn, use, and incorporate into a course. The wiki utilized in this study is private, that is with limited access to participants only. Only authorized members can read, write, comment, and edit the wiki pages. Participants are encouraged to use the wiki’s “History,” “Discussion,” and “Comment” modules to interact with group members as they complete the wiki-based collaborative writing task. It is these wiki features that sparked my interest in using wikis in education.

**Researcher Motivation**

In addition to the suitability of wikis for collaborative writing tasks, I have personal reasons to explore their educational applications deeper. These include my academic background
and teaching experience, my interest in technology in general and its use in second language education in particular, especially in the context in which I have been personally involved.

My academic interest in technology and its relation to second language writing derives from my personal experiences and initial inquiries into this subject. It has motivated me to learn more about wiki-based collaborative writing. My interest in wiki-based collaborative writing started with a personal experience when teaching at a university in Saudi Arabia and has continued to grow ever since. The latter has been an eye-opener, as it made me realize the challenges that ESL students face in learning writing. When teaching, I also realized that students were using technology to mediate their communication and interaction with the world around them. This experience has piqued my interest in exploring the ability of technology to facilitate teaching writing to Saudi students.

My teaching experience at the university has been rewarding in that it has provided me with valuable skills through assigning several writing tasks throughout the semester. It was important for my students and me to scaffold the writing process, from brainstorming to the final draft. For some of the writing tasks, I assigned peer/group discussions that generate the writing topics. As time went by, the students experienced the process of providing feedback to each other’s drafts. One day, a student suggested that it could be beneficial and easier for them if they worked together on a single writing task, in peer groups. Other students liked and supported that idea and were excited to try it. At that moment, I realized that my students were referring to collaborative writing, where several students co-author a single text. Until then, I had been cautious in applying collaborative writing tasks fearing rejection by students, colleagues, and a university that have no experience in it. However, these students’ comments emboldened me to try it out. Obviously, my students, were eager to try it, and I was thrilled at this discovery. Gladly, I found it was a good time for me and for my students to come out and embrace the new
age. For me, it was a liberating moment of finally substituting the toil of teaching for the joy of teaching. I told the class that this was a great idea and I would happily follow up on it. Later that day, I went back home and thought about collaborative writing tasks. Swept by this idea, I read about collaborative writing until I managed to create a task for them. In the end, the students worked in groups of three to complete the task. After that, I asked them for feedback and suggestions about this new writing experience.

Later, I found that for most of my students, my joy of teaching translated into their joy of learning. Some students told me that working together helped them develop their writing skills. They even spoke about their enjoyment in talking to their peers about their text, as well as in providing feedback to each other’s writing. Other students told me that they wished they had more time to communicate with each other in class and outside class. The students indicated their difficulty in arranging to meet outside class due to their different schedules and commitments. However, a few students mentioned that it was not easy for them to work or communicate with others and that they preferred to write individually. This teaching experience helped me realize that I needed to learn more about the nature of teaching collaborative writing in order to find effective teaching pedagogies for female Saudi TESOL graduate students to facilitate collaborative writing through the use of technology. That led me to explore various computer-mediated technologies that aid students in communicating more effectively with each other during the collaborative writing process. As I evaluated the benefits and caveats of online collaboration tools and writing opportunities in various Web 2.0 technologies, wikis emerged as well suited for my research and pedagogical purposes because of their collaborative affordances and ease of use.

As I learned more about wikis, I realized that my initial exhilaration was not enough to materialize my dreams of incorporating collaborative writing in my writing classes. In Saudi
Arabia, where I come from, wikis are not widely used yet. Furthermore, the educational and social implications of using online tools are seen as somewhat problematic and even objectionable. Maybe because of this, there is minimal research on using wikis in Saudi learning contexts, particularly in female-only educational settings. As I began exploring wikis, I became increasingly interested in their ability to support learning and collaborative writing in educational settings, in their potential to empower female students in particular, and, last but not least, in their ability to foster these in a subtle, even subversive way. Thus, driven by my research interest and teaching experience, by the potential of wikis as emerging tools in ESL settings (Chao & Lo, 2011; Li, 2012, 2013; Li & Zhu, 2013), and by their suitability for the Saudi context, I became strongly motivated to further examine the interactions of Saudi female students in the process of completing a wiki-based writing task as well as in gaining an insight in their perspectives about their writing experience. This realization shaped the purpose of this study.

**Purpose of the Study**

Based on my motivation to employ innovative and effective online technologies as an act of advanced pedagogy but also as an act of social good, the purpose of this study is to explore how Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and how they interact throughout the completion of that task. Additionally, this study investigates Saudi female TESOL graduate students’ perceptions of their own use of wiki-based collaborative writing when completing a collaborative writing task on the specially created Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com) site. The purpose of this study is to explore collaborative writing as “the joint production or the coauthoring of a text” (Storch, 2011, p. 275) by its participants, who, in small groups of three, work collaboratively on completing a collaborative wiki-based writing task, where they discuss and co-construct the task by using the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules.
**Research Questions**

The aforementioned background, my personal motivation for this study, and the gap revealed in the literature (explained in greater detail in Chapter 2. Review of the Literature) guide my research focus on exploring the way Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and the way they interact throughout the completion of that writing task. In addition, this study investigates Saudi female TESOL graduate students’ perceptions of their own use of wiki-based collaborative writing. Accordingly, my research intends to provide a deeper insight into the above areas by seeking answers to the following three research questions:

1. How do the participants collaborate during the discussion of the co-construction of their asynchronous, wiki-supported task-based essay afforded by the wiki “Discussion” module?
   a. What topics do they consider for their essay?
   b. What discourse practices do they employ in negotiating the content and organization of their essay?

2. How do the participants collaborate during the actual writing of their asynchronous, wiki-supported task-based essay afforded by the wiki “History” module?
   a. What writing activities do they engage in co-creating their collaborative essay?
   b. What writing strategies do they employ in co-creating their collaborative essay?

3. How do the participants perceive their asynchronous wiki–supported task-based collaborative writing experience?

**Methodology Overview**

My study focuses on the way Saudi female TESOL graduate students interact to co-construct written texts in a wiki-based collaborative writing task. It also investigates the
perceptions of their own use of wiki-based collaborative writing when completing a writing task. Therefore, it follows a mixed research inquiry methodology. The data from the participants’ actual wiki entries are analyzed following a quantitative and qualitative approach, while the participants’ perceptions are analyzed qualitatively. The research design of this study corresponds with Creswell’s (2009) definition of qualitative research as “a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to social or human problems” (p. 4) and of quantitative research as offering numeric frequency-count analyses. Thus, researchers using a mixed qualitative-quantitative approach in applied linguistics often study naturally occurring language phenomena but also the perceived effect of those phenomena on its participants.

Consequently, to answer the research questions, a number of data collection instruments are employed in this study including: a pre-task questionnaire and individual face-to-face semi-structured interviews and reflection letters for the qualitative analysis. Additionally, the wiki “Discussion” and “History” records are analyzed and used as data sources for both the quantitative and qualitative analysis. I discuss the data collection methods and my methodological approach in greater detail in “Chapter 3. Methodology.”

Significance of the Study

The significance of this study encompasses both theoretical and pedagogical dimensions. Mainly, this study contributes to the current body of computer-based collaborative writing literature, particularly in emerging wiki-based collaborative writing contexts. To the best of my knowledge, researchers have not investigated how Saudi female TESOL graduate students interact to co-construct written texts in a wiki-based collaborative writing task, nor investigated their perceptions of their own use of wiki-based collaborative writing when completing a joint writing task. Therefore, this study aims to fill an existing gap in EFL online collaborative writing
research, in general, and in wiki writing research, in particular. It also lays the foundation for further explorations of Saudi female students in online collaborative writing educational settings. Furthermore, this study has valuable theoretical implications. It has reinforced the importance of social constructivist learning theory in teaching L2 writing in an ESL learning setting. Overall, this study is an attempt to investigate aspects that govern wiki participations and interactions from a social constructivist perspective. It proposes understandings and observations of computer-based collaborative writing from a social constructivist theory perspective which can inform and intrigue future studies.

The pedagogical significance of this study lies in its exploration of new teaching approaches that help in the development of the Saudi educational scene and, thus, in the country’s overall development. Today, the Saudi educational system is striving to find contemporary teaching pedagogies and approaches to help in the country’s development and to discover paths of self and social development. One of these developments is the emphasis on utilizing technology in education. Also, the importance of collaboration and teamwork is highly emphasized in learning settings. Along with these current developments, there has been a strong impetus towards female education in particular. Therefore, research in the area of online collaborative writing in relation to the Saudi female context is highly needed due to the expanding Saudi interest in investing modern teaching and learning approaches, as well as in utilizing technology in educational settings. However, along with the general support for innovative technologies, there is a strong opposition to any methodology or educational tool that might be deemed counterproductive or inappropriate in the Saudi context. This study aims to provide an acceptable technological tool that is applicable in collaborative writing as well as across the curriculum.

Moreover, the findings of this study aim to help English writing educators in Saudi
Arabia to understand and appreciate the role of online collaborative writing in English writing education and its implementation in Saudi classrooms. In addition, understanding students’ perceptions of collaborative writing in a wiki platform can have a considerable impact on improving English writing teaching. It presents insightful ideas to Saudi English writing educators and curriculum designers to be implemented in various educational contexts. Since the participants in this study are preparing to be future English instructors, the results from this study can be used by them and by other instructors to better understand how Saudi female students perceive their participation in online collaborative writing. Further, the study can aid in adopting the use of wikis as a collaborative writing medium to meet students’ needs and to mirror teamwork in the professional world.

This study provides Saudi female TESOL graduate students with a venue to experience wiki-based collaborative writing where they interact with each other in co-constructing professional knowledge. With this study, I aim to raise awareness of the role of Web 2.0 technology tools, such as wikis, as a means of enhancing the English writing process in an ESL setting. I hope that this study might help to set the foundation for further research on online collaborative writing in Saudi contexts. Also, I hope that this study aids in adopting the use of wikis as a collaborative social-constructivist tool in writing education and in other educational contexts to fit student and social needs.

**Operational Framework of Concepts: Glossary**

In this section, I provide the definitions of key terms utilized throughout the study.

Collaborative writing: Involves multiple writers who co-produce written texts termed as a single text with plural authors (Ede & Lunsford, 1990). Collaborative writing in this study is defined as “the joint production or the coauthoring of a text” (Storch, 2011, p. 275) by TESOL graduate students working in small groups of three to complete a wiki-based writing task.
Distributed authorship: Describes interactive and remote authoring (Ascott, 2005). The same term is also used to refer to projects in which a large number of participants contribute to a common pool of artistic material (Bruns, 2010). Here, it is used to refer to the co-creation of collaborative writing essays within this study’s context.

Perceptions: In this study, it refers to participants’ opinion of their own use of a wiki-based collaborative task. For their perceptions, participants draw on their own writing changes and on their group members’ contributions to the joint writing product, as well as on the interactions they experienced and the skills they developed in the wiki collaborative writing. This study focuses on exploring students’ overall perceptions of their wiki-based collaborative writing experiences.

Social constructivism: Learning theory that emphasizes the need for collaboration among learners (Woo & Reeves, 2007). Here, it provides the conceptual framework guiding the study of collaborative writing. It also supports the qualitative analysis of the data to glean insights in the participants’ collaboration and perceptions of the co-construction of the wiki-based task.

Web 2.0 technology: The second generation of web development and design that facilitates communication, collaboration, information sharing, and knowledge building. It refers to the set of Internet applications that facilitate and enhance social interaction, in which users can create, edit, and share knowledge online (Anderson, 2007). This study is focused on the wiki as a Web 2.0 technology tool.

Wiki: “Freely expandable collection of interlinked Web pages, a hypertext system for storing and modifying information - a database, where any user with a forms-capable Web browser client can edit any page” (Leuf & Cunningham, 2001, p. 14). A wiki is mainly a collaborative website whose content can be created and edited by anyone who has access to it. In
this study, participants use the Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com) wiki with a private setting in which only wiki members can view, write, and edit pages.

Writing changes: Refers to the ways students’ co-construct joint texts in wikis. The writing changes in this study refer to three main categories: drafting, revising, and editing (Lowry, Curtis, & Lowry, 2004). In this study, writing changes refers to group members’ drafting, revising, and editing changes as recorded by the wiki “History” module.

**Overview of the Dissertation Chapters**

This dissertation comprises five chapters. Chapter 1 discusses the study’s background, its statement of the problem, its purpose, its research questions and methodological design, and its significance. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on collaborative writing, technology-assisted collaborative writing, and on the social constructivist theory that underpins collaborative writing. It also reviews wiki technology, in general, and wikis in educational settings, in particular. Chapter 3 presents the methodological approach employed in this study to explore the participants’ experience in and perceptions of wiki-based collaborative writing. It presents the research design, setting, participants, data collection instruments and methods, and the data analysis procedures. Chapter 4 reports the findings from the data analysis of the pre-task survey questionnaire, the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules, the semi-structured oral interviews, and the reflection letters. Chapter 5 summarizes the research results in relation to its research questions and discusses the findings’ significance. It also presents the pedagogical implications from the use of wikis in collaborative writing in ESL settings. Lastly, it concludes with some suggestions for future research on wiki-based collaborative writing.

**Chapter Summary**

Chapter 1 provides an overall description of this study. It introduces the study’s background, statement of the problem, purpose, and research questions. It also describes relevant
theoretical and personal perspectives, discusses the importance of the study, defines key concepts, and outlines the organization of the dissertation.

The following Chapter 2 reviews the theories and the relevant literature that inform this study. Specifically, it reviews theoretical perspectives on social constructivist learning theory as it relates to collaborative writing. It also examines research on collaborative writing in ESL learning settings and wiki-based collaborative writing. Furthermore, it identifies theoretical and pedagogical gaps that this study aims to bridge. Chapter 2 concludes with a summary of the background for this study, i.e., the kingdom of Saudi Arabia as it relates to the social constructivist theory provisions underpinning this study with respect to the Saudi educational system, the teaching of English, the use of technology, and the role of women in it.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter provides a foundation for the present study by reviewing empirical and theoretical literature. The review of the literature in this chapter falls into three main sections. First, to explore the current state of research and to inform this and future studies, it provides an overview of the literature on collaborative writing in ESL settings and, particularly, in technology-rich educational environments. Additionally, it addresses wiki technologies in general, and, more specifically, wikis in educational settings. Thus, it attempts to bridge the gaps identified in the literature reviewed for this study. The second section discusses the theoretical framework that guides this study and provides the background of collaborative writing. Specifically, it reviews theoretical perspectives relating to social constructivist learning theory as it relates to collaborative writing. This theory is also used to justify and to situate wikis within ESL learning settings. Since the participants in this study are Saudi female TESOL graduate students to be employed in the Saudi context, a third section is added to the literature review. The latter provides a brief socio-cultural and educational background of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia by reviewing the Saudi educational system, the importance of teaching English in Saudi Arabia, and the status of Saudi women. It also addresses the status of technology in the kingdom, the use of technology in Saudi education in general, and its use by Saudi females in particular.

Collaborative Writing Settings

Here, I differentiate between the different degrees and levels of cooperation in writing. On the one hand, I refer to the lower mechanical process of group writing as a composite additive process where individual contributions to the text remain separate, and where the final text is a mixture of its constituent contributions. On the other hand, and, in relation to this study,
I emphasize collaborative writing as a process of co-creation and co-construction of a qualitatively new text that is not derivative of its constituent contributions. I define the latter type of jointly produced text as the blended product of true collaboration, co-authorship, and text co-ownership.

Central to this study, the notion of collaborative writing emerges in the 1980s (Ede & Lunsford, 1990). It is informed by the concept of knowledge as a social construct and of writing as a social process (Ede & Lunsford, 1990). Collaborative writing in this study refers to the “coauthoring of a text” (Storch, 2011, p. 275) by Saudi female TESOL graduate students working in groups of three to complete a wiki-based collaborative writing task. Limiting the group size to three or four members tends to enable students to interact and collaborate most productively (Dobao, 2012; Li, 2012; 2013). Therefore, collaborative writing in this study allows the Saudi female TESOL graduate students to cognitively create a single text as multiple co-authors.

Furthermore, in this study, collaborative writing refers to the cognitive creation of a single text by multiple authors who share ownership. The process of jointly creating a text involves its authors in a shared decision-making process throughout the text’s creation and at every stage of its creation (Ede & Lunsford, 1990). More specifically, the co-authors share equal participation in the planning, generating ideas, deliberating about text structure, and in editing and revising the final written product. Consequently, the shared ownership of a text is not just a matter of participating in the above stages of its development as a way of combining all individuals’ personal contributions in the form of a collage. Here, text ownership extends to the co-creation of a text that goes beyond the physical compilation of individually created text segments to signify the creation of a joint text that is the result of collaborative cognition (Storch, 2012, 2013). This means that participants are responsible for the overall quality of the entire text,
i.e., for its composition, revision and editing, and not just for their own parts (Arnold, Ducate, & Kost, 2012). Thus, unlike group writing which may be a joint additive process of text co-creation as compilation, collaborative writing is a shared cognitive process of text co-authorship as co-ownership supported by both the L1 and L2 writing process.

Additionally, collaboration in the writing process is reinforced in both L1 and L2 writing. In L1 writing, Bruffee (1993) “posited that collaborative writing benefits students by providing certain resources that are not accessible to students performing individual writing” (as cited in Li, 2014, p. 19). For instance, through collaborative writing, students experience a variety of roles that are usually inaccessible within individual writing sessions, such as being critical readers, tutors, and/or editors (Li, 2014). In L2 writing, whether in pairs, or in larger groups, collaborative writing encourages students to process language deeply and reflect on their language use (Storch, 2011). Moreover, Bruffee’s (1993) idea of collaborative writing has expanded into a strategy that allows students to blend their writing together, thus creating unique and truly co-created texts. In addition to the co-creation of uniquely blended text content, collaborative writing has a positive effect on learners’ grammatical accuracy and discourse fluency in this process (Storch, 2002). Students dictate the content, the language and its use, and simultaneously solve content and linguistic problems within the context of collaborative writing (Li, 2014; Swain, 2000). Added to this is yet another benefit: as students jointly produce texts, their sense of co-ownership empowers them to contribute to the decision-making and problem-solving on various aspects of writing (Storch, 2005). Thus, collaborative writing in an educational context engages and enhances all cognitive levels of text composition in both the L1 and L2 writing process.

Despite these and other benefits of collaborative writing reported in the literature, some drawbacks and challenges have also been emphasized as equally important in defining
collaborative writing. These include concerns regarding student commitment in collaborative writing (e.g., not all students shared the work equally and had different working and writing styles) (Arnold et al., 2009). Such students contributed very little due to the lack of penalty for their inadequate participation, which, nevertheless, affected the level of collaboration, and thus, disrupted the students’ learning experience (Coniam & Kit, 2008). Furthermore, some students reported their preference for individual writing marked by cooperation rather than collaboration. That was attributed to individual student working and writing style and ingrained habits (Ducate & Kost, 2009). Thus, besides the benefits associated with collaborative writing, it is essential to consider these and other real and potential caveats.

**Collaborative Writing in ESL Settings**

Collaborative writing and learner-learner interaction are associated with Vygotsky’s concept of social constructivism (Razak, Saeed, & Ahmad, 2013), which holds that knowledge is constructed efficiently and effectively by engaging learners in socially collaborative activities, and by allowing learners to be responsible for their learning (Abu Bakar, Latif, & Ya’acob, 2010). More recent research on learner interaction in collaborative writing also emphasizes social interaction as an important factor for cognitive development (Vygotsky, 1978; Storch, 2002, 2004). Over the past decades, collaborative writing in English as a Second Language (ESL) settings have captured the attention of instructors and researchers alike (Donato, 1994, 2004; Storch, 2002, 2004).

ESL scholars suggest that collaborative writing may be conducive to language learning because it provides learners with a wide range of multiple opportunities for language practice. In fact, when students attempt to negotiate meaning during collaborative writing, they become aware of their own and their peers’ language use. Several studies have shown that interaction and meaning negotiation between ESL students can lead to better knowledge construction and more
accurate writing, which constitutes an important part of language learning (Storch, 2002; Storch, 2011). Therefore, the concept of collaborative writing aligns with social constructivist learning theory.

Collaborative writing has received considerable attention as a form of developing ESL students’ writing skills (Storch, 2011). Research studies in L2 writing demonstrate the usefulness of collaboration in promoting and developing writing skills. More specifically, they claim that collaborative writing encourages students to brainstorm ideas and to contribute more detailed ideas than individual writing (Godwin-Jones, 2003). When applied to writing tasks, collaboration requires learners to reflect on their language use, discuss alternative forms of language use, and collaboratively solve problems, which consequently helps to facilitate and enhance L2 writing (Li, 2014; Swain, 2000). More importantly, research on L2 writing maintains that collaborative writing promotes interaction and mutual support among writers, which helps writers hone their writing skills (Chao & Lo, 2011).

More recently, the process of collaboration and collaborative writing is increasingly aided and enhanced by modern technologies. Most prominent among them, Web 2.0 technologies and their increased use in ESL learning settings have made collaborative writing accessible online (Kelssler, 2009; Storch, 2012). Currently, one of those Web 2.0 technologies, the wiki, is widely integrated into collaborative writing activities in ESL contexts, mostly due to its free availability, user friendliness, and collaboration affordances.

**Collaborative Writing in Technology-Afforded Settings**

Over time, technology has developed writing in many ways. It has transited writing from pen and paper to computer word processing, and then, to advanced online writing environments (Kessler et al., 2012). More recently, computer technology development, particularly Web 2.0 tools, has influenced the notion of collaborative writing as well as enormously transforming its
practices and processes (Li, 2014). Thus, free collaborative writing tools available to the current generation of students support more effective teaching and learning approaches (Brufee, 1973; Parker & Chao, 2007; Li, 2013) especially for students who have grown up with technology and have used the Internet all their lives (Prensky, 2001).

Collaborative writing, which is well supported theoretically by the social constructivist learning theory, now benefits from the findings of emerging empirical research studies that investigate online collaborative writing in L2. The development of newer Web 2.0 technology tools provides opportunities for new types of interactions, collaborative learning, and collaborative activities that are typical for online collaborative writing modes (Godwin-Jones, 2005). Thus, Web 2.0 technology tools have facilitated and supported collaborative writing by complementing, enhancing, and adding new collaborative dimensions to the L2 classroom (Parker & Chao, 2007).

The rapid development of technology benefits collaborative writing in many ways. The increased use of computer-mediated communication (CMC) technologies, especially Web 2.0 tools, such as wikis and social networks, have facilitated and supported collaborative writers (Li, 214; Kelssler, 2009; Warschaner & Grimes, 2007). Using these tools in educational settings offers a qualitatively new, albeit not yet well-understood types of socialization, interaction and communication that promote learning. In their support of communication among learners, Web 2.0 technology tools can encourage various degrees of collaboration among learners who now can overcome time and location constraints and collaborate in writing outside traditional face-to-face classrooms. For example, unlike in traditional school settings, students can write, read, edit, and respond to others’ texts at their convenience. They can revisit texts and rethink their responses. In online collaborative writing, students can utilize spell check and other editing tools to evaluate their language choices. Writers can communicate with each other and negotiate
meaning using different communication tools enabling chats, discussions, and comments. Therefore, CMC, and wikis in particular, can offer various online spaces where writers can engage in social construction and collaborative co-authorship (Godwin-Jones, 2005).

With the development of a wide range of Web 2.0 technology tools that afford users’ participation and collaboration, collaborative writing has gained greater research attention (Godwin-Jones, 2018; Li, 2014). In particular, the wiki has been acclaimed as a major online space for collaborative writing (Li, 2014; Li & Zhu, 2011; Parker & Chao, 2007). Although there has been a growing awareness of the educational possibilities of wikis and an expanding body of research on their use, there still seems to be only a limited amount of published research on the use of wikis in L2 learning contexts.

**Using wikis.** “Wiki” is a Hawaiian word that means “quick,” “fast,” or “in a hurry” (Leuf and Cunningham, 2001). A wiki is mainly a collaborative website whose content can be edited by anyone who has access to it. Further, it is a software program that permits users to freely create and edit the content of its web pages (Mak & Coniam, 2008). A well-known definition of wikis calls it a “freely expandable collection of interlinked webpages, a hypertext system for storing and modifying information – a database, where each page is easily edited by any user with a forms-capable Web browser client” (Leuf & Cunningham, 2001, p. 14). Because of their technical features, wikis have emerged as valuable collaborative tools providing a method of virtual collaboration that helps establish contact, maintain dialogue, and share information in joint projects, as well as engaging learners in collaborative learning and knowledge construction. In addition, writing in wikis can lead users to joining virtual communities of practice (Boulos, Maramba, & Wheeler, 2006). Perhaps the best example of a wiki in action today is Wikipedia (http://wikipedia.com), which is a free, online public encyclopedia that contains millions of articles in different languages, written and rewritten by volunteers from all over the world. This
study uses another widely used wiki, that is Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com).

Using Wikispaces wikis. The wikis from Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com) afford different work opportunities and tools for their users. They offer some user-friendly technical features, such as editing content, providing links, allowing track changes, and providing search capabilities. They also enable users to insert multimedia content, i.e., photos, sounds, and hyperlinks. In Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com), the wiki’s “Discussion” module allows users to communicate and negotiate their writing content via asynchronous messages. The “Edit” module enables users to change or revise content as they see fit. The “History” module, on the other hand, shows all the changes made to the pages in color codes that indicate deleted and inserted texts. The “Comment” module allows users to raise questions and provide specific comments by posting these in a pop-up box. These wiki functions are technologically enhanced tools that have a great potential to improve online collaboration (Parker & Chao, 2007) and facilitate student interaction (Wang, 2014). Therefore, the wikis’ technical features make them useful educational tools that may provide a convenient format for valuable collaborative writing and knowledge construction.

Indeed, the wiki is one of the most convenient Web 2.0 applications available for educational contexts (Wheeler & Wheeler, 2009). It is often seen as an ideal tool for supporting the increasing amount of collaborative writing generated in educational and professional settings (Parker & Chao, 2007; Wheeler & Wheeler, 2009). This is largely due to its very low technological barriers and its rich and flexible functionality (McMullin, 2005). The power of a wiki for educational implications stems from its affordances and features, and from the actions that individuals can potentially perform in their environment. However, while a wiki offers great possibilities for collaboration and enhancing students learning, it does not automatically lead to positive learning outcomes. There is still a need to understand how wikis support learning
environments and exactly how each learner uses them (Borja, 2006). In education, wikis have made their way into various learning settings, and, specifically, in foreign language learning.

In foreign language learning settings, using wikis has facilitated L2 writing and autonomous learning (Kessler, 2009; Kessler & Bikowski, 2010) as well as collaborative learning and writing (Lund, 2008) by further promoting audience awareness (Ajjan & Hartshorne, 2008). One of the major advantages of the wiki is that writers can collaborate asynchronously in composing and editing a document, where they all have equal and constant access to the document. Writers can collaboratively build on one another’s ideas. Unlike traditional face-to-face collaborative writing, wikis usually involve a group of writers, rather than pairs, who can work from any location and at any time. Moreover, wikis allow for student-teacher and student-student interaction, which is an opportunity for students to learn how to work with peers and others, and, thus, create communities of practice, which promote a dynamic and meaningful education as well as professional experience over time (Coniam & Kit, 2008; Saaty, 2015). In order to facilitate communication, some wikis offer discussion features. For example, Wikispaces offers a discussion forum to encourage communication among participant writers (http://Wikispaces.com). Such independent student-only interactions support knowledge construction and meaning negotiation in a student-centered learning environment.

Therefore, educational wikis can offer a self-sustained student-centered learning environment where students write without the customary presence or interference of a teacher. In a wiki, the teacher’s role can be that of a facilitator providing needed feedback, or even of an observer providing little or no feedback. The measured presence or even absence of a teacher can help students to work, interact, and collaborate with one another, by commenting, suggesting, and discussing new ideas and edits (Reo, 2006). Such an independent, well-documented, and transparent writing process can empower students by allowing them to develop as autonomous
learners in and out of the classroom (Kessler, 2009). Furthermore, students can become agents in their writing processes by taking several active roles in that process as writers, readers, discussants, and editors. As a result, students can edit and revise their papers, as well as provide feedback on others’ texts. Most importantly, in their joint writing projects, students could grow as skilled communicators and negotiators (Reo, 2006). Thus, the wiki-supported writing process could promote autonomous writing, learning, and even professional skills.

**Using wikis in writing classes.** Moreover, within wiki-enabled writing classes, students can experience and learn about different text types and diverse audiences, thus boosting their genre knowledge and raising their audience awareness (Alyousef & Picard, 2011; Kuteeva, 2011). Wikis that are set up as public forums permit access to page editing by anonymous users and enable students to write to a wide-range of audiences, indeed, to all who have access to the Internet. Otherwise, wikis that are set up for private course use still provide student writers with the opportunity to consider the knowledge and interests of their immediate audience, that is their teacher and classmates (Coniam & Kit, 2008). Student audience awareness can affect the topics that students select and the way they approach them in their writing. Thus, some students prefer to write for broad audiences. In fact, writing for a broad audience increases students’ motivation to learn about their subject and build their L2 writing confidence (Lee, 2010). Conversely, some students may feel more comfortable writing in a private course environment (Coniam & Kit, 2008). Hence, it is important to carefully consider the security and privacy settings of educational wikis while keeping students’ learning preferences in mind (Borja, 2006).

Ultimately, depending on students’ writing and audience preferences, it is important to note that genre knowledge and audience awareness could affect student motivation and interest in writing.

Beyond genre and audience awareness, educational wikis may afford other learning benefits. They may support collaborative writing but also collaborative learning in general as
well as promote deeper knowledge construction through an integration of learning experiences across and beyond the curriculum (Zorko, 2009). Specifically, for the purposes of this study, and in relation to the benefits of wiki-based writing, three main research themes are explored concerning the wiki utilization in ESL educational settings: wiki writing process and revision behaviors, wiki writing process and patterns of interaction, and students’ perceptions of the wiki writing process.

In line with this study’s focus and purpose, a review of the current literature on the use of wikis for collaborative writing in ESL educational settings explores two main themes: First, wiki-based ESL collaborative writing in relation to revision behaviors (e.g., Mak & Coniam, 2008; Li, 2013) and patterns of interaction in text construction (e.g., Bradley et al., 2012; Li & Zhu, 2013), and, second, perceptions of wiki-based ESL collaborative writing in relation to collaborative behaviors and interactions (Chao & Lo, 2011; Woo et al., 2011), their benefits (Lee, 2010; Zorko, 2009), challenges, and drawbacks (Alyousef & Picard, 2011; Lund, 2008). Below is a discussion of the major empirical findings concerning these two research trends.

Wiki writing process and revision behaviors. One emerging line of research on collaborative writing relates to students’ wiki writing processes, mainly, the revision behaviors of the writing groups. Peer revision and feedback include corrections, deletions, insertions, suggestions, and opinions (Lin & Yang, 2011). In a wiki educational context, peer feedback involves students working collaboratively by co-revising their texts and their peers’ texts through editing and redrafting (Lin & Chien, 2009). The use of educational wikis in collaborative writing enables the students to collaborate with their peers and learn from observing the creation of their collaborative texts (Kedziora, 2012).

In general, revisions are made to improve a piece of writing as part of a process required to complete assignments for L2 writers. Some studies investigate students’ revision types in
general (e.g., Mak & Coniam, 2008). Others examine students’ writing changes and their engagement with their own texts and with others’ texts (e.g., Li, 2013). Yet others focus on students’ changes in meaning (Kessler & Bikowski, 2010) or examine revisions in both text content and form (Arnold et al., 2012; Kost, 2011). Moreover, a study of a small group of Chinese ESL university students who co-constructed collaborative writing texts indicates five main categories of writing changes, that is addition, deletion, rephrasing, reordering and correction. It also categorizes revisions from a linguistic perspective as global (e.g., sentence and paragraph) and local (e.g., word, clause, and phrase) (Li, 2013). Additionally, this study distinguishes writing changes made by the member herself to her own text from those she made to other members’ texts. Overall, this study reveals that with regards to their own texts as well as their peers’ texts, students are equally engaged with revisions at both the global and the local linguistic levels. Moreover, all participants show equally consistent engagement throughout the wiki-based collaborative writing course (Li, 2013). To conclude, the above studies provide evidence that wiki-based collaborative writing enriches student collaboration skills and writing proficiency through the overall revision process (Kedziora, 2012).

Wiki writing process and patterns of interaction. Besides revision behaviors, the other emerging line of research on collaborative writing concerns students’ patterns of interaction. The literature on CMC, particularly on wiki collaboration, concentrates on students’ interaction in text construction and the educational benefits of collaborative writing. Specifically, students’ interaction patterns during the collaborative writing process have become an emerging research topic within the wikis’ collaborative modules, i.e., “Discussion” and “Comment.” Some studies show that wiki-based collaborative writing has a positive impact on ESL students’ patterns of interaction in the writing process. For instance, one study examines the patterns of interaction in texts that different groups of ESL students constructed based on the available data in the wiki
pages. It identifies three patterns of interaction, that is 1) no visible interaction, in which a complete text is posted only by one member; 2) cooperation, where the joint text was composed by members working in a parallel manner, and, 3) collaboration, where texts are jointly written by all members who are all equally engaged with each other’s ideas (Bradley et al., 2012).

A more recent study, which analyzes the records from the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules along with the wiki page records, derives three patterns of interactions in an ESL wiki writing group. Namely, these are 1) collectively contributing/mutually supportive, 2) authoritative/responsive, and 3) dominant/withdrawn. This study indicates that wiki interaction has influenced students’ writing performance and learning experience positively. It also highlights the transfer of collaborative skills from the wiki-based writing interactions to students’ other writing and learning experiences (Li & Zhu, 2013). Thus, the above studies indicate that wiki-based collaborative writing has a significantly positive impact on ESL students’ patterns of interaction in the writing process. However, besides these positive reports on wiki-afforded interaction and collaboration patterns, it is important to recognize that these platforms do not guarantee collaboration. For that, there must also be a culture of collaboration and a classroom community that offers “a lens through which to explore, and potentially to pedagogically address, tool socialization and its variabilities and consistencies” (Thorne, 2016, p.188).

In the absence of a classroom community functioning in a culture of collaboration, there could be challenges in engaging ESL students in online collaborative writing. The latter include issues such as public writing, commenting on, and editing of other’s work, which could involve overcoming complex cultural and interpersonal obstacles (Witney & Smallbone, 2011), such as inexperience in public writing, preference for writing for small audiences, and discomfort about editing peers’ work. Thus, public writing could decrease their motivation and weaken their L2 writing confidence. Furthermore, students may feel uncomfortable editing and providing
feedback to others’ writing as they may see it impolite (Coniam & Kit, 2008). That is evident from studies where, at the beginning of the collaborative writing composition process, students added new content to the joint writing product, but it was not until later that they felt comfortable enough to edit each other’s work and provide feedback and comments (Mak & Coniam, 2008; Lee, 2010).

**Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Perceptions**

The literature findings report no consistency concerning the perceptions of students’ interactions in wiki-based collaborative writing. Many studies have reported positive attitudes towards students’ collaborative writing experiences (e.g., Chao & Lo, 2011; Li, 2013; Lin & Yang, 2011). One of the studies emphasizes the students’ acknowledgement of supporting and scaffolding each other in wiki-based collaborative writing experience. The students show appreciation of mutual support in resolving language issues in the process of peer review (Chao & Lo, 2011). However, other studies have recorded that students are not satisfied with their group interactions and report an inequality in general participation (e.g., Ducate et al., 2011; Li & Zhu, 2011). For example, some students prefer cooperative writing in which, first, they work individually and later combine their individual contributions into a single text (Donato, 2004). Also, in another study, some of the students mention that their group managed to communicate and collaborate quite well, whereas other students complain about the insufficient communication among group members (Ducate et al., 2011).

Moreover, a similar study reveals that students believe that wikis provide them with an opportunity to write in English, share ideas with their peers, and receive feedback about their lexical and grammatical choices. In addition, it reports perceptions of social benefits for shy students who are not active in class and explain that the wiki experience allowed them to communicate more freely and without embarrassment (Coniam & Kit, 2008). Furthermore, the
same study records perceptions of technological advantages, such as the wiki’s ease of use (Woo et al., 2011). Further, students mention perceived benefits from writing for a broad audience in the wiki, which, they consider a factor increasing their motivation for learning. This study also reveals that students believe that writing in the wiki has helped build their confidence in L2 writing, enhance their organizational skills, and promote their critical reflection ability (Lee, 2010).

**Perceptions of Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Benefits**

A number of studies report that students perceive considerable advantages in using wikis for collaborative writing (Chao & Lo, 2011; Lee, 2010; Zorko, 2009). Most students note that they find wikis enjoyable and interesting knowledge-sharing tools (Chao & Lo, 2011; Ducate et al., 2011; Lee, 2010; Lund, 2008; Zorko, 2009), in addition to valuable motivational environments to encourage learning (Chao & Lo, 2011; Lee, 2010; Woo et al., 2011). In example, Lee (2010) states that wikis seem to foster the motivation of students in their effort to be self-regulated because of group interaction and solitary accountability within collaborative writing tasks. Moreover, wiki-based collaborative writing is perceived to help students to build each other up through content development, and to achieve broader insights on the topic (Kost, 2011; Li & Zhu, 2011; Lund, 2008). Additionally, in wikis, students claim that this style of collaborative writing and peer feedback help them write better essays in terms of content, structure, and grammar (Chao & Lo, 2011; Elola & Oskoz, 2010; Lee, 2010; Woo et al., 2011). Besides their appreciation of peer feedback, students also demonstrate a positive attitude towards teacher feedback, which they credit with facilitating their wiki-based collaborative work (Zorko, 2009; Lin & Yang, 2011).

Furthermore, some studies report that the participants in wiki collaborative writing activities perceive them as enjoyable and enthusiasm-building due to the benefits of sharing
knowledge and gaining multiple perspectives on a topic (e.g., Chao & Lo, 2011; Kost, 2011; Lee, 2010; Lee & Wang, 2013; Mak & Coniam, 2008). Additionally, Chao and Lo’s (2011) findings report students’ satisfaction and positive perceptions of wiki-based collaborative writing. Their students praise the wiki technology and its ease of changing and editing texts. These students’ perceptions are also backed by real facts: they revised more continuously and enthusiastically, and invested more time revising than in a traditional classroom. The study claims that wiki-based writing provides students with a better collaborative writing experience than traditional face-to-face writing tasks. Thus, for them, wiki-based collaborative writing appears to have been an excellent online learning environment (Chao & Lo, 2011).

**Perceptions of Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Caveats**

In addition to the many perceived and real benefits of wiki-based collaborative writing tasks reported in the literature, some challenges and drawbacks have surfaced as well. Most of these are related to the wiki’s technical glitches, including issues of formatting (Ducate et al., 2011; Lin & Yang, 2011; Lund, 2008; Woo et al., 2011). For instance, Lund (2008) reports formatting problems, e.g., his students note difficulties saving their edits in the selected font or color. Such technical problems may discourage students from using wikis as a collaborative platform. A few studies also reveal that some students are concerned with the unequal contribution among the participants (Alyousef & Picard, 2011; Li, 2013). The unequal commitment in collaborative writing affects all group members’ writing and hinders their collaboration, and thus, disrupts the students’ learning experience. For example, Li and Zhu (2011) explain that a student’s withdrawal from participation could be disruptive to the collaborative writing experience of group members in a wiki-based collaborative writing task. Since the wiki is an asynchronous tool, some students prefer to use other synchronous CMC tools with it (e.g., Microsoft Messenger) to communicate and co-construct knowledge (Li, 2013).
The students state that for exchanging instant messages, the wiki is less convenient than some other chat-room applications (Lee & Wang, 20013; Lund, 2008). Whether based on perceptions and or facts, student opinions about wiki-based collaborative writing matter and can be better understood within the theoretical framework of this study.

Collaborative Writing Theoretical Background

Collaboration in general, and wiki-based writing collaboration in particular, can be analyzed and interpreted in the context of social constructivist theory.

Social Constructivist Theory in Education

The latter is based on the scholarly work of Vygotsky (1978), Bakhtin (1981), Bruner (1966), and Bruffee (1986). It focuses on understanding learning processes and knowledge-construction in educational settings (Wang, 2014). As a learning theory, social constructivism is based on the notion that learners actively construct knowledge through interaction, engagement, and collaborative learning activities. It emphasizes that students learn when they interact with each other (Vygotsky, 1978). Therefore, one of the foremost characteristics of a constructivist teaching and learning environment is to provide students with opportunities to interact with each other and work collaboratively (Jonassen, 1999). Thus, in a social constructivist educational setting, the use of pair and or group work, and collaborative activities is central.

Social constructivists, such as Vygotsky (1978) and Bruffee (1986), believe that social interaction is the driving force of knowledge construction and of individuals’ cognitive development. As a theory, social constructivism suggests that human development is socially situated, and knowledge is constructed through interaction with others. Vygotsky (1978) believes that an isolated learning environment does not lead to cognitive development in the learning process, and that social interaction with others is essential to cognitive development and learning. In addition, Franklin (1996) indicates, “Knowledge is created and re-created in the
discourse between people doing things together” (p. 71). Therefore, knowledge is constructed when learning involves more than one person in interaction with others.

Social constructivist learning approaches seek to understand how students construct their knowledge as situated in a particular activity, where they work together to achieve a common goal (Freire, 1970). Thus, according to such approaches, knowledge building happens when learners collaborate in constructing common understandings. Such approaches also posit that students’ construction of knowledge is the product of social interactions and interpretations (Vygotsky, 1978), that is knowledge is not constructed in isolation. Rather, it is formed through a collaborative effort, generated by a community of active learners. Set in the social constructivist paradigm, the collaborative writing approach enables students to work together and to participate in evolving communities of practice (Bruffee, 1986).

Furthermore, social constructivist theory views students as active co-constructors of meaning and knowledge. Thus, learning is viewed as a process of active knowledge construction from social interactions and negotiation processes. The construction of new knowledge by active learners is an essential element of this theory. Therefore, social constructivism focuses on student-centered teaching and learning approaches, in which students interact and network with each other to construct knowledge. Elbow (1998) supports this notion by emphasizing that collaboration goes hand-in-hand with student-centered learning environments.

Moreover, the social constructivist theory approaches learning as a social process, which emphasizes the role of others in the individual construction of knowledge (Vygotsky, 1978). The social constructivist paradigm situates writing as a social act, rather than an individual one. Influenced by the social constructivist theory, many writing theories now understand writing more as a socially embedded activity (Hirvela, 1999), than an individual act. Even when a writer is composing an individual text by writing alone, she still communicates with an intended
audience, in other words, she is performing a social act.

Furthermore, the social constructivist teacher plays the role of a facilitator more than a teacher (Lambert, 2002). The role of the teacher in a social-constructivist learning environment is to help students build knowledge and encourage them to engage in collaborative learning activities. In collaborative learning settings, the teacher is generally a facilitator who provides opportunities for students to work collaboratively. This facilitator role is more appropriate in a social constructivist context (Lambert, 2002), in which the students are actively constructing knowledge together, rather than passively receiving information from the teacher. A teacher can serve as a guide and mentor, coaching students as they take on a central role in the learning process. According to Sims (2002), students can learn better by trying to make sense of the content on their own, along with receiving guidance from their teacher.

Overall, social constructivism does not eliminate the need for the teacher. Rather, it redirects the teacher’s role from knowledge provider to learning facilitator securing a safe learning environment in which students can actively work together. Thus, social constructivism elevates the teacher’s role from a self-centered follower of curriculum directives to a student-centered creator of effective learning opportunities. Currently, the latter almost necessarily require the effective application of technology in general, and of Web 2.0 tools, in particular, to provide advanced tools for designing and delivering instruction based on the social constructivist approach. Prominent among Web 2.0 technology tools, the wiki provides a space for the writing process that promotes social, collaborative, and user-centered interaction. Thus, it has emerged as a “very powerful digital tool for supporting student collaboration” (Vaughan, 2008, p. 48). Based on the discussion above, one can easily see that a wiki is an important tool for constructivist educators.
Social Constructivist Theory in Using Wikis in Education

Educational wikis are conceptualized as Web 2.0 technology tools that have provided a variety of functions to help teachers design and deliver instruction based on social constructivist principles. Along with other Web 2.0 technology tools, they are web-based utilities that focus mainly on social, collaborative, and user-driven content and applications (Paily, 2013). In implementing tools, such as wikis, and their technological features therein, teachers can guide, mentor, and coach their students who students take a central role in the learning process.

Supported by the social constructivist theory of language learning, the nonlinear approach to wiki process writing involves collaborative interaction, or learning that is a “social, dialogical process of construction by distributed, multidimensional selves using tools and signs within context created by the various communities with which they interact” (Duffy & Cunningham, 1996, pp. 181-182). This means that learning begins as a social process that involves members of a community who share and build knowledge together in order to accomplish a joint task (Pavlenko & Lantolf, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978). Therefore, meaning is shaped, and knowledge is collaboratively constructed through the negotiation of meaning (Higgs & McCarthy, 2005).

According to the social constructivist theory, learning occurs in students’ interactions in authentic learning experiences, as well as in their joint ownership of learning (Woo & Reeves, 2007). The collaborative and the interactive nature of wikis provides students with a learning environment that is closely aligned with the social constructivist approach (Su & Beaumont, 2010). Each user can take an active role in using wikis; a student can be a writer, an editor, and/or a reader. Thus, using wiki-based collaborative writing could translate learning pedagogy into practice. Hence, the use of collaborative writing wikis emphasizes the social aspects of composition. Overall, wiki collaborative writing embodies the social constructivist learning and teaching approach, as it encourages students’ interaction, engagement, participation, and
collaboration. It also advocates students’ active construction of knowledge by supporting students’ taking responsibility for their own learning (Su & Beaumont, 2010).

Taking responsibility for their own learning in wiki-based collaborative writing activities, students approach the state of ownership of the knowledge thus constructed. The latter evolves in an on-going community of practice fostering knowledge building with others. The wiki’s flexible functionality and ease of use allows students to move closer to a fully social constructivist mode of learning by participating in collaborative learning settings (McMullin, 2005) where the role of others in the individual construction of knowledge is essential (Vygotsky, 1978). Thus, learning in this paradigm is an educational but also a social process (Shepard, 2000). In addition, using collaborative writing wikis encourages authentic communication and negotiation of meaning by providing students with a communicative goal and an intended message to convey to their team writers and to their audience. Last but not least, wikis as a form of social learning environments promote problem-solving activities that engage students in collaborative knowledge building through interaction with peers, outside sources, and the community, in which the teacher facilitates, manages, and provides guidance (Bruns & Humphreys, 2005).

In the context of wiki-based collaborative writing activities, the teacher-student partnership is built upon the idea of guidance but also of mutual cooperation, not as a one-directional process of instruction. Teachers offer but also negotiate possibilities of constructing knowledge that is both needed and desired. Thus, in line with constructivist learning pedagogy, teachers relinquish traditional forms of institutional control to some degree in order to help design truly authentic collaborative learning activities for their students. This requires teachers to change their role to facilitators and coaches, but also partners in the teacher-student collaboration in wiki-based environments (Lamb, 2004), thus abandon their traditional role as depositors of knowledge (Freire, 1970). Rather, knowledge is constructed and produced in a dynamic teacher-
student interaction where students and teachers alternate the roles of writer, reader, editor, partner, and discussant as appropriate for the situation.

In accordance with the widely accepted principles of social constructivist learning theory and as a result of the rapid growth of collaboratively oriented networked technologies in the West, wikis have the potential to advance and enhance collaborative writing (Bruns & Humphreys, 2005; Parker & Chao, 2007). However, in this respect, educational contexts differ significantly. For example, using wikis in Saudi educational contexts is relatively new and needs serious exploration, as Western-based studies do not reflect this particular context. Thus, in order to gain a deeper understanding of this study’s context, it is important to understand the Saudi cultural and educational environment before utilizing wiki-based collaborative writing tasks in the Saudi female classrooms. The current study attempts to do just that. It adds to the growing body of research on online wiki collaborative writing from the lens of social constructivist learning theory, as specifically applied in Saudi educational contexts.

**Social Constructivist Theory and Saudi Education**

As evident from the review of the literature, by their origin, functions, and use, wikis represent social constructivist theory, that is a fundamentally Western technology and ideology. Furthermore, the collaborative practices that they afford constitute a complex cognitive but also a multi-faceted western-based socio-cultural phenomenon. As such, it is important to know the implications of their use in the Saudi context with regards to the country’s historical, religious, socio-cultural, educational, and technological background, especially in relation to the role of women and gender in the country. Below, I will review the Saudi educational scene to emphasize major religious and sociocultural factors that characterize the Saudi educational system and may be in conflict with the provisions of social constructivist theory, and with wikis in particular.
Since the participants of this study are Saudi female TESOL graduate students, it is important to provide an in-depth view of Saudi Arabia, its culture and gender roles, especially given the fact that these are significantly different from the Western contexts where wikis are theorized and applied. Also, for this study’s purpose and research paradigm, it is important to address the country’s educational system, especially the status of English and technology in it. Most important, it is essential to understand Saudi women’s roles in the broader socio-cultural scene and its specific implications for this study. Therefore, the last section of the literature review provides a brief account of those Saudi features that are relevant to this study. It reviews the Saudi religious, socio-cultural, educational, and technological backgrounds as they affect the teaching English in Saudi Arabia and the role of women and gender in Saudi Arabia.

**Religious factors.** To situate wikis as forms of constructivist learning pedagogies in Saudi Arabia, it is essential to get a glimpse at the drastically different Saudi context. The kingdom of Saudi Arabia is the largest country in the Arabian Peninsula. It borders on the Red Sea from the West, the Arabian Gulf, Kuwait, and Qatar on the East, Iraq and Jordan on the North, and Yemen and Oman on the South. Saudi Arabia is the homeland of the Arab people and the birthplace of Islam. Whereas the West harbors pluralistic and diverse ideologies, both socio-cultural and religious, Saudi Arabia is a monolithic cultural and religious center. It is the home of the two Islamic holy places: Makkah and Al Madinah. Arabic is the official language, and Islam is the official religion. The country was founded in 1932. Comparatively a young nation, Saudi Arabia has deep historical, traditional, tribal, cultural, and religious roots. It is a conservative country where the Islamic teachings and beliefs, as well as the Arabian cultural values, are dominant. Specifically, Saudi Arabia is considered to be one of the most controversial countries in the world, due to its conservative traditions, beliefs, religion, and norms. Islam, national traditions, and social norms mold its development. These factors regulate and influence the lives...
and daily activities in Saudi Arabia, as well as the Saudi educational policies, practices, and beliefs (Al-Saggaf & Williamson, 2004). Islam plays a central role in shaping and reshaping the Saudi culture, education, and social life. To this day, tribal traditions also shape the Saudi people’s way of life.

Due to the rapid changes in the 21st century, such as modernization, the influx of foreign educational and technology tools, and the general influence of the outside world, changes in Saudi Arabia have been taking place, slowly but visibly. At the same time, adjusting to change from outside while keeping traditions at home creates difficult juxtapositions as well as clashes of traditional and modern lifestyles and beliefs. In the struggle between the modern and the traditional ways of thinking and living in Saudi Arabia, the younger Saudi generations have had a broader exposure to modern developments through education, technology, and travel (Yamani, 2000). Thus, the younger generations are beginning to question some of the classical traditions, social norms, and educational polices.

**Socio-cultural factors.** The Saudi society is influenced mostly by Islamic religion and religious traditions and social norms. Mainly, this has resulted in a male-dominated country, where men have exorbitant power over women in all aspects of public and private life. Thus, most women depend on their fathers, brothers, and husbands for their life, educational, and professional choices (Alsweel, 2013). To be precise, framing Saudi women’s lives as choices, even if highly limited, is just another way of using Western discourse to reference their situation. Indeed, they have no choices. Furthermore, the Saudi society has a lot of contradictions, which have even further exacerbated women’s perceptions of their social status. It is worth noting that the Saudi society mixes tradition with religion (Yamani, 2005). Thus, some decisions and rules are made under the name of Islam, even though they have nothing to do with religion (Hamdan, 2005). For instance, banning women from driving in Saudi Arabia is not against the Islamic
religion. It is just a tradition, which is not religiously based but is presented as such (Alsweel, 2013). Today, the Saudi context is marked by the struggle to keep or to modify and abolish traditions. Both trends have their fervent supporters with small but important inroads made towards a more balanced view (Yamani, 2005).

The segregation of the sexes is one of the predominant Saudi contradictions as well as the norm in all public life domains in Saudi Arabia, whether in schools, universities, workplaces, or public places (Guta & Karolak, 2015). The practice of segregation has shaped the society. Saudi women are not allowed to approach, talk to, or have anything to do with any men other than their relatives, thus restricting their ability to act as independent citizens (Guta & Karolak, 2015). However, one should not generalize the notion of gender segregation in the country because the degree of segregation varies from city to city and from region to region. Main cities tend to be less strict than small towns or rural areas (Hamdan, 2005). Since Saudi Arabia is a large and diverse country, generalization is very difficult to apply. Even then, the segregation of the sexes is enforced as a religious rule that is firmly engrained in people’s minds and in society as a whole.

Another powerful norm is the belief that the main role of a woman is to be homemaker, mother, daughter, and/or wife (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014). Therefore, society expects a Saudi woman’s main role and mission in life to be a housewife who takes care of her children and husband (Alsweel, 2013). Nevertheless, with the rapid modernization, women have become very active at female-only schools, universities, workplaces, banks, businesses, and elsewhere. In addition, Saudi women currently work with men in certain places, e.g., hospitals, companies, and shopping malls, without being seen as transgressing national traditions and social norms (Yamani, 2002). Still, the generational clash of values persists, with younger generations becoming more open-minded and accepting of change and older generations remaining
recalcitrant about it (Yamani, 2005). Technological innovations, foreign travel and education, and global developments affect and facilitate cultural and social change (Alswaeel, 2013; Hamdan, 2005). Nonetheless, the demand for change in the social role of Saudi women remains critical.

Today, Saudi women’s social roles and rights are changing. For instance, in 2001, women were issued independent identification cards (Alswaeel, 2013). Before that, women were listed under their fathers’, brothers’, or husbands’ identification cards (Hamdan, 2005). Also, in 2011, women were given the right to vote and run for municipal elections. Before that, they had no right to be active in municipal elections (Masoud, 2015). This is evidence of changes in women’s social roles and in the power dynamics in Saudi Arabia. Women who are educated and socially active can be agents helping in the country’s overall development (Alswaeel, 2013). This is a positive development towards empowering Saudi women and a promising beginning of a long and difficult struggle for their emancipation.

**Educational factors.** As seen in the previous sections, all domains of Saudi Arabian public life including education are different from most educational systems in the world, especially from the Western world. Although the country provides equal educational opportunities for both genders, most educational institutions (e.g., schools and universities) are segregated by gender (Al-Hariri, 1987). This separation is influenced by religion and traditions, but it leans more towards traditions and norms (Al-Kahtani et al., 2006). Therefore, the educational system is based on a complete separation of students and staff by gender. Educational institutions provide separate buildings and staff for male and female students.

The educational segregation in Saudi Arabia is considered “equal but different as women and men are intrinsically different but this does not necessarily mean that women are inferior” (as cited by Kubota, 2004, p. 29). Thus, both males and females have equal educational
opportunities and rights. The Saudi government makes sure that all citizens have equal educational rights, without any discrimination (Al-Banawi & Yusuf, 2011). The Ministry of Education (MOE) states on their website that the kingdom is ahead of many countries in providing equal education free of charge for both genders and at all levels (Saudi Arabian

The Saudi educational system encourages the reverence of the teacher, which contradicts social constructivist perspectives. Thus, the students should receive knowledge from their teacher (Elyas & Picard, 2010). They are not used to interacting with each other, nor are they used to interacting with the teacher. They only serve as containers of knowledge. They do not create knowledge. The teacher and the assigned books are the prime sources of knowledge. The teacher’s main role is to import knowledge; and the student’s role is to listen (Jamjoom, 2010). Lecturing, rote learning, and memorization are the norm. Class discussions may happen, however, under strict parameters. The teacher provides knowledge to her students, and, in turn, they demonstrate their conviction in and unconditional acceptance of the validity of their teacher’s knowledge (Elyas and Picard, 2010). Mostly, classroom instruction is teacher oriented. The teacher is at the center and in control of the classroom with her statue-like students following instructions. Thus, the reverence for the teacher is deeply rooted in the Saudi educational system (Elyas & Picard, 2010). These characteristics of the traditional Saudi educational system strongly conflict with the provisions of social constructivist learning theory. In the context of the current study, that might be problematic for its participants.

The traditional Saudi educational system is typically based more on rote learning and memorization than on critical thinking, problem solving, analysis, learning how to learn, or how to produce knowledge (Elyas & Picard, 2010). In a typical Saudi classroom, rote learning and memorization are emphasized over invocative thinking techniques, thus hindering the development of problem solving and critical thinking skills (Cassidy & Miller, 2002) which is in
contrast with social constructivist theory’s focus on learning how to learn. Moreover, Saudi traditional teaching methodology leans towards lecturing, thus being more teacher- than student-centered, which also conflicts with the principles of constructivist pedagogies. Students are seen as passive objects rather than active learners. They are not used to working in groups or giving presentations. Therefore, working in group activities, which is highly valued in constructivist pedagogies, may be problematic for Saudi students (Elyas & Picard, 2010). Hence, collaboration, as an essential element in constructivist pedagogies, might be problematic for this study’s participants.

This traditional way of teaching mirrors literacy traditions in the Arabian Peninsula, where reciting the Quran and poetry are considered as the pinnacle of good education (Elyas & Picard, 2010). In the past, lecturing, rote learning, and memorizing were the norms in teaching and learning. This is still evident in Saudi L2 teaching methodologies that require the memorization of pre-written English essays. To prepare for exams, students are usually asked to memorize a number of pre-written essays from their textbooks (Elyas, 2008). Therefore, the students are evaluated on how well they have memorized the sentences and structure of the essay on a particular topic, rather than on how they can use the language to create knowledge. Students are not taught how to write; rather, they are encouraged to memorize.

In the Saudi educational system, all educational policies are generated and conducted by the government and supervised by The Ministry of Education (MOE). Curricula, syllabi, and books are streamlined following a core-curriculum throughout the kingdom (Saudi Arabian Cultural Mission, 2006). Thus, it is not easy for teachers to encourage students to develop critical thinking skills, a central focus of constructivist pedagogies. Teachers are strongly restricted from implementing their own teaching ideas, approaches, and interpretations of the curriculum. However, more recently, the Saudi government seems to support shifting teaching methods from
traditional memorization and rote learning towards encouraging students to be active learners through the implementation of problem-solving techniques (Elyas & Picard, 2010). Collaborative and group activities are strongly encouraged. Also, the emphasis on student-centered classes is becoming more common; students are being considered active learners rather than passive ones (Mahboob & Elyas, 2014). Thus, the MOE is taking special measures to integrate new teaching and learning practices and pedagogies in the educational system (The Ministry of Education, 2016) in support of social constructivist pedagogies.

**ESL-related factors.** English language education is flourishing in all domains. English is taught as a core subject in public and private schools and universities (Mahboob & Elyas, 2014). It is also the medium of instruction in most medical and engineering classes. The main goal of teaching English, as stated by the MOE, is to “furnish the students with at least one of the living languages, in addition to their native language, to enable them to acquire knowledge, learn about the arts and about useful inventions, [and] transmit that scientific knowledge to other communities” (Ministry of Education, 1974, p. 13). However, English language teaching and learning in the Saudi educational system mostly follows the grammar-translation approach (AlJamhoor, 1999). This approach, as Abalhassan (2002) indicates, has limited Saudi students’ communication skills in both spoken and written forms. Because of the globalized status of the English language, the Saudi government believes that English is essential for the country’s development (Nouraldeen & Elyas, 2014). Jan (2006) states that in Saudi Arabia, “English is taught not only as a major in English language and literature, but also as a medium of instruction and education for students from other majors to enable them to read field-related books and research written in English” (p. 5). English is used in many companies and corporations, such as Saudi Aramco and Saudi Airlines.
In present Saudi Arabia, English has attained high priority as a means of obtaining jobs, gaining knowledge, understanding other cultures, as well as in reparation to study aboard, and even to travel for pleasure (Nouraldeen & Elyas, 2014). In fact, “As a global language, English has become a requirement for decent employment, social status, and financial security in various parts of the world” (Guo & Beckett, 2007, p. 121). Nevertheless, Saudi Arabian educators are working on localizing English to meet the country’s local needs. English has become the “gateway” to education and to the country’s development (Mahboob & Elyas, 2014). It is becoming a privilege for those who know it, and a disadvantage for those who do not. However, the uncritical adaptation of foreign curricula, content, teaching methods, and practices in the Saudi educational system do not always meet the learners’ needs (Elyas & Picard, 2010). Therefore, English teachers are advised to think globally and teach locally to develop culturally appropriate curricula and teaching pedagogies (Mahboob & Elyas, 2014).

Although English is essential in the Saudi education system, the teaching and learning of writing has many drawbacks. Writing teachers usually rely on rote learning and memorization approaches (Elyas & Picard, 2010). For example, the majority of the writing teachers at Saudi Universities teach writing by emphasizing the essay form with a focus on grammatical correctness (Jouhari, 1996). Similarly, Al-Hozaimi (1993) explains that in English writing classes, students write following only one single procedure, in which the teacher outlines a topic on the board, and then asks students to write about it. Students write individually in the classroom; they are required to finish their essays during the class period and are not allowed to take them home. Thus, Saudi students are puzzled if they are asked to write about a topic that they did not memorize at home in advance. They are not trained to write about new topics, or about topics that they did not prepare ahead of time. Most likely, students memorize what they have to write about to pass exams. Moreover, students write for their teachers only; they are not
taught how to write to real audiences. In most writing settings, students write individually. They do not read their peers’ writing, nor do they peer review each other’s texts. In some educational settings, students are not even allowed to negotiate or discuss their topics with each other. The audience concept, as well as the concept of collaborative writing is never taught in a writing class (Jouhari, 1996). In all, even though teaching English language and English writing are essential in the Saudi educational system, they follow outdated and ineffective teaching methods and pedagogies.

**Educational technology-related factors.** Since this study explores the way Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and investigates students’ perceptions of such a writing experience, it is important to address the technology status in Saudi Arabia where some conservatives still view technology as dangerous and erosive to Saudi culture and beliefs; they disapprove of the use of technology, even if it is widely available. These individuals may not object to the use of technology per se, but they fear the negative impact of what technology might bring from other cultures (Al-Kahatani et al., 2006). They might also see technology as an invader that might affect cultural values and social norms. The lack of knowledge about the use of technology could be the main reason behind the conservatives’ fear of technology (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014). Since most Saudis in the rural areas of the country have a backward way of thinking, females in those areas are subject to even more restrictive and outdated rules. They are not allowed to use technology as it is deemed an intrusion of Western civilization (Al-Kahatani et al., 2006). These technology opponents believe that technology will bring on immoral and shameful behaviors (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014). More recently, the Saudi government began educating all citizens on the importance of technology use in education (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014).
Today, in larger metropolitan areas, the Internet is shaping nearly all aspects of life. Saudi educational institutions are now wired to the Internet. For instance, the use of Blackboard, email, online activities, online testing, and distance learning are commonly used in educational settings. Moreover, today, most of the students are considered to be exposed technology and Internet. This is evident in Saudi Arabia where the use of technology has rapidly increased among the new Saudi generations (Prensky, 2006; Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014; Al-Kahtani, Ryan, & Jefferson, 2006). Thus, the use of technology for Saudi women is shaped by the country’s strict traditions and norms but also by newer technological developments (Al-Kahtani et al., 2006).

The Saudi educational system is facing tremendous changes by utilizing new technologies in education and by integrating new educational approaches and pedagogies that improve teaching and learning (Al-Maini, 2013). Using technology in education can reach beyond the walls of traditional Saudi classroom contexts (Al-Maini, 2013). More specifically, networked writing environments can be used to foster students’ interactions and participation, and further develop their writing processes (Alshalan, 2010). Today, communication technologies, along with Web 2.0 technology tools, have come to play a very important role in shaping and improving education, not only in developed countries, but also in developing countries (Al-Showaye, 2002). Just like other developing countries, Saudi Arabia has faced challenges in implementing the use of technology in education (Al-Maini, 2013). The application of technology began by teaching the “computer” as a subject in schools, rather than by integrating it as a learning tool (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014; Roblyer & Doering, 2013). Because of its specific Islamic and cultural traditions, the Saudi educational context presents a difficult situation for integrating technology, especially in women’s contexts (Alenezi, 2014).
Currently, teachers are advised to inform female students about ways of protecting their privacy and personal information in an online platform (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014).

Furthermore, the Saudi government has invested a lot of money in modernizing the educational system to be on par with technology-based modern teaching approaches (Al-Maini, 2013). However, as the Saudi educational system is still focused on traditional teaching approaches, the adoption of educational technology is still slow (UNESCO, 2011). Nevertheless, the Saudi government is continually modernizing and developing the educational system. There is an ongoing effort for adopting some modern Western teaching methods, but also keeping cultural and religious values, which can be facilitated through the use of educational technology (Smith & Abouammoh, 2013).

The Saudi government spends billions of dollars to provide technology in educational institutes and to establish and maintain an updated technological infrastructure in the kingdom (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014). Nevertheless, cultural and religious beliefs make the application of technology in education challenging, especially in female educational institutions. However, attitudes towards educational technology are changing due to globalization (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014). Today, the Saudi educational system has changed considerably to accommodate female use of technology in all educational settings and fields. Yet, a lot more remains to be done.

**Women-related factors.** It is clear from the above review of the religious, socio-cultural, educational, and technological background of life in Saudi Arabia, that the role of women in the country is strikingly different from that in many other places. Women are victims of a gender inequality bias that impacts their private and public, their social and professional selves. Specifically, female use of technology serves as one of the foci of the various societal fears of
loss of national, religious, and cultural identity through the greatest loss of all, that of control over women.

**Gender inequality bias.** It is essential here to state, that in Saudi Arabia, the question is not how to educate women as equal members of society but how to educate them to uphold traditional power and gender imbalances. In that situation, the introduction of wiki-based L2 writing might seem as a subtle and even subversive form of Western-inspired education that runs counter to established traditions.

Issues of gender bias represent the inequitable social scaling in Saudi Arabia. On an educational scale, some conservative Saudis claim that continuing education after high school is not important for females (Guta & Karolak, 2015). Thus, these individuals believe that females do not need higher education degrees because finding a job is not essential in a female’s life. Some may even see it as inappropriate for a female to work outside her house and stay in the workplace for hours. Furthermore, conservative families hold that it is more important for males to be well educated, because they are the ones to find jobs, get married, and support their family financially. Therefore, the Saudi society and culture place greater emphasis on males’ education than on females’, which is a socially perpetuated gender bias (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014).

In Saudi Arabia, gender discrimination serves to perpetuate social inequality. On the positive side, there are some signs of emerging change (Alsweel, 2013; Yamani, 2005) but it is still challenging for women to have their voices heard over those of men, whether in education, or in society. Thus, it is important to give voice to those traditionally silenced and make them heard through the power of education (Alsweel, 2013). Education may be the steppingstone to female empowerment and to an active female citizenry.
Female use of technology. Saudi females’ exposure to the world outside their homes is limited. Their behaviors are controlled by their family and by society at large. Families that believe the Internet to be evil can banish it from their homes (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014) to avoid exposure to foreign worlds and values that might divert them from their cultural values and religious beliefs (Al-Kahtani et al., 2006). They are particularly strict towards their female family members who are not allowed to use social media and Web 2.0 technologies to prevent them from exposure to the immoral West that purportedly encourages deviant behaviors. Such families restrict their daughters from using the Internet in an attempt to protect the family’s reputation (AlSaggaf, 2004; Oshan, 2007).

Thus, the Saudi social traditions, norms, culture, and beliefs shape dominant attitudes towards female activity in online spaces (Al-Kahtani et al., 2006), which could often be problematic (Amoudi & Sulaymani, 2014). In spite of this, with the rapid development of technology and the Internet, it has been almost impossible to prevent, or even control, females’ exposure to the world.

Chapter Summary

This chapter discusses the background of collaborative writing and the theoretical framework that underpins this study. For that, it reviews theoretical perspectives on social constructivism theory in its relation to collaborative writing, especially in wiki-based collaborative writing contexts. Further, it reviews the current body of literature on collaborative writing in ESL/EFL settings by synthesizing the research on wiki collaborative writing and by identifying research gaps that this study aims to fill. Since the participants in this study are Saudi female TESOL graduate students in a Saudi context, this chapter devotes a separate section on the Saudi Arabian background of this study. To enable a deeper understanding of the complexity of using wikis with Saudi female students, it emphasizes relevant aspects of the Saudi religious,
socio-cultural, and educational background, the nature and problems of teaching English in Saudi Arabia, and the unequal status of women in the country. Additionally, it addresses some controversial issues regarding the use of educational technology in the kingdom, especially by Saudi females, as well as the use of technology in Saudi education at large.

The following chapter describes this study’s research methodology by providing a detailed map of its research design, participants, and setting, the researcher’s role, the research instruments, the data collection methods, and the data analysis procedures that are incorporated in this study.
CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This study aims to explore the ways in which Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and the way in which they interact throughout the completion of that task. Additionally, it investigates Saudi female TESOL graduate students’ perceptions of their use of wiki-based collaborative writing when completing the writing task. This chapter describes the methodology employed by providing a detailed map of the research design, participants, and setting, the researcher’s role, the research instruments, the data collection methods, and the data analysis procedures that are incorporated in this study.

Research Questions

The following three research questions and their related sub-questions guide the present study:

1. How do the participants collaborate during the discussion of the co-construction of their asynchronous, wiki-supported task-based essay afforded by the wiki “Discussion” module?
   a. What topics do they consider for their essay?
   b. What discourse practices do they employ in negotiating the content and organization of their essay?

2. How do the participants collaborate during the actual writing of their asynchronous, wiki-supported task-based essay afforded by the wiki “History” module?
   a. What writing activities do they engage in co-creating their collaborative essay?
   b. What writing strategies do they employ in co-creating their collaborative essay?

3. How do the participants perceive their asynchronous wiki–supported task-based collaborative writing experience?
In order to achieve the goals of this study and to answer its research questions, the main data collection methods were as follows: pre-task questionnaires, the wiki records in the “History” and “Discussion” modules, and the individual face-to-face semi-structured interviews and reflection letters (Creswell, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2008; Marshall & Rossman, 2011; McKay, 2006; Perakyla, 2008; Stake, 2010). The pre-task questionnaire data documented the participants’ responses to create the participants’ profiles that could assist in the data analysis and discussion. The wiki records data were analyzed and transcribed to find how the students work together to complete the wiki-based collaborative writing task. Interviews data were digitally audio-recorded and then transcribed to facilitate finding patterns or emerging themes among the participants’ responses. Reflection letters were subject to content analysis. Once the data was collected, it was clustered, themed, sub-themed, analyzed, and explained quantitatively and qualitatively. Then, findings were discussed in relation to the research questions.

**Research Design**

Having articulated my study’s focus, research questions and approach, it is logical to state in detail the research procedures followed throughout the study. I employed a mixed method inquiry to explore the way Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and the way they interacted throughout the completion of that writing task. Additionally, the mixed method design aimed to investigate Saudi female TESOL graduate students’ perceptions of their own use of wiki-based collaborative writing when completing their writing task. This study mainly explored a wiki-based collaborative writing task in its naturally occurring context. It also helped understand the complexity of utilizing wikis in a Saudi female TESOL graduate educational setting. This study drew on multiple data sources: a pre-task questionnaire, the wiki records of the “History” and “Discussion” modules, post-task semi-structured interviews, and reflection letters. As this
research design is chosen to provide answers to the research questions, the next section explains the rationale of this study.

**Rationale for Mixed-Method Research**

The study’s research design was based on the use of the mixed-method approach which is defined by Greene, Caracelli, and Graham (1989) as the use of at least one quantitative method (use of numbers) and one qualitative method (use of words and text) together. According to Creswell (2009), the mixed method is “an approach to inquiry that combines or associates both qualitative and quantitative form of research. It involves philosophical assumptions, the use of qualitative and quantitative approaches, and the mixing of both approaches in a study” (p. 4). Established scholars and researchers have supported the use of mixed method designs. For example, Frechtling, Sharp, and Westat (1997) report, “the best results are achieved through the use of mixed method evaluations, which combine quantitative and qualitative techniques” (p. 10). They also emphasize that the mixed method design “frequently provides a more comprehensive and believable set of understandings about a project’s accomplishments than studies based on either quantitative or qualitative data alone” (p. 5).

In addition, Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998) argue that incorporating a mixed method approach assists researchers to gain deeper insights from their answers. Similarly, Creswell (2009) states that using this approach enables researchers to make the best of the quantitative and qualitative paradigms by obtaining rich information from different perspectives. He also claims that there is more insight to be gained from the combination of both research paradigms than from either form by itself. More specifically, many researchers in the area of wiki collaborative writing, such as Alyousef and Picard (2011), Elola and Oskoz (2010), Kessler (2009), Li (2013), Li and Kim (2016), and Mak and Coniam (2008), have used mixed-method design to find rich
data, to balance the limitations of both quantitative and qualitative methods, and to obtain more reliable data.

In this study, a mixed method was used to provide a richer and fuller picture regarding the way in which the participants co-construct a collaborative writing task and regarding their perceptions about such a writing experience. On the one hand, the quantitative data mainly illustrated how the participants co-constructed their essays in the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules. Specifically, quantitative data focused on the types of writing changes that the participants made to the writing product as evidenced in the chronology of text development in the wiki’s “Discussion” and “History” modules. It also focused on the types of writing changes each participant made to her or to her peers’ contributions to the writing product as evidenced in each participant’s “History” records. On the other hand, the qualitative data analysis focused on the participants’ strategies employed in their writing activities and on their perceptions about the writing changes they made during the co-construction their essays. Particularly, the participants’ responses to the interview questions provided insight into their perceptions of their own and their peers’ writing changes made to their collaborative writing product. Exploring the perceptions of the participants provided a deeper understanding of their opinions about and attitudes towards their collaborative writing experience in the wiki. The latter also helped in explaining the quantitative data. The mixed-method approach was chosen as the most appropriate means of understanding the way the participants co-construct a writing product using the wiki, as well as of understanding their perceptions of their experiences. Quantitative and qualitative approaches are discussed below regarding each of the research questions and the data sources.

**Quantitative approach.** In this study, the quantitative approach, which deals with the collection and analysis of data in numeric form (Creswell, 2009), was used to answer questions
about the topics the participants generate and choose for their essay, the types of writing changes they make, and the types of writing strategies they employ in their writing activities in the wiki “Discussion” and “History modules. To answer these questions, the data was collected from the wiki “Discussion” sessions (e.g., the notes participants post in the threaded discussion of their essay’s content and organization, that is by brainstorming and outlining) and from the wiki “History” module (e.g., the changes they make to the developing essay, that is by drafting, revising, and editing). In both cases, the quantitative approach, which uses frequency counts to quantify the participants’ discussion notes and writing changes in the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules, was supplemented by a qualitative discourse analysis which allowed the researcher to understand the meaning of these quantifiable data.

**Qualitative approach.** In this study, a qualitative approach was used in interpreting and discussing the data. It sought to reveal the negotiation strategies the participants used in the wiki “Discussion” module, the writing strategies they employed in their collaboration on this project, and the perceptions they have about completing the study’s wiki-based collaborative writing task. The latter can be socially and culturally constructed and reconstructed. For example, established scholars (e.g. Creswell, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2008; Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Patton, 2002) indicate that the qualitative approach is most effective when researchers intend to examine participants’ perceptions in certain contexts influenced by other factors that may interact in their cultural and social surroundings. Hence, qualitative research is subjective in its approach of examining and reflecting on the participants’ perceptions of understanding social and human activities (Creswell, 2009; Hussey & Hussey, 1997).

Additionally, a qualitative approach is used as effective and appropriate for interpreting and discussing research data. Thus, it is appropriate for the context of this study, and, specifically, for analyzing the participants’ perceptions of their educational experience
completing a wiki-based collaborative writing task because a qualitative research design approach helps to understand the context of “specific situations or people” (Maxwell, 1996, p. 17), placing an emphasis on words rather than numbers (Maxwell, 1996). Therefore, the qualitative approach is effective in gaining insight into the participants’ perceptions about using wiki-based collaborative writing tasks in their learning contexts. Further, the qualitative approach supports the development of a holistic and complex picture of the issue under study. This includes reporting multiple perspectives, identifying many factors involved, and delineating the larger picture. Hence, researchers are not bound by tight cause-and-effect relationships among factors, but rather by identifying the complex interactions of factors in any situation (Creswell, 2007). Accordingly, the qualitative research approach in this study sought to develop a holistic picture of the participants’ negotiation strategies, collaborative writing experiences and collaborative writing perceptions. Therefore, participants from similar personal and educational backgrounds were chosen for this study as a representative sample.

Participants

Choosing a particular group of participants who share certain features, qualities, qualifications, and capabilities is a critical step in qualitative-oriented studies (Creswell, 2007; Marshall & Rossman, 2011). In addition, Patton (2002) indicates that qualitative research should be built on purposeful selection of participants in order to examine a particular phenomenon comprehensively. As Creswell (2007) states

The inquirer selects individuals and sites for study because they can purposefully inform an understanding of the research problem and central phenomenon in the study. Decisions need to be made about who or what should be sampled, what form the sampling will take, and how many people or sites need to be sampled (p. 125).
Accordingly, I chose a purposeful sample of participants who meet the purposes of this study. Therefore, I chose Saudi female participants who are currently in their first/second year of graduate studies in their university.

This study investigates utilizing a wiki-based collaborative writing task for a specific group of people who are preparing to become ESL teachers. Thus, I used a purposeful selection of participants who are students in a graduate TESOL program. All participants are Saudi female students whose first language is Arabic. They are in their first or second year in the program. All students are enrolled in the same graduate courses in the fall of 2017. Most of the students have teaching experience. All participants have demonstrated an advanced English language proficiency level by scoring 6 or higher in the IELTS test or in its TOEFL equivalent. I selected these participants because of their advanced command of English, which would allow them to focus on the content, and on constructing knowledge collaboratively without being distracted by language issues. Furthermore, I chose to study Saudi females because this is the population that I care about and that I will be teaching. Thus, studying this population will help me to further grow as a teacher-scholar by implementing new teaching methods of English academic writing.

Academic Setting

The academic setting for this study involves Saudi TESOL graduate students currently studying in the US. More specifically, the study was conducted within the Wikispaces website (http://www.wikispaces.com), i.e., its “Discussion” and “History” modules.

The Wikispaces website. A variety of wiki websites (Wikipedia, Wikispaces, MediaWiki, Wetpaint) have been used in language classes in previous research studies (Alshalan, 2016; Chao & Lo, 2011; Li, 2013; Li & Zhu, 2013). Selecting a wiki that is easy to use is important, therefore, I selected Wikispaces (http://www.wikispaces.com), a hosted service that allows users to register and create a free wiki website as a platform for students’
collaborative writing. I chose Wikispaces because it offers a set of easy and user-friendly features, is simple to incorporate into a course, and is popular in higher education, particularly in L2 learning settings. A number of researchers have also chosen Wikispaces in conducting research studies (e.g., Alshalan, 2016; Caho & Lo, 2011; Li, 2013; 2014; Parker & Chao, 2007).

Moreover, Wikispaces is easy to learn and use because it includes an editing toolbar that is similar to a common word processing edit menu. It provides an easy way of writing and requires no knowledge of wiki syntax (Parker & Chao, 2007). Wikispaces offers many functional features that can assist students in writing collaboratively. It enables all edits to be traced back to the original author, which helps secure content creation. Users can use the “Discussion” module to communicate asynchronously, or even to leave comments. Further, its most noticeable feature, the “History” module, keeps all the edits, i.e., the deletions coded in red and the additions, coded in green (Li, 2013; 2014). These color-coded changes can help students to identify individual revisions easily. Also, the “History” module can help the instructor to monitor her students’ writing process.

Furthermore, Wikispaces enables the creation of educational wikis, which can be designed as a free classroom (Alshalan, 2016). While wikis can be public or private depending on the access they provide, the wiki used in this study is private, that is the permission mode for the wiki is available only to the participants who can access, read, write, and edit texts as well as comment on the posted texts. The instructor can view, edit, and provide feedback to participants’ wiki pages. In this study, the participants, working in groups of three, can only access and work in their designated wiki space. They cannot see the other groups’ work as each group’s wiki page is restricted to the teacher and its own group members. Given these functional characteristics, Wikispaces provide a suitable Web 2.0 collaborative learning environment for this study.
**Wiki Design**

For the purpose of this study, I created a wiki-based collaborative task in Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com). Its main page contains a welcoming message that encourages participants to work together in their own wiki page. Each group has its own space where it co-creates their own text as its members interact with one another. Then, the participants can move to the task prompt page, which is listed under the main page. Next, each group has access to their group’s page only. As mentioned, participants are divided into groups of three. Participants’ names are listed under each group page (Figure 1).

![Wiki Design Diagram](image)

*Figure 1. The wiki design.*

**Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Task**

The wiki-supported collaborative writing task designed for this study is an essential component of its research design. Its design is affected by the study’s purpose, participants, topic, and wiki affordances. Additionally, previous literature studies have drawn attention to task design (Lee, 2010; Lund, 2011; Mak & Conmian, 2008) stating that “the most effective tasks are believed to be those that promote meaning negotiation and target a single convergent outcome” (Wong & Waring, 2010, p. 260). Thus, the task instructions were developed to generate discussion between learners and require them to synthesize and consolidate their ideas together.
For this study, the wiki-based collaborative writing task prompt was provided on the main wiki page (see Appendix 1). In each group, the participants were required to compose collaboratively a 600-word essay. They were asked to discuss and agree on at least five major challenges, which they would write about. Then, they had to explain each of these challenges, provide examples, and suggest solutions for each challenge. In their collaborative essay, they needed to include a title, a brief introductory paragraph, body paragraphs, and a brief concluding paragraph. The participants were encouraged to provide a logical structure where the essay moves from point to point in a logical progression. They had to complete this task within three weeks. They were not required to meet face-to-face or do anything else outside of the wiki. Rather, they were encouraged to use the wiki “Discussion” module to communicate with each other. The participants had to work collaboratively as a group to complete the task. Each group member was required to visit the wiki at least once a day and spend at least ten minutes working on this task.

**Researcher’s Role**

In this study, the researcher was personally involved in the processes of investigation and interaction with the participants (Li, 2014; Patton, 2002). I developed a private educational Wikispaces account for the participants and helped students create personal accounts, where, in small groups, they worked asynchronously on the wiki-based writing task. I also prepared and conducted an orientation session to train the participants on how to join Wikispaces and how to use its features for collaborative writing and for interacting with each other. The training session mainly focused on how to create an account in Wikispaces, and how to discuss, write, edit, comment, and track changes.

Following that, I provided the participants with the pre-task questionnaire to learn more about their demographic information, English proficiency and technology experience, and their
work style preferences (see Appendix 4). Further, I acted as a technical consultant for those who needed help with any writing or technical problems they encountered. I directed, discussed, and provided them with the wiki-based task prompt. However, I did not provide feedback on their texts. Besides, I constantly checked in with the participants and their Wikispaces pages, observing their writing changes and interactions with each other. I carefully read the wiki’s “History” and “Discussion” records. Mainly, I observed and coded the students’ wiki writing changes and collaboration. Lastly, I conducted post-task semi-structured interviews with the participants to understand their perceptions of their writing experience (see Appendix 5).

**Data Collection Procedure**

After receiving the Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for this study (see Appendix 2), I started the data collection. I used institutional email lists and social media to identify and invite participants, all registered graduate students in the Fall 2017 semester. After that, I screened volunteers to select those who met the criteria for this study. After selecting nine participants to be divided in three collaborative writing groups, I gave them an Informed Consent Form to read and sign prior to any data collection. The Informed Consent Form (Appendix 3) provided the participants with information about what I planned to do. To ensure their privacy, the Informed Consent Form stated that pseudonyms would be used for their names and guaranteed that the data collected will remain confidential and will be used for no other purpose than the study at hand. The students’ participation in this study was voluntary, so they were assured they would not be penalized if they decided not to participate. Furthermore, they were informed that if one of the students requested to withdraw from the study during the data collection process, any data related to her would be excluded and destroyed, as explained in the Informed Consent Form.
After collecting all consent forms from the students, I administrated a pre-task questionnaire (see Appendix 4) to collect data about their demographic information, about their prior English learning and technology experiences, including wikis, about their preferred work style, and about their familiarity with peer/group work. This questionnaire helped me create a participants’ profile to support the data analysis and discussion and in the discussion of the results and findings of this study.

For this study’s purpose, I developed a private educational Wikispaces account for the study and helped students create personal accounts, where, in small groups, they worked asynchronously on the wiki-based writing task. The timeline of the data collection is displayed in Figure 2 (see Figure 2). Accordingly, I introduced them to the Wikispaces in a PowerPoint presentation, in which I explained and demonstrated how to join the site. The students were also introduced to a variety of Wikispaces menu items and features. More specifically, they were encouraged to focus on the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules and use these for the purposes of collaborative writing. Also, a handout with the main points of my presentation was distributed to the participants.

**Figure 2.** Data collection procedure: Timeline.

Additionally, before introducing the main task, I provided the participants with a brief wiki-based mock-task writing practice where they could practice the above Wikispaces (http://wikispaces.com) features to gain experience and confidence in using the wiki as a tool for
collaborative writing. Then, the participants were divided into small groups of three following research indicating that groups of such a size are most successful in collaboration to complete the wiki-based collaborative writing task (Dobao, 2012; Li, 2013; Morgan, Allen, Moore, Atkinson, & Snow 1987). Small groups were formed based on the participants’ availability. Further, I discussed and provided the participants with the wiki-based task prompt. Throughout the study, I also served as a tech support assistant to those who needed help with the wiki. Mainly, I observed the participants’ wiki writing behaviors and collaboration.

Lastly, based on the study’s research purpose and needs, I conducted post-task face-to-face semi-structured interviews with seven of the participants in English (see Appendix 5). Each participant was asked the same set of interview questions. The duration of the interview with each participant did not exceed 45 minutes and a digital audio recorder was used to record each interview, which was then transcribed and analyzed. After these interviews, seven of the participants also completed reflection letters about their collaborative writing experiences (see Appendix 6).

**Data Collection Instruments**

In order to answer the study’s research questions, multiple instruments were employed including a pre-task questionnaire, the wiki records from the “Discussion” and “History” modules, face-to-face semi-structured interviews, and reflective letters (see Figure 3). All instruments were tested in a pilot study with volunteered participants before the actual data collection process.
Pilot Study

A pilot study was used to determine the credibility and trustworthiness of the study. The pilot study was conducted before the actual collection of data to field-test the instruments and their appropriateness for this study. In the pilot study, the volunteered participants were three Saudi female graduate students. They were asked to complete the wiki-based collaborative writing task and report any difficulty or challenges they faced, or if any technical problems occurred. I created a Wikispaces page for the pilot study and helped the participants to create accounts in the Wikispaces site. I explained some of the wiki features and provided them with a handout on using this wiki site. Then, the participants were asked to respond to the pre-task questionnaire and report any ambiguous or unclear items. After that, they worked collaboratively to complete the wiki-based writing task in the Wikispaces site. Further, they went over the interview questions and reported if they had difficulty in understanding the questions, or if the questions needed to be rephrased or explained further. The pilot study also helped in developing follow-up questions.
In the pilot study, time was one of the factors to pre-test in completing the wiki-based collaborative writing task, the pre-task questionnaire, and the interviews. It helped me to better modify the aforementioned data sources. Therefore, the pilot study also tested and verified the reliability of the research instruments and the research design. Nonetheless, the results of this pilot study are not reported in the results of this study following Secomb and Smith (2011) who state, “The results of this pilot study may not be meaningful and have not been reported, [but] the outcomes and experiences are” (p. 35). Thus, the pilot study was mainly conducted to refine the wiki-based collaborative writing task, the pre-task questionnaire, and the interview questions in order to improve the quality of the data and to check if the instruments were measuring what they are supposed to measure to answer the research questions. Below are descriptions of each of the data collection instruments used in the study.

**Pre-Task Questionnaire**

A pre-task questionnaire was given to the students to collect data about their demographic information, their prior English learning and technology experiences, including wikis. It also collected information about the students’ preferred work style and their familiarity with peer/group work (see Appendix 4). This questionnaire helped in creating a profile of the participants that could assist in the data analysis and discussion. My use of a pre-task questionnaire built on an existing study (Li, 2014) that utilizes a questionnaire to collect similar data. The questionnaire was modified and adjusted to meet the purpose of the current study and to accommodate the participants. The questionnaire items were field-tested in the pilot study. Responders in the pilot study stated that they had no difficulty in understanding the questionnaire items which they completed smoothly.

In my use of surveys in this study, I followed Brown (2001) who defines them as “any written instruments that present respondents with series of questions or statements to which they
are to react either by writing out their answers or selecting from among existing answers” (p. 6). I also drew on Dörnyei (2003) who assures that questionnaires are effective and valuable research instruments in terms of the researcher time and effort. In this connection, he states, “By administrating a questionnaire to a group of people, one can collect a huge amount of information in less than an hour…processing the data can also be fast and relatively straightforward…” (p. 8). In this study, the demographic survey was not the main data source. It mostly assisted in my interpretation of the factors that influenced the participants’ wiki-based collaborative writing, and their perceptions about their experience. The demographic questionnaire helped in creating a participants’ profile which, in turn aided with explaining the study’s findings and their interpretation.

The demographic questionnaire took approximately five minutes to complete. The pre-task questions were divided into three sections. The first section asked about the participants’ basic demographic information and about their English learning experiences. The second section included questions about the participants’ technology learning experiences. The third section included statements about the participants’ learning styles. The questionnaire was written in English because the participants are advanced speakers of English.

**Wiki Discussion and History Modules Records**

This study explored the way Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task. It mainly focused on the students’ writing changes and on their interactions throughout the completion of that writing task. Therefore, the participants’ wiki pages in Wikispaces were considered as the main data collection instrument that meets the purpose of the study. Specifically, each group’s the “Discussion” and “History” modules records were analyzed. The former included each group’s threaded discussion of the content and organization of their essay and the latter provided evidence of the ways in which the
participants co-constructed their essay by making drafting, revising, or editing changes to their document, all recorded by the wiki “History” module as writing changes, that is as deletions recorded in red, and as additions recorded in green. Thus, the wiki “Discussion” and “History” records provided transparency in the participants’ writing processes, and, particularly, in their collaborative strategies and processes.

**Oral Interviews**

Based on this study’s research purpose and needs, and as a method of data collection to understand the students’ perceptions about their writing experience, I also conducted post-task semi-structured face-to-face interviews with the participants in English (see Appendix 5). My choice of face-to-face interviews as a major data collection method was inspired by its potential of providing rich and vital information on qualitative studies that seek to find or explore the way knowledge, interactions, attitudes, and perceptions are constructed and co-constructed among the members of a certain community (Fontana & Frey, 2008; Marshall & Rossman, 2011; Patton, 2002; Stake, 2010). I was also encouraged to use oral interviews as “one of the most common and powerful ways in which we try to understand a fellow human” (Fontana & Frey, 2008, p. 118). Moreover, I appreciated the significance of interviews as data collection methods as they assist the researcher to obtain “unique information or interpretation held by the person interviewed [and find] out about a “thing” that the researchers were unable to observe themselves” (Stake, 2010, p. 95). Such a method grants the researcher effective access to areas of realities “that would otherwise remain inaccessible, such as people’s subjective experiences and attitudes” (Perakyla, 2008, p. 351). Therefore, as far as the focus of this study was concerned, interviews became a vital tool to explore how the participants co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and how they interact throughout its completion. More
specifically, interviews in this study were the main data source to be mined for the participants’ perceptions about their wiki-based collaborative writing experience.

The interview questions were field-tested in the pilot study. Respondents in the pilot study reported that they had no difficulty in understanding the questions, and that the questions were clear. The interview questions were formatted in a semi-structured manner to suit the purpose, focus, participants, and context of the study, especially knowing that “the semi-structured approach is most useful if you know in advance the kinds of questions you ask, feel fairly sure that you and the interviewees “speak the same language,” and want to do an analysis that requires the same information from each participant” (Adler & Clark, 1999, p. 249). Each participant was asked the same set of interview questions presented in the same order.

The interview consisted of ten questions and a couple of probing follow-up questions asked when needed. The questions asked about participants’ perceptions of their wiki-based collaborative writing experience, its benefits and caveats, their group interactions and their suggestions for future wiki-based collaborative writing projects. In interviewing the participants, as the interviewer, I rephrased or explained some of the questions if they needed further clarification. I also restated or summarized their responses to confirm my own understanding of their responses.

**Reflection Letters**

For this study, the final data collection instrument were reflection letters. The participants were mainly asked to talk about what they found most memorable, important, or even life-changing for them when completing the writing tasks. The reflection letter prompt was provided in a Microsoft Word document and emailed to the participants (see Appendix 6). The prompt was designed in order to gain rich data about the participants’ understating of their collaborative writing practices and group interactions. By having the participants complete these letters, this
study presents valuable results in terms of the opinions of students regarding wiki-based collaborative writing experiences. The reflection letter prompt was tested in the pilot study in which the participants reported no difficulty comprehending it. In this study, I collected via email seven reflection letters ranging from 300 to 500 words.

Data Analysis Method

The data analysis method for this study follows a mixed-method procedure. This section explains the selection and use of quantitative and qualitative methods in this study, as well as provides a brief summary of their use in each of the data sources collected for this study.

Quantitative Analysis

The purpose of quantitative analysis is mainly to process numeric data, such as frequency counts that facilitate the understanding of the phenomenon being studied. The quantitative approach focuses on objective measurements and on the statistical, mathematical, or numerical analysis of data collected through using quantifiable techniques. Reflecting on this, Creswell (2009) explains that quantitative approach is the process of collecting, analyzing, interpreting, and reporting the results of a study in a numeric form. In this study, the quantitative approach was applied to find how the participants collaborate in co-construction of a wiki-supported task-based writing product.

More specifically, it informed the analysis of the data from the Pre-Task Questionnaire Survey, where it helped develop the participants’ profiles in relation to their participation in this study’s task completion. It was also used to quantify the participants’ discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module where the number, length, and frequency of participants’ contributions was later mined for possible interpretations of their collaborative negotiation of their essays’ content and organization and the specific negotiation strategies they applied in that process. In the wiki “History” module, quantitative data were used to qualify numerically the participants’
contributions, or “writing changes” which were automatically recorded by the wiki as deletions and additions. It was important in providing numerical information for the ensuing qualitative analysis making sense of the participants’ collaborative writing experiences. Finally, the quantitative analysis of the oral interviews provided information about the participants’ priorities in answering the interview questions.

**Qualitative Analysis**

In addition to using quantitative analysis, for the purpose of this study, qualitative analysis was used to interpret the collected data and to facilitate the understanding of the phenomenon being studied. I based my qualitative analysis on Creswell (2007), who defines the process of data analysis in qualitative studies as it consists of preparing and organizing the data (i.e., text data as in transcripts, or image data as in photographs) for analysis, then reducing the data into themes through a process of coding and condensing the codes, and finally representing the data in figures, tables or a discussion (p.148).

Moreover, my selection of the qualitative data analysis was based on its provision of a flexible set of tasks that are undertaken and re-undertaken until adequate representation of the information is found and effective interpretations and discussion are constructed. I also appreciated the possibility of going back and forth between the different aspects of research and working with the data, which in this study is “iterative rather than linear, so that a good qualitative researcher moves back and forth between design and implication to ensure congruence among question formulation, literature, recruitment, data collection strategies, and analysis” (Morse et al, 2002, p. 10). Most importantly, it was significant to me that in qualitative studies that there are no fixed procedures or prescribed tools, which researchers can follow and use to accomplish the task of data analysis and discussion, “the process of data collection, data
analysis, and report writing are not distinct steps in the process— they are interrelated and often go on simultaneously in a research project” (Creswell, p. 150). Nevertheless, I was aware of the fact that qualitative researchers might experience difficulty in managing, sorting, and making sense of the gathered data, and of course in analyzing and discussing them (Patton, 1980).

In this study, I used qualitative data analysis as a way of applying discourse analysis to the study’s data derived from the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules on the one hand, and, to the semi-structured interviews and reflection letters, on the other. In the “Discussion” module, the participants’ notes submitted as separate contributions to the wiki linear threaded discussion were analyzed to establish the types of collaboration and negotiation strategies applied in the brainstorming and outlining of their essays. Coding followed Grant’s (2013) and Galinsky and Mussweiler’s (2001) categorization of collaborative negotiation strategies and Lowry, Curtis, and Lowry’s (2004) taxonomy of the levels of collaborative writing. The discourse analysis of the data collected from the wiki “Discussion” module allowed the researcher to understand the participants’ patterns of collaboration during the discussion of their essays as they might relate to the actual writing of their essays, thus make predictions about the nature of the collaboration processes in their actual writing of their essays in the wiki “History” module. In the wiki “History” module, discourse analysis was applied to understand the nature and types of collaboration as evidenced by the participants’ consecutive writing changes to their essays. Following Lowry, Curtis, and Lowry’s (2004), the researcher was able to establish a flexible pattern of collaboration strategies that reflected the participants’ ability to respond to their essay’s current version. Using rhetorical analysis (Lowry et al., 2004; Kittle & Hicks, 2009; Godwin-Jones, 2018), I was able to analyze the collaborative writing process, that is drafting, revising, and editing, occurring in the “History” module” as it reflects, complements, and
completes the preliminary discussion of that process occurring in the wiki “Discussion” module, that is the brainstorming and outlining of their essay.

To gain a deeper understanding of the participants’ writing experiences, and, given the fact that the use of wikis as a collaborative writing tool focused on its “Discussion” and “History” modules is rather rare, even unique to my knowledge, I needed to examine the participants’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences. I applied a qualitative content analysis to glean information about their personal thoughts and feelings as expressed in their oral interviews and reflection letters. I coded both data instruments for recurring patterns, identified the most common ones, and was able to add to the understanding of the participants’ behaviors during the duration of this study, especially in areas where the data could be interpreted in multiple ways.

Thus, I chose and used a mixed-method analysis as the most appropriate means of understanding the way the participants collaborated in co-constructing a wiki-afforded task-based essay, as well as understating their perceptions about their collaborative writing experience.

**Ethical Considerations**

I aim to protect the rights of the participants in the following ways. The participants are treated in accordance with the Institutional Review Board’s (IRB) rules and requirements (see Appendix 2). To protect their identities, I use pseudonyms to refer to the participants in my study. The Wikispaces site is set up as private and password-protected. Its access is limited only to the participants in this study. The site itself is not visible to anybody else. Finally, the recorded interview data are stored on my password-protected laptop computer and on an external drive.
Chapter Summary

This chapter describes the research methodology adopted in this study by providing a detailed map of the research design, participants, setting, researcher’s role, research instruments, data collection methods, and data analysis procedures that are incorporated in it. It also presents detailed information about the analyses of the data sources in relation to this study’s goals.

The following chapters discuss the main findings regarding students’ writing changes in the wiki-based collaborative writing task and summarize the data results as they relate to this study’s research questions. They also report the results about the participants’ perceptions of their wiki-based collaborative writing experience in the co-creation of their collaborative essays.
CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS

Introduction

Chapter 4 focuses on the data analysis performed as part of this study. It begins with a further discussion of the study’s context, that is its participants, task, and the specially created Wikispaces wiki as these relate to the data analysis. Further, Chapter 4 focuses on the data analysis itself. First, it summarizes the requirements for successful collaboration that enable this study’s effective data analysis. Then, it analyses the completion of its collaborative writing task in its two stages: one, the collaborative discussion of the task-based essay’s content and organization as recorded in the wiki “Discussion” module, and, two, the collaborative writing of the task-based essay as documented in the wiki “History” module. Finally, it analyzes the participants’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experience reflected in the information retrieved from their oral interviews and reflective letters.

Successful Collaboration Requirements

For an effective analysis of this study’s data and in addition to the research I presented in Chapters Two and Three, here, it is necessary to make sure that the study’s context meets the requirements for successful collaboration to avoid potential setbacks (Hewitt, 2001). For that, I explore further the rules for successful collaboration (Vicens & Bourne, 2007) which emphasize that to avoid failure in collaborative projects, it is important to decide from the beginning the task and the participants’ readiness for collaboration, and the way collaborative work will be organized and delegated. I also considered the following factors for successful collaboration (Green & Johnson, 2015) (see Table 1), which were designed and implemented in a large-scale inter-institutional collaborative project. They strongly emphasize the importance of participants’ selection factors, such as background, knowledge, motivation, desired diversity but also shared
common ground. Additionally, they point to important project-related factors, such as clear goal-setting, and most importantly, the selection of a task that yields itself to collaborative rather than individual completion (see Table 1).
Table 1

*A Checklist to Assess for an Organization’s Readiness for Collaboration*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Readiness for Collaboration</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Would the situation (research, education, or clinical issue) of interest be best solved through collaboration?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Who should be included in the collaboration? Are the appropriate collaborators (disciplines and professions) being considered and invited?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Have you identified the benefits that each of the collaborators will gain from the relationship?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have you identified the potential barriers to working effectively (e.g., culture, vocabulary, approaches, distance, technology, etc.)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Have you developed a plan for how these barriers will be overcome?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Have the following been assessed for key team members regarding collaboration: attitude, environmental concerns, communications, resources and trust?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Have you considered the intangible elements for each collaborator (e.g., tacit knowledge, social capital, transparency, motivation)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Have the organizational learning objectives been clearly stated and agreed upon (what do you hope to learn from collaboration)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Is the support and commitment across all levels for this collaboration to be successful, including administrators, collaborators and any involved staff?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Have all members of the collaborative team agreed on the goals and the shared purpose?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Does everyone in the collaboration have adequate and available time, resources, and skills in order to accomplish the goals?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Is there an overt environment and culture of mutual respect amongst all members? If not, what is the plan to develop this?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Have you developed and agreed upon the plan to manage and resolve the conflict or disagreement when it occurs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Have the collaborators agreed to share in all the following: planning, decision making, problem solving, responsibility, working together cooperatively, communicating, and coordinating openly?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Green and Johnson (2015) (see Table 1), I created a checklist for readiness for collaboration that meets the goals of this study. In it, I excluded factors relating to cross-institutional collaborative work partnerships and focused on the participants and collaborative task salient factors that reflect the nature of this dissertation research situated within one specific educational institution and its TESOL graduate program. Below, Table 2 includes the factors that guided this study’s participants selection, task design, and wiki administration (see Table 2).

Table 2

*A Checklist for Assessing the Participants’, Task’s, and Wiki’s Readiness for Collaboration*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Readiness for Collaboration</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Participants</strong></td>
<td>Who should participate in the collaboration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does everyone in the collaboration have adequate and available time, resources and skills to complete the task?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Is there an overt environment of common interests, culture, background, and mutual respect among the participants?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Have the following been assessed for team members regarding collaboration (education, English proficiency, attitudes, computer use, wiki use)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Task</strong></td>
<td>What issue of interest would be best solved through collaboration?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What kind of task would be best suited for collaborative completion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What kind of instructions would best set the task’s goal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What barriers might affect the collaboration and how can they be overcome?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wiki</strong></td>
<td>How could high-level collaboration be secured through interrelated convergent discussion wiki notes? (after Hewitt, 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How could the threaded discussion’s reply protocol affordances limitations be avoided?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How could a linear wiki discussion be encouraged over a threaded one?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Chapter 3, I discussed the participants’ selection in relation to the study’s research design. Here, in Chapter 4, I add to this discussion the information gleaned from the analysis of the demographic survey I conducted with the participants (See Appendix 4).

**Participants**

Participants were selected with the study’s research goals in mind and with the above-mentioned criteria for readiness for collaboration. More specifically, participants were screened depending on their educational and computer use background and their working style attitudes. All participants had the same or very similar educational background. They are all students in the same TESOL graduate program. Their English proficiency reflects their educational background. As graduate students in an English department, they considered their proficiency in English to be advanced (seven of them) and high-intermediate (two of them) with all declaring positive attitudes towards English. That ensured that they have adequate availability, skills, knowledge, common interests, and shared culture and experience, all necessary conditions for successful collaboration (see Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). Their computer-use background and work style attitudes and preferences, however, showed some variations according to individual group members. These variations constituted another important criterion for readiness for collaboration, that is a level of diversity that encourages a rich discussion and possibilities for individual contributions and input (Green & Johnson, 2015). Below, I trace the differences in each group’s members’ computer background, attitudes towards and preferences of individual versus group work (see Tables 3, 4, and 5).

Group One members Huda, Dalal, and Reem all use computers for education and Google Docs in particular (see Table 3). Huda and Dalal use computers for a wider range of purposes, that is for education, but also for fun and social networking. Huda and Reem stated that they are very comfortable using computers whereas Dalal felt only comfortable. Huda and Reem also
reported a richer Web 2.0 tools repertoire including blogs and Facebook in addition to Google Docs. Dalal is the only one who had also used wikis prior to her participation in this study. Their attitudes towards doing individual work varied from very positive (Dalal and Reem) to positive (Huda). Regarding group work, Reem reported a very positive attitude, Huda – a positive attitude, and Dalal – a neutral attitude. It is interesting to note that their attitudes to individual and group work reflect their working style preferences. Huda and Reem prefer group work and Dalal would rather work individually (see Table 3).

Table 3

*Group 1: Participants’ Background and Attitudes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Educational Background</th>
<th>Computer Use Background</th>
<th>Working Style Attitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huda</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Very comfortable blogs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education Fun Social networking</td>
<td>Twitter Google Docs Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalal</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Comfortable Wikis Blogs Twitter Google Docs Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education Fun Social networking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Very comfortable Google Docs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education Fun Social networking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group Two participants Layla, Asma, and Maha all use computers for educational purposes and Google Docs in particular (see Table 4). Two of them, Layla and Maha, consider themselves advanced users of English whereas Asma believes her English proficiency is only
high-intermediate. Here, too, only one group member, Layla, uses computers only for educational purposes. The other two group members, Asma and Maha, reported using computers for other purposes, e.g., for fun (Asma) and for social networking and fun (Maha). Only one group member, Maha, felt very comfortable using computers. Her team mates, Layla and Asma, stated they felt only comfortable using computers. In Group Two, only one group member, Asma, uses Web 2.0 tools other than Google Docs, that is Twitter and Facebook. None of the participants had used wikis before this study. Their attitudes towards individual work varied: Asma defined her attitude as very positive, Layla – as positive, and Maha – as neutral. Regarding group work, two of the participants, Layla and Asma, reported neutral attitudes to group work whereas the third one, Maha, stated her positive attitude towards it. Relatedly, Layla and Asma preferred to work individually whereas Maha would rather do group work.

Table 4

Group 2: Participants’ Background and Attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Educational Background</th>
<th>Computer Use Background</th>
<th>Working Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td>Attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td>Working Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education Program</td>
<td>English Proficiency</td>
<td>Purpose for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td></td>
<td>Using Computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layla</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced Education</td>
<td>Comfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asma</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>High-Intermediate Education Fun</td>
<td>Comfortable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maha</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced Education Fun Social networking</td>
<td>Very comfortable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Group Three members, Sara, Razan, and Lana, exhibited similarities and differences comparable to the other two groups (see Table 5). Two of them, Razan and Lana, deemed their English proficiency advanced, and the third one, Sara, considered herself to be of high-intermediate proficiency level. One of them, Sara, uses computers only for educational purposes. The other two, Razan and Lana, also use computers for fun and for social networking. Their background in Web 2.0 tools includes Google Docs as mentioned above. For Sara, this is the only one. Razan and Lana also use Facebook. Beyond these Web 2.0 tools, Razan uses Twitter and Lana uses wikis and blogs. Two of them, Razan and Lana, had used wikis before, whereas Sara had not. Finally, their attitudes towards individual work are unanimously positive. As for group work, only two of them, Sara and Razan, reported positive attitudes and preferred group work. Lana reported that her attitude towards group work is neutral and that she prefers to work individually.
Table 5

**Group 3: Participants’ Background and Attitudes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Educational Background</th>
<th>Computer Use Background</th>
<th>Working Style Attitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>High-Intermediate</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razan</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Education Fun Social networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lana</td>
<td>M.A. in TESOL</td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>Education Fun Social networking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, in terms of their educational experience, computer background, and their attitudes towards and preferences for individual and group work, in their demographic survey responses, the participants confirmed their preparation and readiness for collaborative work. In that, they reported a high level of commonalities and slight but significant differences that indicate their readiness for collaborative tasks.

**Task**

In addition to the more general task description I provided in Chapter 3, here, I specify this study’s task parameters further because along with the selection of prepared and willing participants for collaborative work, the task provided in such work is of paramount importance (see Table 2). The absence of a task, or the choice of an inadequate task that is better done individually might lead participants to complete a project individually rather than collaboratively.
(Alyousef & Picard, 2011; Hewitt, 2001; Fu, van Aalst, & Chan, 2016). To prevent the collapse of collaboration due to task inadequacy, the researcher explored authentic professional tasks in the participants’ field of study, TESOL. These included the collaborative development of products like these: TESOL syllabi, curricula, programs, professional reports, proposals and publications, program policies, event planning, and job descriptions, which focus on maximum input, different perspectives, shared knowledge, and document effectiveness (Ede & Lunsford, 1990; Duin, 1991; Loehr, 1995). With the availability of online collaborative tools, such as Google Docs, wikis, and Microsoft Word among others, collaborative writing is becoming the preferred medium in professional and institutional organizational practices. Naturally, I looked into a possible adaptation of these authentic professional products for the purposes of this study.

Given the participants’ short-term voluntary participation and the absence of real-life institutional commitment, such products did not seem feasible. However, they provided useful hints to one of the constituent goals of all these professional projects, that is reaching consensus about a number of challenges/issues they need to address. More specifically, many of them incorporate an understanding of major ESL learning or teaching challenges. Furthermore, the identification and discussion of various ESL challenges is also a personal issue. Developing the identity of an ESL professional, which is the target goal for TESOL graduates, incorporates advancing an informed position about the most important ESL challenges in specific educational settings, especially in Saudi Arabia where English is a foreign language. Thus, this study’s task’s core component, its topic, was determined as the identification of major ESL education challenges and as a topic offering personal professional gains to its discussants (Green & Johnson, 2015; Mak & Connian, 2008) (see Table 1).

Given the limited time for and the research focus of this collaborative task, it wasn’t feasible to require preliminary research as some large-scale online collaborative projects do (Fu
et al, 2016). As the participants are ESL learners themselves, it was possible to focus the discussion on their personal experience, now enriched by their TESOL graduate education. Indeed, TESOL challenges are an often-discussed topic whether in personal or professional conversations and a major guiding principle in the participants’ future ESL teaching assignments. Thus, it was reasonable to expect a vivid discussion of a personally and professionally significant subject. To avoid possible organizational barriers and following ESL task design preferences, the number of challenges was limited to five (Lund & Rasmussen, 2008). Furthermore, for a greater focus on collaboration, the task was facilitated with several prompts. Thus, the length of the collaborative essay was limited to 600 words and its structure followed a familiar rhetorical pattern for the content and organization of academic essays (e.g., introduction, body, conclusion). Its audience was defined as Saudi ESL teachers for whom practical solutions to these common challenges would be useful. Further clarifications were provided about the sub-tasks to be completed jointly and the strategies to complete them within the specially designed Wikispaces (www.wikispaces.com) wiki (see Appendix 1).

**Wiki**

Besides offering further specifications about this study’s participants and task, here, I do the same for the Wikispaces wikis, the online medium for its collaborative task completed in two stages: one, in the collaborative discussion enabled by its “Discussion” module, and, two, in the collaborative writing recorded by its “History” module. Ultimately, as seen from the literature review in Chapter 2, the wiki’s technical properties may or may not facilitate effective collaboration depending on what they afford and how its affordances are used (Lund & Rasmussen, 2008).

Asynchronous wiki discussion forums have been used for collaborative projects with varying results (Ducate, et al., 2011; Lee, 2010). Educationally, they have been credited with
enabling discussion through providing multiple conceptual perspectives in a hierarchically-structured text (Han & Hill, 2006). Socially, they have been referred to as a medium for constructing knowledge as a social activity (Han & Hill, 2006; Li & Zhu, 2013). Linguistically, they have been analyzed as written forms of spoken English showing features of both in unique online hybrid discourses (Han & Hill, 2006; Lee, 2010). However, in terms of their collaboration affordances, they have been criticized for their reply protocol structure, that is for conditioning discussants to connect their responses to a single note, usually the most recently posted one. Consequently, they generate mostly standalone notes (e.g., introducing new ideas) and add-ons (e.g., building on one other note only). Rarely, they might include multiple-reference notes referring to two or more previous notes. With regards to collaboration, unlike linear asynchronous discussions, the wiki threaded discussions reply protocol structure prevents discussants from seeing the whole discussion at a glance, thus, making it impossible to generate convergent notes that refer to but also discuss two or more previously posted notes (Hewitt, 2001; 2003).

As mentioned before, this study uses a Wikispaces (www.wikispaces.com) wiki which is a form of threaded asynchronous discussion that unfolds more like a linear asynchronous discussion than a typical threaded asynchronous discussion. Similar to other threaded discussion forums like Moodle (www.moodle.com), it allows participants to “Open a new discussion” or start a new thread as well as to respond to previously posted notes by clicking “Comment.” However, unlike other threaded discussion forums, it displays all posted notes as an ongoing conversation rather than as a chronological list of discussion topics only (see Figure 4). Figure 4 shows an excerpt from the participants’ preliminary wiki task where they were free to start new topics and respond to them as they wished. Specifically, it shows three discussion threads and the responses to each one. Most importantly, it keeps the whole conversation open so that
participants could, in fact, respond to any one or to any number of the existing posts. However, a closer look at the responses to the three different discussion topics shows that even though the conversation remained visible at a glance all the time, due to topic changes, the corresponding comments remained linked to the current rather than to any of the preceding threads.

With this in mind, this study’s wiki-based task provided the participants with one single discussion topic, that is with one thread which enhances the possibilities for collaboration in terms of creating convergent rather than standalone and add-on comments (see Figure 5). Figure 5 shows a single thread with all comments linked to it and to other comments posted earlier. The latter is the most important technical affordance which allows for a number of convergent summary notes synchronically or across the discussion and for rich patterns of collaboration (Hewitt, 2001) in what unfolds as an asynchronous linear discussion. Thus, potentially, by preventing the rapid topic changes through opening new threads, the single-thread linear discussion supports an enhanced collaborative discussion cohesion (Hewitt, 2001).
Figure 4. Wikispaces wiki: Multiple-thread threaded discussion.
Furthermore, as a way of encouraging participants to maintain the discussion’s cohesion by focusing on the task at hand, this study’s task prompt addressed the above-mentioned threaded discussion forums’ caveats by providing specific strategies for the completion of the study’s collaborative writing task. It defined the task as comprising only one linear discussion or one thread with all comments related to it. The latter precluded the possibility for a threaded...
discussion with any number of new threads with comments to individual notes. Given the participants’ lack of previous background using wikis, as part of the task prompt, they also received specific strategies and tips for using the different wiki modules, for the frequency and joint nature of their contributions, as well as for appropriate collaborative projects.

The close examination and preparation of the context in which collaborative writing in this study occurs paved the way to its successful completion. Selecting participants with shared knowledge and background as well as with diverse attitudes and preferences regarding collaborative tasks, the design of this study’s task as one that is best completed collaboratively but also enabled by the wiki’s affordances, and the use of the wiki as an asynchronous linear single-thread discussion allowing for convergent comments created favorable conditions for this study’s focus on collaborative writing.

Collaborative Writing: Participants’ Experiences

Securing the requirements for successful collaboration addressed above constitutes a necessary condition for this study’s participants’ collaborative writing experience. It reveals the researcher’s consistent effort to acknowledge and address the fact that wikis are not intrinsically collaborative tools and that, as previous research shows, multiple factors related to the participants, the task, and the wiki itself might be potentially disruptive in wiki-based collaborative writing. This section, investigates the participants’ wiki-supported collaborative discussion and their wiki-supported collaborative writing.

Wiki-Supported Collaborative Discussion

Here, I focus on the wiki’s “Discussion” module as the medium for the first stage of collaborative writing, that is the brainstorming and organization of the essay to be co-constructed later. In face-to-face contexts, brainstorming could be either an individual activity, or a
collaborative one (Storch, 2012). In both cases, it is essential for the logical organization of an academic essay (Chao, & Lo, 2011).

While the analyses of the wiki’s Discussion-module-based posts address their collaboration enhancing or inhibiting affordances but also include frequent cognitive interpretations of their implications for learning (Ioannou, Brown, & Artino, 2015; Li & Zhu, 2013), the analyses of the wiki’s History-module-based writing contributions are dominated by an exclusive focus on the wiki’s affordances in the form of “changes,” that is deletions and additions (Lund & Smørdal, 2006; Mindel & Verma, 2006). A more detailed account of the latter is provided later in this dissertation. For now, I’d just like to emphasize that as a departure from the aforementioned studies, this study examines the two, that is the activities within the wiki’s “Discussion” and “History” modules in tandem as parts of one dynamic whole, as they complement each other, and as they alternatively serve as the foreground and the background of the collaborative writing task designed for this study. In that, it follows Lowry, Curtis, & Lowry’s (2004) definition of collaborative writing which emphasizes it as an interactive social process in which a team of writers pursue a common objective by negotiating, coordinating, and communicating during the creation of a common document. Thus, this study’s collaborative writing task differs from basic joint composition tasks by engaging participants in pre-writing (e.g., survey and mock task), in task execution activities in the wiki “Discussion” module (e.g., negotiating essay content and organization) and in the wiki “History” module (e.g., essay writing activities and strategies), and in post-writing activities (e.g., interviews and reflections) (see Figure 6).
Figure 6. This study’s conceptual framework.

After referring to this study’s pre-writing activities earlier, in relation to this study’s data collection instruments in Chapter 3, below, I analyze the participants’ task execution activities. I begin with the data from their discussions in the wiki “Discussion” module where they lay the foundations for the co-creation of the task-based collaborative academic essay in the wiki “History” module. With the latter in mind, it is important to trace the participants’ discussion in terms of brainstorming, converging on brainstorming, and outlining (Lowry et al., 2004), or, specifically, in terms of thematic content through content analysis and topic negotiation through discourse analysis.

**Generating topics: Brainstorming.** Generally, content analysis investigates and reports patterns of meaning or themes within the data. It also organizes and describes the data set in rich detail (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The unit of the content analysis determines the granularity in analyzing transcripts in the online discussion (De Wever et al., 2006) by identifying consistent “themes” or “ideas” as units of meaning in a note (Henri, 1992). Each code is selected to include sufficient text and to provide enough information that is meaningful and understandable.
(Coffey & Atkinson, 1996). Thus, in this study, the content analysis aims at identifying the main themes or topics addressed by the participants in the wiki “Discussion” module. Specifically, in line with the study’s wiki-based collaborative writing task that instructs the participants to agree and write about five challenges in learning English in Saudi Arabia, every challenge the participants mention in the wiki’s Discussion module is coded as a theme. Thematic units or units of meaning formed in this way are used as the unit of analysis.

Ultimately, the content analysis is important for preprocessing this study’s data for other subsequent analyses (Fu et al., 2016), first, here, in the wiki “Discussion” module for the discourse analysis of topic negotiation strategies, and, then, in the wiki “History” module, for the rhetorical analysis of the participants’ collaborative writing contributions. More specifically, it helps the researcher to identify the ESL learning challenges the participants considered in each group and the way they negotiated these challenges to reach consensus. It also traces the way the participants generated, evaluated, justified, and eliminated ideas so that, finally, they could jointly select about five ESL learning challenges to write about in their wiki-supported collaborative essay. For each of the three groups, the challenges or topics agreed upon in the wiki “Discussion” module are then used as the conceptual blueprint in the collaborative writing of the task-based essay in the wiki “History” module.

In this study, the content analysis of the groups’ interactions within the wiki “Discussion” module is conducted in two stages, one, coding and counting the participants’ contributions in order to register the various topics they generated within their groups, and, two, tracing the proposed topics as they were raised and ranked in the discussion, thus providing evidence of the participants’ collaboration and negotiation in reaching consensus on the final list of topics for their wiki-supported collaborative essay co-constructed in the wiki “History” module. Below, first, I trace all the topics that each participant suggested within her group. Then, I define
common themes shared among the three groups. The former allows me to gain a deeper understanding of each participant’s writing contributions in the second stage of the wiki-based writing task, that is in the essay developed collaboratively in the wiki “History” module. The latter informs my understanding of the groups’ overall collaborative writing contributions in this study as well as helps to identify the nature of the collaboration patterns exhibited in it.

**Group one.** In Group One, participants brainstormed seven topics (e.g., limited L2 practice, L1 interference, overemphasis on L2 grammar, outdated curriculum, absence of motivation, students’ L2 biases, and unqualified teachers) as potential finalists for their target of five ESL challenges. At the beginning of the discussion, Huda suggested two challenges, that is limited L2 practice and L1 interference. Then, Dalal added three other topics, that is overemphasis on L2 grammar, outdated curriculum, and absence of motivation. Further, Reem reiterated the importance of absence of motivation suggested by Dalal earlier and also added two more ESL challenges, that is students’ L2 biases and unqualified teachers. Finally, of the seven topics proposed altogether, the participants in Group One selected these five topics to write about in their collaborative essay: limited L2 practice, absence of motivation, unqualified teachers, L1 interference, and overemphasis on L2 grammar (see Table 6). Thus, in their final list of agreed upon writing topics, Huda, who spoke first, got both of the topics she suggested, Dalal, who spoke second, got two of the three topics she offered, and, Reem, who spoke last, also got two of the three topics she proposed.

**Group two.** In Group Two, the participants started with nine topics (e.g., outdated curriculum, using L1 in class, students’ L2 biases, outdated teaching methods, unqualified teachers, limited L2 practice, L2 accent marginalization, lack of confidence, and absence of motivation) and ended with only four of these on their final list. At the beginning, Layla started the discussion by suggesting two ESL challenges, that is outdated curriculum, and using L1 in
class. Later in the discussion, she added lack of confidence. Asma followed that by confirming one of the topics that Layla suggested (e.g., outdated curriculum) and by adding three more topics (e.g., students’ L2 biases, outdated teaching methods, and unqualified teachers). Finally, Maha listed three more ESL challenges, (e.g., limited L2 practice, L2 accent marginalization, and absence of motivation). In the end, from the nine proposed topics, the participants in Group Two selected only four topics to write about in their collaborative essay. The selected topics were ranked as follows: absence of motivation, outdated curriculum, outdated teaching methods, and unqualified teachers (see Table 6). Thus, Layla and Maha had only one of the three topics they proposed listed among the final four. Asma, on the other hand, got two of the topics she proposed as well as a third one she shared with Layla.

*Group three.* In Group Three, the participants started with an even longer and rather varied list of thirteen topics (e.g., L2 vocabulary, L2 pronunciation, L2 variation, fear of making mistakes, absence of motivation, weak writer’s voice, cultural differences, L2 spelling, L2 idioms, overemphasis on L2 grammar, L2 phonetics, no focus on pragmatics, and L2 learning anxiety). Razan initiated the discussion by proposing four topics (e.g., L2 vocabulary, L2 pronunciation, L2 variation, and fear of making mistakes). After that, Sara added six more topics (e.g., absence of motivation, weak writer’s voice, cultural differences, L2 spelling, L2 idioms, and overemphasis on L2 grammar). Lana concluded the discussion by emphasizing cultural differences, a topic that Sara had mentioned earlier, and by proposing three more topics (e.g., L2 phonetics, no focus on pragmatics, and L2 learning anxiety). Finally, from the thirteen proposed topics, the participants in Group Three selected four topics, one of which was a combination of two of the proposed topics (e.g., L2 vocabulary and L2 spelling) to write about in their collaborative essay. They ranked the topics they included in their final list as follows: cultural differences, L2 learning anxiety, fear of making mistakes, and L2 vocabulary and spelling (see
Table 6). Thus, despite the large variety of initially proposed topics, Group Three’s final list of ESL challenges included two of Razan’s four topics, two of Sara’s six suggestions, and, two of Lana’s four topics with Sara and Razan sharing the combined fourth ESL challenge (e.g., L2 vocabulary and spelling).

Table 6

*Groups 1, 2, and 3: Ranked Discussion Topics, Final List*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limited L2 practice</td>
<td>Absence of motivation</td>
<td>Cultural differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of motivation</td>
<td>Outdated curriculum</td>
<td>L2 learning anxiety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unqualified teachers</td>
<td>Outdated teaching methods</td>
<td>Fear of making mistakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 interference</td>
<td>Unqualified teachers</td>
<td>L2 vocabulary &amp; spelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overemphasis on L2 grammar</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the examination of each group’s initial and final topics list revealed some shared themes across groups (see Table 6). However, only one theme made the discussion topics list in all three groups, that is absence of motivation. Beyond that, Group One and Group Two shared several topics between them (e.g., limited L2 practice, outdated curriculum, unqualified teachers, and students’ L2 biases). Group One and Group Three had one topic in common, that is overemphasis on L2 grammar. Beyond the universally agreed upon topic of absence of motivation, Group One and Group Three shared no other topics from either group’s initial or final list of topics. Consequently, absence of motivation emerged as the number one topic in Group Two’s final list, the number two topic in Group One’s final list, whereas in Group Three, it was discussed but not included in the final list of ESL challenges. While the list of discussed ESL challenges across groups was relatively long and varied, it is important to note that most participants, six altogether, got about two of the topics they proposed (Huda, Dalal, Reem, Razan, Sara, and Lana) in their group’s final list of topics. Only one participant, Asma, got three
of the four topics she proposed on Group Two’s final list. The other two members of Group Two, Layla and Maha, got one each. This may suggest a more balanced power dynamic in Group One and Group Three but will have to be examined further in the discourse analysis of the discussion transcripts.

The content analysis which helped to identify the generation and ranking of the topics raised throughout the participants’ interactions in the wiki “Discussion” module provided a rich environment for exploring the themes underlying the negotiation of each group’s final list of ESL challenges they would then write about in the wiki “History” module. However, embedded in the socio-cognitive tradition (Chi, 1997; De Wever et al., 2006; Krippendorff, 2004), content analysis has certain limitations in that it obscures the semantics of the discussion and the signals of collaboration (Cakir et al., 2009; Stahl, 2002). Thus, it does not reveal the nature of the collaborative process synchronically or over time (Strijbos et al., 2006; Suthers, 2006). For that, the three data sets from the wiki “Discussion” module were subjected to a socio-interpretive discourse analysis (Hmelo-Silver, 2003) to define the nature of the collaborative processes within each participant group in terms of the negotiation strategies they employed in the selection and ranking of their preferred essay topics.

**Negotiating topics: Outlining.** As one of the primary methods for analyzing asynchronous online discussions’ transcripts (Han & Hill, 2016), discourse analysis is used to illustrate the way ideas are developed during asynchronous online interactions (Fu et al., 2016). While the content analysis above focused on text content alone, the purpose of discourse analysis here was to go beyond that by exploring the relationships between text content and the context where meaning is created through the connections among the messages (notes) contributed to the discussion. In other words, the text generated in the wiki “Discussion” module was analyzed as embedded in the context determined by the goal of the wiki-based task, that is the negotiation of
five ESL challenges as collaborative writing topics. Thus, for the purpose of this study, discourse analysis focused on the participants’ collaborative efforts in the generation and negotiation of possible topics for their wiki-supported essay.

More specifically, the discourse analysis applied in the examination of this study’s task-based linear discussion focused on the participants’ collaboration revealed in the negotiation strategies they used to generate, rank, and agree upon five ESL challenges as the topics of their collaborative essay to be written in the wiki “History” module. Set by the wiki-based task, the participants’ negotiation was enhanced, and negotiation challenges were minimized further by the wiki “Discussion” module’s affordances, such as asynchronous posting, exchanging ideas and sharing knowledge, access to the revisions history and the negotiation stages record, integration of new information or new boundary object information, flexibility and convenience in time and location (Li, 2012; Yang, Wu, Koolmanojwong, Brown, & Boehm, 2008).

The discourse analysis applied in the treatment of the negotiation processes occurring in the three participant groups’ discussions in the wiki “Discussion” module followed a conceptual frame based on Grant (2013) and Galinsky & Mussweiler (2001) (see Table 7). It interpreted the participants’ contributions to the discussion in terms of these discourse negotiation strategies: making the first offer, focusing on the target, ranking priorities, sharing interest, making a counter-offer, and reaching agreement. For that, it used a diachronic approach following the chronology of events, from the initial offer, to the final agreement. It also emphasized the implications these strategies entail. Thus, making the first offer was interpreted as empowering its proposer, setting the stage for the discussion, and conditioning others to work around it; focusing on the target was seen as assisting participants in concentrating on their goals and in making better offers; ranking priorities was believed to encourage making better offers and evaluating a full set of options for better results; sharing interest indicated which of the offers on
the table are relevant or not; making a counter-offer was seen as contributing to back-and-forth suggestions that facilitate mutual agreement; and, finally, reaching a final agreement concluded the discussion by establishing a consensus on a collective opinion (Grant, 2013; Galinsky & Mussweiler, 2001). Below, I apply discourse analysis to trace the collaboration in the negotiation processes in the three participant groups. For clarity and convenience, in my analysis, I refer to the NVivo transcripts of these discussions with the codes assigned to individual group member notes on the right, and, their numbers, on the left, like this: Note one (01), note two (02), etc.
Table 7

*Discourse Negotiation Strategies: Implications*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse Negotiation Strategies</th>
<th>Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making the first offer</td>
<td>- Gives more power to the proposer&lt;br&gt;- Sets the stage for the discussion&lt;br&gt;- Conditions others to work around it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on the target</td>
<td>- Engages the participants in concentrating on what they hope and aim to reach/accomplish&lt;br&gt;- Helps participants make better decisions and offers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking priorities</td>
<td>- Sequences suggestions/offers/options for better outcomes&lt;br&gt;- Enables participants to compare their rankings and determine the full set of options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing interest</td>
<td>- Reveals information/ideas that are relevant/irrelevant to the negotiation to enhance the outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a counter-offer</td>
<td>- Enables back-and-forth suggestions&lt;br&gt;- Contributes to reaching mutual agreement and satisfaction for all participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching a final agreement</td>
<td>- Concludes the negotiation by establishing the commonly shared ideas/opinions&lt;br&gt;- Establishes a consensus on a collective opinion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Adapted from “Give and Take: A Revolutionary Approach to Success,” by Grant (2013) and “First Offers as Anchors: The Role of Perspective-Taking and Negotiator Focus,” by Galinsky & Mussweiler (2001).

**Group one.** The participants took six days and fourteen notes to complete the negotiation of their task-based essay’s topics. Huda opened the discussion by making the first offer, but also by focusing on the target, and by sharing interest (see Figure 7):
In her initial posting (01), she set the tone for a sustained focus on the target for the other group members in the ensuing six discussion notes (e.g., Dalal - 03, 10, and 11; Huda – 01, 09; and Reem – 08). She also modeled sharing interest, an important discourse strategy that enhances negotiation effectiveness and outcomes in the following ten notes (e.g., Huda – 01, 02, 06, 12, and 13; Dalal - 03, 04, 05, 10; Reem – 07). Another important discourse strategy, ranking priorities, further consolidated the cohesion and flow of the negotiation process in five discussion notes: Dalal (03), Reem (08), Huda (09), and Dalal (10, 11) all contributed new and newly rearranged priorities about the proposed ESL challenges. Along with a strong line of jointly sustained focus on the target, sharing interest, and ranking priorities, relevant counter-offers (e.g., Huda – 01, 09, 12, 13; Reem - 07, 08; Dalal – 10) moved the discussion closer to its conclusion. Finally, in notes 11, 12, 13, and 14, Dalal articulated the agreement reached as a result of the negotiation (11) and Huda (12, 13) and Dalal (14) confirmed the outcome (see Figure 8).
Figure 8. Group 1: Discourse analysis, negotiation strategies, discussion closing.

Overall, the discourse analysis of Group One participants’ negotiation strategies revealed a strong shared interest at every stage of their discussion. It was recorded in ten out of the fourteen notes constituting the whole discussion. Their shared interest, however, was far from passive agreement. They indicated their engagement in focusing on the target consistently (6 notes) and, most importantly, on making relevant counter-offers in half of all notes (7 altogether). That was followed by a strong final agreement about the content and organization of the essay they were to co-construct in the wiki “History” module (see Table 8). Thus, the discourse analysis of Group One’s discussion found high levels of collaboration in Group One’s negotiation of their collaborative essay’s topic. Such uniformly high levels of group coherence may be attributed to the fact that Group One’s members also participated in this study’s pre-task activity where they got to know the task and each other better.
Table 8

*Group 1: Discourse Analysis, Negotiation Strategies, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse Negotiation Strategies</th>
<th>Notes/Total</th>
<th>Huda Note #</th>
<th>Dalal Note #</th>
<th>Reem Note #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making the first offer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on the target</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>01, 09</td>
<td>03, 10, 11</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking priorities</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>03, 10, 11</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing interest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>01, 02, 06, 12, 13</td>
<td>03, 04, 05, 10</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a counter-offer</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>03, 10, 11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>07, 08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching a final agreement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12, 13</td>
<td>11, 14</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Group two.** Group Two participants took thirteen days and eleven discussion notes to complete the negotiation of their wiki-based essay’s topics. Similar to Group One, in the discussion’s first note, Layla made the first offer, suggested possible counter-offers, focused on the target, and, last but not least, shared interest in her team members’ forthcoming contributions (01). (see Figure 9).

![Conversation](attachment:image.png)

*Figure 9. Group 2: Discourse analysis, negotiation strategies, discussion opening.*

Group Two’s contributions exhibited a strong focus on the target of their discussion throughout. All participants contributed to it significantly (e.g., Layla - 01, 04, 09; Maha – 03; and Asma - 02, 06). They also demonstrated shared interest (e.g., Layla - 01,04, 09; Asma - 02,
06, 10; and Maha - 03, 05). However, Group Two members addressed ranking the priorities in their discussion in two notes only, both by Layla (01, 04). They devoted more attention to making counter-offers (e.g., Layla - 01, 04, 07, 09; Asma - 02, 06, 10; and Maha - 05, 11). Finally, Group Two participants concluded their discussion without a firm agreement on the exact content and organization of their collaborative essay with Asma taking over the responsibility for the essay’s content (10) and Maha agreeing to such delegation of the collaborative task (11) (see Figure 10).

![Figure 10](image)

*Figure 10. Group 2: Discourse analysis, negotiation strategies, discussion closing.*

In their negotiation of the content and organization of their task-based essay, Group Two participants started with Layla’s overreaching beginning (01), where in a single note, she simultaneously applied five negotiation strategies, that is making the first offer, focusing on the target, ranking priorities, sharing interest, and even suggesting possible counter-offers (see Table 9). Asma followed suit by applying in each of three of her notes (02, 06, 10) the same two negotiation strategies (e.g., sharing interest and making a counter-offer). Maha, less active than Layla and Asma, also combined two negotiation strategies in a single note, that is focusing on the target and sharing interest (03), sharing interest and making a counter-offer (05) to conclude the discussion (11). Thus, Group Two exhibited rather less-balanced group dynamics characterized by lots of counter-offers (9 notes) and expressions of shared interest (8 notes), an average focus on the discussion’s target (6 notes), and little attention to ranking priorities (only 2 notes by one person). Consequently, they concluded their discussion without a finalized plan.
with a specific essay content or organization and with one member, Asma, taking responsibility for the collaborative task, which could also be a predictor of either a group single-author writing or a sequential single-author writing collaborative strategy (Lowry et al., 2004) to be adopted in the wiki’s History section following this discussion. Group Two members did not participate in the study’s pre-task. That may account for their overall lower level of group coherence.

Table 9

*Group 2: Discourse Analysis, Negotiation Strategies, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse Negotiation Strategies</th>
<th>Notes/Total</th>
<th>Layla Note #</th>
<th>Asma Note #</th>
<th>Maha Note #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making the first offer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on the target</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>01, 04, 09</td>
<td>02, 06</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking priorities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>01, 04</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing interest</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>01, 04, 09</td>
<td>02, 06, 10</td>
<td>03, 05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a counter-offer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>01, 04, 07, 09</td>
<td>02, 06, 10</td>
<td>05, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching a final agreement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Group three.* Group Three completed their discussion in sixteen days and thirteen notes. Razan posted the first note in which she made the first offer of four possible ESL challenges by focusing on the target, ranking the topics she proposed, and sharing interest in further contributions and counter-offers by her team members (01) (see Figure 11).

*Figure 11.* Group 3: Discourse analysis, negotiation strategies, discussion opening.
Adding to Razan’s list of four topics, Sara proposed a ranked list of six more topics, all focusing on the target (02). With regards to focusing on the target ESL challenges as potential essay topics, Lana engaged in a lengthy mini-lecture in which she offered four more topics supported by detailed arguments in favor of each (04). Beyond topics, as a form of focusing on the target, Razan added one more topic (11) and Sara suggested adding a paragraph on vocabulary and spelling (12). All participants shared interest in the task completion by encouraging participation from others (Razan, 01 and 06; Sara, 02, 03, 05; Lana 07). However, one group member, Lana, diverged significantly from the task, especially from its stated collaborative provisions. In note 08, she copied and pasted two paragraphs from a paper she had written for a class. Thus, instead of collaborating on the negotiation of the essay’s topics, with no prior solicitation, introduction, or comment she posted a finished text which had very little to do with the task or with the topics proposed by her team members (08). By doing that, she unilaterally opted for a group single-author writing strategy (Lowry et al., 2004).

Sharing interest was also an object of different interpretations: Razan (01, 06, 11) and Sara (02, 03, 05, 12, 13) posted notes that were inclusive and encouraging of others’ participation whereas Lana, with one exception (07), tended to ignore others’ contributions and impose upon them her own finished work (04, 08). The line of counter-offers, too, was affected by Lana’s lengthy off-topic notes (04, 08). It started with Razan’s invitation for further topic suggestions (01) and Sara’s attempt to negotiate fewer topics out of a thirteen-strong initial list (03, 05), continued with Razan’s agreeing to Sara’s latest suggestions (06), and was interrupted by Lana’s unexpected posting of a paper she had written prior to this conversation (08). The latter, in fact, put an end to the negotiation process by generating a few adjustments around it by Sara (09, 12, 13) and Razan (11). Thus, without a final agreement, the discussion closed with
delegating the writing of separate paragraphs to individual members (Sara – 09, 12, 13; Razan – 11). Thus, Group Three participants’ discussion started with Razan’s initial note (01), continued with Sara’s own ranked list of topics (02), and stopped there, interrupted by Lana’s lengthy self-initiated mini lecture (04). As a result, after the first two notes, the collaborative negotiation was seriously disrupted, and may have caused the lack of final agreement with a clearly articulated and ranked list of essay topics (see Figure 12).

![Figure 12. Group 3: Discourse analysis, negotiation strategies, discussion closing.](image)

In terms of collaboration and negotiation, two group members, Razan and Sara, tried hard to maintain shared interest in the group in ten separate notes, whereas the third group member, Lana, directed interest to her own previous work (04, 08). The latter seemed to have diverted their discussion focus and cohesion away from the task and towards working around Lana’s suggestions (04, 08), away from ranking priorities registered in only two of the discussion’s thirteen notes, and away from consistent focus on the target (6 notes) and on relevant counter-offers (5 notes). As Lana’s divergence from the collaborative negotiation process constituted a significant disruption of this group’s task completion, it was important to investigate the incident further from the perspective of speech acts theory (Searle, 1969; 1979; Grice, 1975). Thus, two questions arose: why did Lana do it and why did not her team members object to it? A deeper
analysis into the discourse reveals that Lana seems to have had the best of intentions by offering her previous essay as an act of sincere help and not as an act of self- or power-assertion. Consequently, her team mates perceived it as an act of friendly generosity and responded accordingly, by accepting it unconditionally.

The final result from Group Three’s discussion conducted in the wiki “Discussion” module was an agreement on the number and content of paragraphs to be composed rather than on a list of topics to serve as the essay’s main ideas (4 notes) with no consensus reached on a joint essay content and organization. Thus, the collaborative negotiation process in Group Three’s discussion was negatively affected by one of its members’ well-intentioned but nevertheless a disregard of the task’s provisions and of her team members’ earnest but ineffective attempts at equitable collaboration (see Table 10). The adoption or rather the imposition of a single-author writing strategy (Lowry et al., 2004) to be adopted in the co-construction of their essay may also be partially attributed to weaker group formation processes due to the fact that Group Three members did not participate in the study’s pre-writing task.

Table 10

*Group 3: Discourse analysis, Negotiation strategies, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discourse Negotiation Strategies</th>
<th>Notes/ Total</th>
<th>Razan Note #</th>
<th>Sara Note #</th>
<th>Lana Note #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Making the first offer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on the target</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>01, 11</td>
<td>02, 12</td>
<td>04, 07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking priorities</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing interest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>01, 06, 11</td>
<td>02, 03, 05, 12, 13</td>
<td>04, 08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a counter-offer</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>01, 06</td>
<td>03, 05</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching a final agreement</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>09, 12, 13</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result of their discussions conducted in the wiki “Discussion” module, all three groups were able to generate a list of topics to write about in their essays, and, to a certain extent, establish an outline of the topics to be developed in their essays (see Figure 6). Implicitly, throughout the course of each group’s discussion, and, explicitly, in particular group members’ overt statements about the distribution of writing responsibilities within the group, the groups also suggested the specific collaborative writing strategies they might apply in the writing activities afforded by the wiki “History” module. Group One opted for parallel writing in which a team divides the work in discrete units and works in parallel combined with reactive writing in which group members react and adjust to each other’s changes and additions in real time. Group Two indicated a preference for sequential single-author writing, in which each writer completes his/her task, then passes it on to the next writer who becomes the next single-author writer. Group Three seemed to suggest that they might follow the sequential single-author writing strategy, or the single-writer strategy, in which one person is directed or self-directs to write for the entire team. Thus, each group expressed preferences for a different kind of distributed collaborative writing strategy (Lowry et al., 2004) (see Figure 13).

![Collaborative Writing Strategies](image)

These collaborative writing strategies along with the resulting collaborative writing activities are discussed further below. There, as evidenced by the participants’ writing contributions in the wiki “History” module, it will be possible to establish whether or not, or to what extent, each group followed the collaborative strategies they opted for in their discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module.

**Wiki-Supported Collaborative Writing**

Following the discussion and negotiation of their collaborative essays’ content and organization in the wiki “Discussion” module, the participants in this study were directed to proceed to the wiki “History” module and, based on their discussion, co-create their task-based essays, and, thus, complete this study’s collaborative writing task. Earlier in this chapter, the content analysis of each group’s discussion identified the topics for inclusion in their collaborative essay. Furthermore, the discourse analysis of the three linear threaded discussions focused on the negotiation strategies applied in selecting and organizing the content of each group’s essay.

Now, from a rhetorical perspective (Godwin-Jones, 2018), I analyze these and the writing activities that ensued as parts of a single iterative collaborative writing process where the discussion in the wiki Discussion module represents brainstorming and outlining, and the essay writing itself involves drafting, revising, and editing (see Figure 14).
Collaborative writing as an iterative process.

Collaborative writing activities and strategies. After completing the first stage of their collaborative writing essays, that is brainstorming and outlining via an asynchronous linear discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module, to complete this study’s essay writing task, the groups engaged in the distributed collaborative writing of their essays, that is in the drafting, revising, and editing of a co-created text in the wiki “History” module. There, afforded by the wiki’s design, each group’s essay was co-constructed as a sequence or history of the recorded versions of the developing manuscript with changes to the previous draft marked as deletions (highlighted in red in the wiki “History” module) and additions (highlighted in green in the wiki “History” module), and with each draft dated and linked to its author. Figure 15 below shows an excerpt from one of Group Three’s essay’s drafts with the existing text without highlights and with the changes made to it highlighted in red (deletions) and in green (additions) (see Figure
Figure 15. Rhetorical analysis: Writing activities, essay changes: Deletions and additions.

In the context of this study (see Figure 16), the writing activities at the first stage of the collaborative task completion in the wiki “Discussion” module were interpreted as follows: brainstorming refers to creating new ideas for a paper and converging on brainstorming is deciding what to do with these ideas as a group (Posner & Baecker, 1992), whereas outlining is the next organizational step that articulates the paper’s sections and subsections (Adkins, Reining, Kruse, & Mittleman, 1999). For all groups, the second stage of the collaborative task completion in the wiki “History” module, or, the actual writing of the essay involved participation in three kinds of writing activities. The first one, drafting, refers to writing the initial complete version of a document (Galegher & Kraut, 1994), or to composing the document (Odell, 1985). The second one, revising, refers to the participants’ making word-, sentence-, and whole-text level changes in terms of content, grammar, and style. Finally, the third one, editing, indicates the final changes intended to increase the document’s consistency (e.g., copyedits, spelling and punctuation, grammar, logic) (Posner & Baecker, 1992; Lowry et al., 2004).

**Group one.** The participants in this group completed the writing of their collaborative essay in seven days. Thus, the co-creation of Group One’s essay began with drafting on the first day and ended with the last change made to the text on the last day. Huda started drafting the essay by using the outline from the group’s discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module and by providing researched argumentation for each of the five main topics (e.g., limited access to native speakers, lack of motivation, lack of well-trained teachers, first language negative transfer, and overemphasis on grammar). She ended her post, which is this essay’s first draft, with a list of the references she used. Figure 17 below, a snapshot from the NVivo analysis (an addition highlighted in green) of Group One’s writing activities shows the beginning of her post which continues as an expanded outline (see Figure 17). By providing most of the essay’s content in her initial post, Huda applied the group single-author collaborative writing strategy, that is having one person write for the whole group. The latter is still considered a form of collaborative
writing because what was written is the result of group discussion and consensus (Lowry et al., 2004).

Figure 17. Group 1: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, drafting.

Next, another group member, Reem, continued with the essay’s drafting by adding a clarification to the second outline point, that is lack of motivation, which she linked to the Saudi decontextualized ESL curriculum. She also added explanations to outline points three, four, and five. After Reem, Dalal expanded further on outline points one, two, three, and five by adding examples, arguments, and suggestions for improving ESL education along the lines of the five main ESL learning challenges emphasized in the essay. In the third addition to the essay, Dalal started the transition of the expanded outline to a connected essay by adding an essay title, “Challenges Faced by ESL Students in Saudi Arabia” and an introductory paragraph with a thesis statement. At the next drafting stage, Huda added a conclusion. Finally, drafting was completed by Reem who added content to the third challenge or the lack of well-trained teachers, now the essay’s third paragraph, and, in two later posts, added text to the first and second paragraphs. After Huda’s substantial contribution to the essay, Reem and Dalal chose to engage in parallel collaborative writing which was not partitioned initially (Lowry et al., 2004). In that,
they demonstrated good communication skills and convergent stylistic choices in contrast to some divergent writers who ignore the style of previous contributions (Ellis et al., 1991).

The review Group One’s different essay versions recorded in the wiki “History” module makes it clear that most of the essay was drafted in Huda’s first post, which was then complemented with shorter content additions contributed by Reem and Dalal. While contributing content, Reem’s and Dalal’s additions to the essay might also be viewed as whole-text level revisions in that they both inserted passages that fit the content and the syntactic structure of the existing text and used appropriate cohesive devices, such as “also,” “one of these ways,” “therefore,” “thus,” and “as a matter of fact.” The most important revision of the essay, also on the level of the whole text, consisted in rewriting the five main points from the outline into key paragraph sentences. Dalal did this by, for example, deleting the utterance “the five challenges. 1” (here in the wiki, highlighted as a deletion in red), and by adding “first challenge is that the students have” (here in the wiki, highlighted as an addition in green) to compose a complete sentence in its place, “The first challenge is that students have limited access to native English speakers for practicing purposes.” (see Figure 18). She did the same with the other four paragraphs at the stage when all were completed content-wise. By doing this, she applied a reactive collaborative writing strategy where one author reacts or makes adjustments to the existing text (Lowry et al., 2004).

Figure 18. Group 1: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, revising.

The participants in Group One followed a well-established practice in the chronology of essay composing. Thus, they started with drafting. When almost done with drafting, they revised
their draft, and, finally, they reviewed the manuscript for needed editing changes. As might be expected from advanced speakers of English, those editing changes were minimal. Huda started editing the group’s essay by capitalizing “these” at the beginning of a sentence, replacing “the” with a more precise determiner “Each” at the beginning of another sentence, replacing “both” with “two” in the phrase “these two languages,” and using precise vocabulary (e.g., “the English language” instead of “the language”). Besides word-level punctuation and imprecisions, such as “well-trained” instead of “well trained,” Huda and Reem also edited some sentence-level errors, such as a subject-object agreement error (Reem) (see Figure 19).

Figure 19. Group 1: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, editing.

As editors, Huda and Reem applied parallel collaborative writing strategies, more precisely, they practiced stratified-division writing in which one or more group members play a particular role, such as a reviewer or editor, based on their core talent, or, as it is here, based on what’s left to do to finish their essay and complete the task (Lowry et al., 2004).

Overall, Group One completed their essay in twenty-nine recorded writing changes (see Table 11). The most important of these writing activities, drafting, was accomplished by Huda’s initial draft, and later, in subsequent expansions to the existing draft, by Dalal (7 altogether), Reem (6 altogether), and Huda (1 small addition towards the end). Even though Huda took over the drafting of the whole essay, the drafting contributions by Dalal and Reem integrated important content into the existing five paragraphs by offering examples, justifications, and clarifications to the issue under discussion. Revising was completed in five steps, all done by Dalal. And, finally, editing took nine separate changes (e.g., 7 by Huda and 2 by Reem). It
focused on few but important word-, sentence- and text-level errors. Thus, Group One used
different writing activities to develop their essay at each drafting stage with a well-balanced
approach focusing on the activity that was needed most at each stage. In that, they confirmed
their high level of group cohesion and text awareness by prioritizing group discourse over
personal stances.

Table 11

*Group 1: Rhetorical Analysis, Writing Activities, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Activities</th>
<th>Changes/ Total #</th>
<th>Huda Changes #</th>
<th>Dalal Changes #</th>
<th>Reem Changes #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drafting</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revising</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group One used appropriate writing strategies depending on the nature of the writing
activity they engaged in (see Table 12). To give the group a head start, Huda drafted the whole
essay by applying the group single-author strategy, but, later, she used a reactive collaborative
writing strategy to add a conclusion to the co-constructed essay. Dalal and Reem also applied a
reactive collaborative writing strategy to further expand the five paragraphs initially drafted by
Huda. Parallel writing was Dalal’s (2 changes) and Reem’s (5 changes) preferred strategy in
editing the essay. In their choices of preferred and dis-preferred collaborative writing strategies,
Group One demonstrated a strong group orientation in following Huda’s group single-author
initial drafting strategy by expanding on that with a total of fourteen reactive writing
contributions (e.g., Dalal – 7, and Reem – 6) and seven parallel writing changes (e.g., Dalal – 5
and Reem – 2). Most importantly, following Huda’s group single-author strategy at the
beginning, they did not engage in sequential single-author collaborative writing, which could
create group tension due to lack of consensus among the group members, and, ultimately undermine the collaborative writing process altogether (Duin, 1991).

Table 12

*Group 1: Rhetorical Analysis, Writing Strategies, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Strategies</th>
<th>Changes/Total #</th>
<th>Huda Changes #</th>
<th>Dalal Changes #</th>
<th>Reem Changes #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group single-author writing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential single-author writing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel writing</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive writing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Group two.* Group Two took fifteen days to write their essay. They started with Asma’s three-paragraph draft ending with a list of references on day one and completed their essay on the last day with the last drafting change, that is an addition to the end of paragraph two by Layla. In the essay’s initial draft, Asma wrote about all four topics the group had decided to focus on in their discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module. However, she combined two of the topics, that is ESL methods and curriculum, in one paragraph. She also numbered the three paragraphs she drafted as 2, 3, and 4, an indication that these were still more like an expanded outline than connected paragraphs (see Figure 20). Following that, Layla continued drafting by adding an example to the paragraph still marked as 2 (e.g., outline point 2). In the example she added, she emphasized the importance of providing a positive and pleasant learning environment. In a later post, Layla also added an introduction with a suggested place holder for a thesis, “…we have identified several issues… which include…” Maha’s only contribution to the drafting activity consists in adding the subtitle “Conclusion:” at the end of the essay above the
references. As a major drafting change, Asma separated paragraph two into two separate
paragraphs focusing on ESL curriculum (now paragraph 2) and on ESL methods (now paragraph
3) and by adding a conclusion and one more reference entry. Finally, drafting was completed by
Layla’s adding an elaboration to paragraph one focusing on ESL curriculum and emphasizing
teachers’ roles in providing students with real-world practice through online activities.

Figure 20. Group 2: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, drafting.

Group Two started revising their essay after most of it was drafted. Maha began by
rewriting the beginning of paragraph one marked as 2 (see Figure 21). She seems to have
replaced the original language with one that is synonymous (e.g., “therefore” instead of “as a
result”; “second” with “foreign” as in “foreign language”). The several sentence-level changes
she made do not seem to focus on the original’s content or structure. The revised version is
similar to the original at best. Indeed, in her single attempt at revising by deleting the in-text
citation but leaving the content based on it, Maha’s revisions may have added a problem to the
original draft. Revising continued with the seven changes Asma made in a single draft. She used
precise language (e.g., “Challenges of Learning English in Saudi Arabia” instead of “learning
English in Saudi Arabia”). She also articulated explicitly the essay’s thesis statement. She
deleted irrelevant comments in the middle of paragraph one, added a transition to paragraph two
(e.g., “Also, English …”) and to paragraph four (e.g., “Furthermore, it…”). Layla’s only revision
was deleting “beliefs” and replacing it with “motivation” in sync with the essay’s thesis
statement. Overall, Asma made seven revising changes in one draft, and Layla and Maha each made one revising change altogether (see Table 13). Just as in the previous drafting stage, Asma did most of the work. After revising was completed, the essay still needed further revisions.
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**Figure 21.** Group 2: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, revising.

Along with the revisions she made in two consecutive drafts, Asma made three edits. The first one, first deleting, and then adding “For” in “For instance” could have been the result of an accidental deletion as nothing was changed as a result. In her second edit, she actually added an error by deleting the space between “program” and “for” in “program for.” Her last edit was the capitalization of “learning” in the essay’s title “Challenges of Learning English in Saudi Arabia.” Asma’s three edits constitute all the editing changes in Group Two’s essay. The other two group members did not contribute any edits. Their essay, however, would have benefited from further editing but maybe because it was not part of a graded course activity and only a voluntary activity, the members of Group Two did not feel obliged to commit to this task wholeheartedly.

Overall, Group Two completed their collaborative writing essay with one member, Asma, doing most of the drafting (e.g., 5 out 9 drafting changes), and with the other two members, Layla and Maha, offering only minimal contributions: Layla made 3 drafting changes but no edits, and Maha contributed only a small one-word drafting change and one revision. The collaborative activities in Group Two were built around one member’s substantial contribution to the essay’s first draft and fairly insignificant further developments in all three areas, that is in drafting, revising, and editing (see Table 13).
Group Two used writing strategies that reflect the roles they assigned to individual members in their discussion of their essay’s content and organization in the wiki “Discussion” module. By drafting the whole essay, Asma applied the group single-author collaborative writing strategy. As the draft she provided reflected the topics Group Two members had decided to include in their essay, the other two members, Layla and Maha, did not continue adding to Asma’s draft by adopting a sequential single-author collaborative writing strategy. Layla and Asma also used a parallel collaborative writing strategy by expanding paragraph one and by adding an introduction (Layla), and by adding a separate paragraph two and a conclusion (Asma) during the drafting stage. All participants engaged in reactive collaborative writing during the revision and editing of their essay: Asma made ten changes, and Layla and Maha each contributed one change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Activities</th>
<th>Changes/ Total #</th>
<th>Layla Changes #</th>
<th>Asma Changes #</th>
<th>Maha Changes #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drafting</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revising</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 14

*Group 2: Rhetorical Analysis, Writing Strategies, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Strategies</th>
<th>Changes/Total</th>
<th>Layla Changes #</th>
<th>Asma Changes #</th>
<th>Maha Changes #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group single-author writing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential single-author writing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel writing</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive writing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Group three.* Group Three took forty days to complete their collaborative essay. It began with Lana drafting an introductory paragraph (see Figure 22) and with Sara drafting the essay’s first two paragraphs on the first day and ended with editing changes by Razan on the last day. In her introductory paragraph, Lana claimed that learning English involves much more than learning its grammar. At this point, her addition to the essay reflected her personal thoughts rather than the topics from the group’s discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module. Drafting continued with Sara’s addition of the essay’s first paragraph on students’ anxiety learning English as a second language and a brief second paragraph on the difficulties of learning English grammar. In her next post, she expanded paragraph two by adding a clarification about the possibility of teachers making grammar more attractive and accessible by linking it to culture. In her next post, Sara added the essay’s title “English Language Learning Challenges.”

Next, Razan made small drafting changes at the end of the paragraph on anxiety by adding a comment about the need for teachers to consider individual learner differences in this context as well. Following quite a few revisions and edits, Razan added a fourth paragraph on the fear of making mistakes. Sara also drafted paragraph five on vocabulary and spelling and a
conclusion. Finally, Sara completed the drafting of Group Three’s essay by expanding its introduction and by adding a sentence at the end of paragraph two in which she suggested that teachers could introduce students to websites and apps where students could record themselves. Razan expanded the conclusion.

**Figure 22.** Group 3: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, drafting.

Group Three members started revising their essay well before drafting was complete (see Table 14). Indeed, the essay only had two paragraphs when Sara made the first revisions by correcting a subject-object agreement error (e.g., “become a better L2 students”) which she changed to “become a better L2 learner.” She also used precise vocabulary by replacing “learners” with “learning” and “expert” with “professional” (see Figure 23). Next, Sara made several revisions on a whole-text level: She added subtitles for each paragraph (e.g., Cultural differences, Anxiety, Learning grammar). In a single post, Lana made revisions to the existing two paragraphs. She further specified the title from “English Language Learning Challenges” to “The Challenges of Learning English as a Second Language,” as well as added an explanation why learning the second language culture is important. She did this by making changes (e.g., deletions and additions) on both the word- and the sentence level which she integrated into the existing text.

Towards the end of the essay’s drafting, Razan revised the paragraph on anxiety. She replaced a sentence fragment “First, language learning difficulties.” with a complete sentence “Language learning difficulties can cause anxieties for learners.” She also revised a run-on
sentence by merging two simple sentences into one complex one. Sara made the last revision by revisiting the opening paragraph which she adjusted to reflect the main ideas of the essay in the thesis statement that she added. Thus revised, the essay’s introduction was transformed from a rather vague statement about ESL learning challenges to a focused one with a clearly defined thesis statement.

Figure 23. Group 3: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, revising.

Similar to their revising practices, Group Three engaged in frequent editing activities from early on in the development of their essay (see Table 14). Along with revising, Sara began editing the essay in the same post where she replaced “student” with “students,” and “sometime” with “sometimes.” Later, Razan replaced “Rather” with “Rather,” by adding a comma after “rather” at the beginning of the sentence, by deleting “Learn” and adding “learn” in the middle of the sentence, and by correcting the spelling of “useable” which she changed to “usable.” Razan made three more changes by editing “SL” out and adding “ESL” in its place, by deleting the space between “grammar,” and the comma after it, and by correcting a possessive case error in “the students’ knowledge” by adding the apostrophe after students. Sara further edited the essay by editing its subtitles as parallel structures and by removing unnecessary punctuations. Finally, Razan corrected spelling errors in “spell,” “overcome,” and “these,” fixed two possessive case errors in “students’ needs” and in “students’ knowledge,” and used the appropriate preposition in “put the whole responsibility to the teachers” instead of “of the teachers.” She also corrected the possessive pronoun “its” to “it is” and used precise vocabulary.
in “the following essay” where she replaced “section” with “essay” and “ways” with “methods” (see Figure 24).

![Figure 24](image)

**Figure 24.** Group 3: Rhetorical analysis, writing activities, editing.

Overall, Group Three started writing their essay with the four topics they identified during their discussion in the wiki Discussion module but without any specific outline. However, during the drafting, revising, and editing of their essay, they engaged in frequent recursive rather than sequential collaborative writing activities (see Table 15). Thus, drafting was completed in seven changes made by Sara (7), Razan (3), and Lana (1). Revising was the work of Razan (6 changes), Sara (6 changes), and Lana (2 changes). Editing was particularly intensive: Razan made a considerable number of edits (15) and Sara added to these six more edits. Lana did not participate in the editing of the essay.

**Table 15**

*Group 3: Rhetorical Analysis, Writing Activities, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Activities</th>
<th>Changes/ Total</th>
<th>Razan Changes #</th>
<th>Sara Changes #</th>
<th>Lana Changes #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drafting</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revising</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Group Three is the only group which did not start with one of its members drafting most of the essay even though during their collaborative discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module they had suggested this to be their preferred plan of action. In Group Three, no one was assigned or assumed the dominant collaborative writing strategy adopted in the other two groups, that is of group single-author writing where one person writes for the whole team (see Table 16). Instead, the drafting of their essay was completed partially as sequential single-author collaborative writing where Lana wrote the first paragraph followed by Sara adding a third paragraph, and later on, a fifth paragraph and a conclusion. However, even though Lana and Sara added several single paragraphs, it was not done sequentially. Therefore, it might be more appropriate to interpret their writing strategy as parallel.

Most of the remaining writing strategies used by Group Three, especially during the essay’s editing, are parallel collaborative writing, more specifically, stratified-division writing where one person plays a particular role whether assigned or assumed. The most prominent example of applying stratified-division writing strategies, however, is Razan’s fifteen, and Sara’s six edits. In Group Three’s essay, all three members revised actively by resorting to reactive collaborative writing strategies: Sara (6 changes), Razan (6 changes), and Lana (2 changes). Thus, Group Three members used varied collaborative writing strategies throughout the completion of their essay. They applied sequential single-author writing strategies three times, parallel writing strategies - an impressive twenty-one times, and reactive writing strategies – a just as impressive fourteen times. Overall, their essay is a co-construction of their multiple single contributions, that is of their thirty-five changes resulting from parallel and reactive writing strategies, and only three changes that might be qualified as sequential single-author collaborative writing.
Table 16

*Group 3: Rhetorical Analysis, Writing Strategies, Results*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Strategies</th>
<th>Changes/ Total</th>
<th>Razan Changes #</th>
<th>Sara Changes #</th>
<th>Lana Changes #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group single-author writing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential single-author writing</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel writing</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive writing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data analysis shows that all three groups completed their collaborative writing task in different ways. In their discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module, Group One participants suggested that they might apply parallel writing strategies (e.g., divide the work among themselves) combined with reactive writing (e.g., have members adjust to each other’s changes). During their real-time collaboration recorded in the wiki “History” module, they focused more on drafting (15 changes) and less on revising (5 changes) and editing (9 changes). As far as the writing strategies they employed, they mostly followed their initial plan suggesting parallel writing (7 times) and reactive writing strategies (14 times). However, additionally, at the beginning of their first draft, maybe as a head start, they employed group a single-author writing strategy which determined the nature of all subsequent writing contributions.

Group Two members indicated in their discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module they might adopt a sequential single-author writing strategy (e.g., having each writer complete their portion of the essay, then, pass it on to the next writer). During the co-construction of their essay in the wiki “History” module, they completed their task with nine changes to their draft, nine revisions, and three small edits. Strategy-wise, they opted for group single-author writing rather than for sequential single-author writing, followed by parallel writing (4 times) and, mostly, by
reactive writing (12 times). As with Group One, here, too, it is evident that a substantial initial contribution by one group member completing a great part of the essay left all others with the possibility to practice reactive writing that works around the initial draft.

During their preliminary discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module, Group Three members implied that they might employ the sequential single-author writing strategy, or the group single-author writing strategy (e.g., have one person write for the entire team, or, alternatively, accept a self-selected single writer for the team). Maybe because they did not have a clear outline from their preliminary discussion, they completed their essay in eleven drafting changes, fourteen revisions, and twenty-one edits. Thus, they needed much more revisions and edits to shape their collaborative essay. Furthermore, the absence of a clearly defined plan of action made it impossible to follow their initial strategic plan of group single-author writing. Except for one instance of sequential single-author writing, they completed their essay applying parallel writing (21 times) and reactive writing strategies (14 times). The large number of parallel and reactive writing contributions suggests that Group Three members were organizing their essay while composing it.

Since all participants were new to wiki-based collaborative writing, and to wikis in general, and, since their participation was a short-term involvement that is entirely voluntary and non-committal, it is important to see how they perceived their participation in a wiki-supported collaborative task. Such perspective could inform the design of collaborative writing activities in specific educational contexts and help with all three aspects of wiki-based collaborative writing projects, that is participants’ selection, task design, and wiki implementation.

**Collaborative Writing: Participants’ Perceptions**

To examine this study’s participants’ perceptions of their wiki-supported collaborative writing experience, I conducted oral interviews with seven of the participants (three from Group
One, three from Group Two and one from Group Three) after the completion of the collaborative writing task. Seven of them (three from Group One, two from Group Two, and two from Group Three) also agreed to write reflective letters which were written after the interviews. Each interview had about twenty questions depending on the participant’s responses (see Appendix 5). Most of the questions were prepared beforehand to focus on major aspects of the participants’ collaborative writing experience during this study. Additionally, I also asked follow-up probing questions to enable participants to share specifics that allow for richer in-depth analysis. The seven reflective letters contributed further to capturing the participants’ spontaneous feelings and intimate thoughts.

In their interviews, and, especially in their reflections, the participants covered various aspects of their powerful first-time wiki-based collaborative writing experience. Here, for the purposes of this study, I focus on their most salient perceptions of their collaborative discussion during the negotiation of their essay’s content and organization in the wiki “Discussion” module, and of their collaborative writing experience in the wiki “History” module. To understand their perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences, below, I summarize their actual experiences as reflected in the number of discussion notes they contributed to the wiki “Discussion” forum, and, in the number of writing changes they made during the actual co-construction of their essay in the wiki “History” module. The latter helps to make sense of their perceptions in the context of their actual experiences (see Table 17).
## Table 17

**Collaborative Writing: Participants’ Experiences in the Wiki Discussion and History Modules**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Discussion Notes (#)</th>
<th>Writing Changes (#)</th>
<th>Overall (#)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group One</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huda</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalal</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layla</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Two</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asma</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maha</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group Three</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lana</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned before, this study’s participants had no prior experience writing collaboratively using wikis or other online collaborative tools. However, they all mentioned participating in various face-to-face group activities, including writing. Naturally, in their interviews and reflections, they compared those frequently. Below, I examine each group’s perceptions of their wiki-supported asynchronous collaborative writing activities. More specifically, for each group, I analyze their perceptions on, one, their collaborative writing as compared to individual writing, two, on the wiki as they see it now and in the future, three, on the study’s task and its role in meeting the study’s goals, and, four, on the actual co-construction of their essays (e.g., brainstorming, outlining, drafting, revising, and editing). Finally, I examine the participants’ perceptions of their writing strategies as suggested during their discussion, and as implemented in the actual co-construction of their essays.
Group One

They submitted thirty-two discussion notes and twenty-nine writing changes in negotiating their essay’s content and organization and in writing it, respectively: Huda (14 discussion notes and 23 writing changes), Dalal (13 discussion notes and 29 writing changes), and Reem (5 discussion notes and 8 writing changes) (see Table 17). They also submitted their interviews (3) and reflections (3). In their perceptions of writing this essay together versus alone, they emphasized that composing alone might be faster, “I was waiting for them to reply to me, to decide what we are going to do…” (Huda), but in many ways superior because of sharing ideas, gaining new perspectives, adjusting one’s ideas to fit the common thread, accepting others’ opinions of one’s own work, creating a stronger paper (Huda & Dalal). Dalal summed it up by saying, “Generally, I like to work alone but I think the other girls brought new perspectives to the topic and to our work. So, I would say this time it was better working collaboratively” (Dalal). Reem, who contributed only five discussion notes, that is much fewer than her team mates, had a lot to say about it in her interview. She stated that working alone would just be different, “Just some of the ideas … were stuff that I hadn’t really thought about before … and I’m not really interested in.” Apparently, she didn’t like one of the suggested essay topics about L1 transfer which she found irrelevant and rather broad. She felt that during the essay topic negotiation, she wasn’t able to express her different opinion on that subject (Reem). Others, too, felt some constraints restricted their participation. Dalal was cautious not to offend others in her comments. Huda, however, felt fine about being able to express herself.

Being a new and a significant part of their collaborative writing experiences, the wiki itself seemed, first, challenging, but, overall, memorable. In their reflections, they found the wiki exciting, affording richer and more diverse experiences, liberating, complementary rather than additive. Huda said, “I have done such work before…when we divided the work among
ourselves. However, this was a much richer experience.” Dalal echoed Huda’s thoughts, “I needed some time to adjust to [the wiki’s] features. However, this challenge was good for me as it made me leave my comfort zone and face new things.” To this, Reem, who wasn’t very active during the discussion or the writing of the paper itself, added, “I knew it, but now I experienced how meaning is socially constructed.” Huda thought that the wiki is a “cutting-edge tool where students can communicate with each other. Using wiki as a site for collaborative writing is a memorable experience in itself” (Huda). In the future, they would use wikis, but also add preliminary face-to-face discussions to allow different group members to voice agreements as well as disagreements (Reem), to enable their students to talk freely and express themselves more openly (Dalal), and to get to know group members in advance (Huda).

As mentioned earlier, designing the collaborative writing task had to meet a number of requirements to manage various factors that might affect collaboration negatively (see Table 2). In that respect, the researcher’s efforts to design a task that is well-suited for collaborative completion paid off, once, in the successful completion of the task itself, and, a second time, in winning the participants’ approval. In their perceptions of the collaborative writing task, Group One members had high praises. “Being a part of this task was very enlightening for me in two ways. The first was this task’s setting… [which] allowed me to write freely according to my own schedule” (Dalal). “The directions in the handout and task prompt helped a lot” (Huda). Moreover, the participants were even aware of the problems that might have occurred if the task had not been so clearly stated (Dalal, Reem). Regarding designing similar tasks for their classrooms, they said they would replicate this task with slight adjustments to their environments. For example, they would add face-time discussions, divide participants in groups according to interests and proficiency (Reem), and, as in this study’s task, select a topic that is personally and professionally important for their students (Huda). Also, they would have the
teacher participate in the discussion and invite students to choose their own topic for collaborative writing (Dalal). Mostly, they would increase discussion time, whether face-to-face or online, “In the future, I think that I would be involved in more detailed verbal conversations about the writing that we are going to create” (Reem).

Unanimously appreciative of this study’s wiki-supported task and of the opportunity to write in collaboration with others, the participants deemed their collaborative discussion crucial in preparing them for the actual writing of their essay. Assessing their brainstorming and outlining through negotiating various aspects of the main topic, “ESL challenges in Saudi Arabia,” they considered the outline “a road map” for their ideas (Reem). It was “so helpful because it helped us brainstorm ideas” (Reem), and “the good thing about starting with an outline is that each one of us had the main idea to clarify with supportive details” (Huda). Discussing their essay’s content together, they appreciated the different perspectives brought in by their team members: “you see it from different angles,” “there’s kind of diversity in the ways at looking at a topic” (Dalal). They also found reaching consensus a positive experience. They didn’t have difficulties agreeing with others’ suggestions and were satisfied with that part of the discussion (Huda). However, in the future, they would add a face-to-face discussion prior to the one conducted on the wiki, “Writing in the wiki was not as spontaneous because I knew someone will read it and I thought more carefully about everything I wrote. Thus, for my future students, I will encourage them to meet in person to discuss the task and not depend only on the wiki to share their ideas” (Dalal).

Overall, in their interviews and reflections, Group One members confirmed the findings from the discourse analysis of their discussions in the wiki “Discussion” module focusing on their negotiation strategies applied during the brainstorming and outlining session. Then, and, now, they supported developing a clearly defined content and organization and a final outline
that they would follow closely when writing their essay. During their discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module, they suggested they would start their collaborative essay writing with a group single-author writing strategy initiated by Huda and followed by the team’s parallel and reactive writing strategies applied in the completion of their essay. In their interviews and reflections, they seemed satisfied with their decision and even willing to apply it to using wikis for collaborative writing in the future.

**Group Two**

Group Two participants submitted twenty-eight discussion notes and twenty-one writing changes in negotiating of their essay’s topic and organization and writing it: Layla (13 discussion notes and 4 writing changes), Asma (9 discussion notes and 15 writing changes), and Maha (6 discussion notes and 2 writing changes). They also submitted three interviews by Layla, Asma, and Maha, and two reflection letters, by Layla and Asma. They, too, thought about the differences between writing alone and writing together but their perceptions differed. Maha perceived the current collaborative writing task as benefitting from its joint completion, “I think, with the group it’s better because, you know, more ideas, more discussions, some girls said something I didn’t think about, like issues that I hadn’t really thought they were issues” (Maha).

Her two team mates, however, had a different perception of their collaborative discussions. Asma, described herself as a perfectionist preferring to work at her own pace, and, thus, work individually. Due to mostly negative previous experiences, she stated, “I don’t prefer to work in groups, and this is because most of the groups I worked with weren’t very cooperative.” However, she acknowledged the fact that her greatest problem is her personality and not collaborative work itself, “I like to do things my own way, which is not very good, because I should listen to others’ ideas and accept them also. But this is how I am.” Similar to Asma, Layla was not “a fan of group work.” She seemed overwhelmed by the group members’
multiple perspectives, “Everyone has their own perspectives. We cannot do it all. We cannot put all of these in just one piece of work. I mean, we can divide it but working together on one part doesn’t make sense. Like, the end product, I feel it’s not my product.” Thus, Group Two had one positive and two negative perceptions of their current collaborative discussions due to personality issues and past experiences.

For their collaborative discussion, Group Two members used only the wiki as a communication tool. They did not know each other beforehand. They had no experience working with wikis. Asma stated that “It was a bit difficult at first but as I wasn’t forced to do it, I took it easy…so, in general, it was a very nice experience.” Their perception of the wiki as a collaborative discussion tool included their perceptions of their contributions and of their team members’ contributions to the discussion. As mentioned above, the negotiation-focused discourse analysis of their discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module, revealed low group cohesion and a discussion that did not reach a consensus about the content and organization of their essay.

Their perceptions of the wiki seem largely affected by their experience in their wiki discussion. Maha, who contributed the smallest number of notes (6) and writing changes (2), felt that she had more to say but left it out because she didn’t think it was important, “I had more to say, but maybe because the time or the space…I had more challenges but I thought, “Okay, maybe they are not really as important.” She also admitted that she didn’t have much time to write as often as she wanted to. Her team mates, Layla and Asma, however, had a different perception of Maha’s irregular posts. “I remember one of them [implying Maha] …was busy or something, she wasn’t very active. And I was a little bit… not upset, but I was wondering why she is not with us. Like, is she even interested in working with us? Is she even reading what we’re writing or not?” (Asma). Layla, too, found “lack of seriousness or devotedness among
participants.” Thus, Group Two’s interviews revealed how one member’s irregular participation in the wiki collaborative writing task seemed to have affected the other participants in the discussion, its outcome, and their overall perception of the wiki itself.

Maha’s irregular posts, largely, even though unfairly perceived as due to her lack of interest in the task, brought back a host of previous personal experiences with this and other tasks that failed to reach the students. Asma complained, “As an English teacher, I have suffered a lot from being unable to convince my students to change their negative attitudes toward English.” Now, she associated this with her annoyance at the task in which “not all group members were active.” Apart from that, she “really enjoyed being part of this task” and found that “it was good to have the wiki instructions before starting the task.” For the same reason, that is that voluntary tasks allow individuals to practically opt out of them, Layla believes that “the task would have been really successful if performed under actual class conditions, that is the task is graded, the students are supervised by the teacher and given a face-to-face meeting at the beginning of the task.” Consequently, Layla questioned the task itself as having problematic loopholes.

Even though Asma enjoyed participating in this task, for Group Two participants, one important condition for readiness for participation in collaborative tasks (see Table 2) was not met: not everyone in the collaboration had adequate and available time. In their opinion, that proved a significant disruption to the successful completion of their collaborative writing task. However, overall, overcoming previous biases and current concerns, Asma concluded that “…it was interesting to do this task, like to do something new and different. I always thought that working in a group is difficult and impossible, but after this task, I felt, maybe I can do this. …I should let other people to express their ideas and I should accept it.” So, for Group Two, the task presented some challenges but, also, some transformative experiences.
Group Two members’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experience were somewhat marred by some of their biases against group work and by one of their group member’s minimal and seemingly casual participation. Beyond that, they seemed to enjoy and appreciate the discussion as it was. Thus, they shared some positive experiences, “I always have a problem working in a group because I am a very serious person… Most of the people I worked with were lazy and dependent, therefore, I do not usually enjoy working in a group. However, this experience was totally different. I found it easy and not very stressful. Maybe because I did it without worrying about grades or anything” (Asma). Layla, too, had an overall positive response, “Honestly, I enjoyed this voluntary experience.” Regarding their collaborative discussion of their essay’s main ideas and organization, they had many praises. Maha appreciated Layla and Asma’s ideas, “Their [Layla’s and Asma’s] suggestions were very helpful. I didn’t have a lot of ideas about the challenges, but when I read some of the challenges they wrote, I said, ‘Oh yeah, that makes sense.’” Asma appreciated Layla’s suggestion to have a list of challenges, “It was very helpful because this was the beginning and it helped us to arrange our ideas… her comments helped us to make, like, a very good essay… It was interesting working with her…she could come up with one idea that summarizes it all.”

In their interviews and reflections, Group Two members confirmed the findings from the discourse analysis of the negotiating strategies they applied in brainstorming and organizing the content of their essay in the wiki “Discussion” module. They were aware of their overall uneven group dynamics, of the limited attention they devoted to the organization of their essay, and of ending their discussion without a consensus on how to co-construct their essay, “I think at the end [the consensus issue] wasn’t resolved. I think Asma said, “Okay, I think we are done. Do you think we’re done? So, I said, Yeah, we’re done. And, then, Layla didn’t comment…It was like not really having a solid agreement” (Asma). As the sole proposer of the essay’s main points
or ESL challenges, Layla had a slightly different perspective on the group’s reaching consensus, “I think it was easy to agree on things… because maybe, like, I don’t know, like each person adds an idea…” Obviously, she agreed with the ideas she herself proposed but had reservations about her team members, “They just agreed with the points I had. But, then, I didn’t feel that they were taking it seriously… The main issue for me is the response… when you don’t find other group members responsive, like agreeing on a meeting, or on a method of how to approach this, it’s gonna be like kind of chaos” (Layla). Thus, their interviews and reflections explained why Group Two members achieved lower group cohesion and failed to reach a final agreement about the content and organization of their collaborative essay.

**Group Three**

Group Three members contributed twenty-eight notes and forty-six writing changes to their collaborative essay in the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules, respectively: Razan (10 discussion notes and 24 writing changes), Sara (13 discussion notes and 19 writing changes), and Lana (5 discussion notes and 3 writing changes). For this study’s participants’ perceptions analysis, they contributed one interview (Sara) and two reflection letters (Sara, Razan). Lana, who contributed the smallest number of discussion notes and writing changes, did not participate in the interview and reflection feedback sessions. Even though Sara had not worked on a collaborative writing project before, or, at least, not like this one, she found the level of collaboration here, quite different. Previously, she had collaborated in a group where every member wrote her own section or paragraph. Now, she was convinced that writing this essay by herself would have been worse than what she experienced in Group Three. She found the whole process different, “The whole process would be different from something I would do individually: starting from the discussion, brainstorming together, adding or removing ideas that seemed irrelevant… It’s nothing like if I would do it individually.” In her reflection, she added,
“the collaboration in this project made me think about collaboration in a different way.”

However, she also had some reservation about collaboration in this project, “The project gets delayed if the work of one writer gets delayed…Collaborative writing can be really helpful, but it requires trust and commitment.” Razan pointed out another benefit of this project’s collaborative process. She believes that “students should get a chance to practice collaboration in educational settings, as they are going to need to apply it in their everyday life.” In her interview, Sara concluded, “To write collaboratively with two other writers was a new experience to me. And I like that experience. I would do it again.”

It seems that the participants from Group Three who volunteered to participate in the study’s post-writing activities (e.g., interviews and reflections) had a positive experience using the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules. In her reflection, Razan stated, “From this experience, I believe that wikis are convenient tools for collaboration. The traditional way is time-consuming. A wiki saves time and is efficient. We do not have to make schedules or meet in person. Whenever we have ideas, we post them on the wiki.” Razan agreed, “The wiki gave us, as group members, opportunities to discuss at any time we want.” Furthermore, she pointed out the wiki’s potential for equitable participation by all members, “Each of us got an equal chance to participate…We did not have to wait for the teacher’s permission to participate.” Sara believed that wikis are “more for advanced writers than just novice writers. But it’s absolutely practical for experienced writers.” Razan seemed to agree that certain conditions must be met for the wiki collaboration to be successful, “I think that the wiki is helpful when small groups need to collaborate.” Like everyone else, Group Three members felt that wiki-supported collaboration would benefit from face-to-face meetings by the participants. Razan also compared using wikis to using Google Docs which could be synchronous, thus allowing participants to write simultaneously. Overall, the two participants from Group Three would use wikis as collaborative
writing tools in their teaching but under certain conditions, “We can do it in one class, as an in-class activity at the end of a lesson. I am not sure about applying it to my whole class” (Sara).

The success of wiki-afforded collaboration largely depends on the task and its specific provisions. One could assume that liking the wiki could suggest liking the task. Sara stated, “This collaborative writing task was a new experience to me…One thing that is memorable to me is feeling responsible about the task as a whole, not just about my part… It also made me think about the difference between this collaborative task and other tasks that I used to participate in.” She, then, compared cooperation, where she was responsible for one small part of the task, to collaboration which she prefers “because it provides an opportunity to work with others” all along, throughout the whole process of brainstorming, outlining, drafting, revising, and editing.

While the task offered specific provisions about its completion, ultimately, its success depended on the participants’ following the task. During their collaborative writing activities in the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules, Group Three members appreciated the wiki’s role in the development of their collaborative essay, “discussing, brainstorming together…I would call it collaborative” (Sara). She also found Razan’s initial suggestion of five topics for their essay helpful, “I think it was reasonable as a first step before writing to get everybody to agree on the five challenges we wanna discuss in each paragraph.” Even though Sara and Razan highly valued the wiki-afforded equitability in their collaboration, that is being able to discuss and compose whenever they wanted, as much as they wanted, from wherever they happened to be, they found these same affordances somewhat problematic, “Sometimes, you have to tell people, ‘You have to work. We have a deadline’… Sometimes, you feel like you’re pushing them, and they are having excuses, or they are not really interested…”
Reaching consensus, however, was not easy in Group Three. Sara attributed it to the fact that everybody was contributing to the discussion at a different time. But there was another reason, too. While agreeing that it’s possible for a group member to share their previous research as part of a collaborative project, she found the way Lana did this counterproductive. Sara felt uncomfortable about Lana’s imposition of her previous paper upon the group, “I thought Lana was talking about the challenges in a very academic way,” that is in a way that the other two group members disagreed about. She clarified, “Her [Lana’s] way was very different from the way I think about English… So, I appreciated her point of view, but I made some changes to what she proposed.” The single available interview (Sara) and the two reflections (Sara, Razan) revealed an important reason for Group Three’s lack of consensus during their collaborative discussion and for the subsequent significantly large number of writing changes to their essay, that is one of the conditions for readiness for collaboration was not met because one participant had opinions that were significantly different from those of her team members (see Table 2).

Overall, the information retrieved from Group Three members’ single interview and two reflections indicates that at least Sara and Razan were aware of the fact that at the end of their collaborative discussion, they had agreed on the number of paragraphs of their essay but not on much else. Thus, they had no list of main topics, no outline, or any other plan of action. With Lana’s imposition of her previously written paper upon the group, it seemed that Group Three members had ended up adopting the sequential single-author writing strategy, or the single-writer strategy, in which one person is directed or self-directs to write for the entire team. One could also assume that Lana’s disregard and oblivion of the collaborative task was a serious disruption of the whole collaborative process which could have affected Sara and Razan’s cautious statements about adopting wiki collaborative tasks in their future teaching.
The Wikispaces “Discussion” Module adopted as part of the collaborative writing tool for this study’s project hosted the participants’ asynchronous collaborative discussion targeting the brainstorming and outlining of their task-based essay. The discourse analysis of the negotiating strategies the participants applied in their wiki-based discussions revealed the nature of their collaboration during the wiki-based discussion of their essay, that is during the brainstorming and outlining of their essay’s content and organization. Following that, the content analysis of the participants’ perceptions about their collaboration during their wiki-based discussion sessions further clarified and confirmed the findings from the negotiations-focused discourse analysis. Thus, the three participant groups, who experienced the wiki-based discussions differently, also had different but corresponding perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences.

Group One, who demonstrated substantial group cohesion and succeeded in agreeing upon their essay’s content and organization, proceeded to writing their essay following their overall positive experiences from and matching perceptions of their discussion. Group Two, who exhibited a weaker group cohesion and succeeded in determining their essay’s content but not its organization, had both positive and negative experiences and similarly matching perceptions of their collaborative writing experience. Group Three, very much like Group Two, had mixed experiences in their collaborative discussion. They proceeded to writing their essay without a plan for its content and organization. Their perceptions, based on one interview and two reflections, also confirmed the findings from the discourse analysis of their collaborative discussion. As they composed their essay, they seemed to make up for the lack of focused preliminary planning by making twice as many writing changes in the wiki “History” module.

The participants’ overall positive responses about their wiki-supported collaborative writing experiences testify to their different discussion outcomes in the wiki “Discussion” module, their different writing activities in the wiki “History” module, and their different writing
strategies both intended in their essay’s brainstorming and outlining discussion, and, implemented in the drafting, revising, and editing of their essays. Thus, Group One preferred doing most of the work on this project during their brainstorming and outlining (32 notes but 29 writing changes) (see Table 17). They opted for the group single-author strategy which they applied in their first draft, then, followed it with parallel and reactive writing strategies. They were happy with their process and with their product. That strategy worked for them.

Group Two (28 notes and 21 writing changes) also began by applying a group single-author writing strategy and followed that with few parallel writing changes to their essay, however, not enough to make up for the lack of consensus about their essay’s organization or provide the revising and editing still needed. The random and rare participation by one of Group Three’s members was disappointing to them. They were not too pleased with their process or their product. Group Three, who finished their preliminary discussion without any consensus about their essay’s content and organization seemed to be heading for disaster, especially as they, too, had one less active member. However, after a discussion marked by twenty-eight notes and no consensus, they completed their essay with forty-six writing changes by their two active members, that is twice as many as the other groups. Interestingly, their primarily parallel and reactive writing strategies allowed them to collaborate actively and equitably at all levels of drafting, revising, and editing, thus, co-create a satisfying product. These findings show that there isn’t a best combination of collaborative writing strategies that might work well for all. It also shows that inactive team members may sometimes affect collaboration negatively, and, at other times, motivate their peers to work even harder.

In their Pre-Task survey answers, this study’s participants mentioned using threaded discussion forums as part of Facebook, blogs, and other social media which meant they were familiar with online threaded discussions. They had also worked in groups, writing a paper
together. However, none of them had experienced collaborative writing in a distributed-authorship wiki-supported or another online format. Here, they completed their collaborative writing task in the wiki “History” module in what they state was their very first experience of its kind. Their reflections revealed an overall new but positive experience. They liked writing but also learning together, thinking about their essay as a whole, not just as their own, finding new aspects and perspectives on group work, and being part of a team targeting a common goal. Even those who were not fans of group work, found something to think about and maybe change about their attitudes towards wiki-based collaborative writing. To improve this experience for their students, they would add face-to-face pre-task discussions, divide students in interest-based or proficiency-based groups, take more active as teacher roles, and modify the task to fit their context. For them, this novel collaborative writing experience had worked, and they were already initiated into it.

**Chapter Summary**

After discussing the study’s methodology in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 presents the results from the data analysis. First, it offers a summary of successful collaboration requirements as they relate to this study’s goals, and, more specifically, to its participants, task, and wiki, spelling out the potential caveats in participants’ selection, task definition, and wiki utilization. Next, it presents the study’s data analysis itself, first, by focusing on the data retrieved from the wiki “Discussion” module to discuss generating and negotiating the essay’s topics (e.g., brainstorming and outlining) using content and discourse analysis, respectively. Then, based on the data from the wiki “History” module, it analyzes the wiki-supported collaborative writing activities (e.g., drafting, revising, and editing) via content analysis and the collaborative writing strategies via discourse analysis. With these findings in mind, it concludes with a content analysis of the
groups’ collaborative writing perceptions retrieved from the participants’ oral interviews and reflection letters.
CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Introduction

Chapter 5 concludes the work on this dissertation following the review of the literature in Chapter 2, the presentation of its methodology in Chapter 3, and the analysis of its data in Chapter 4. Based on the information from preceding chapters, and particularly, from the data analysis from Chapter 4, it offers answers to its research questions as they represent this study’s research goals.

This study targeted the exploration of the nature of task-based wiki-afforded collaborative writing experiences as well as its participants’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences. To this effect, the researcher designed an asynchronous collaborative writing task to be completed within the Wikispaces (www.wikispaces.com) wikis, more specifically, within the website’s “Discussion” and “History” modules. To understand the ESL challenges/topics, the participants were instructed to generate and negotiate five topics for their essay, hence, the content analysis of their ESL challenges-related topics and the discourse analysis of their negotiation consensus-driven strategies during the brainstorming and outlining of their essay. To explore the nature of the participants’ collaboration in this process, their discussion notes recorded in the wiki “Discussion” module were also subjected to discourse analysis and mined for particular collaboration strategies that the participants might be preparing to adopt in the writing of their essays. Further, to understand the collaborative process during the actual co-construction of each group’s essay, the writing changes, that is drafting, revising, and editing, were subjected to rhetorical analysis. Finally, to fully understand the participants’ collaborative writing experiences, it was helpful to apply content analysis in comparing their
perceptions of their experiences to their actual collaborative performance. Below, I discuss this study’s findings in relation to its research questions.

**Research Question 1**

1. How do the participants collaborate during the discussion of the co-construction of their asynchronous, wiki-supported task-based essay afforded by the wiki “Discussion” module?
   a. What topics do they consider for their essay?
   b. What discourse practices do they employ in negotiating the content and organization of their essay?

**Research Question 1a: What Topics do They Consider for Their Essay?**

The collaborative writing task engaged the participants in the collaborative discussion of the aspects of “ESL Challenges in Saudi Arabia,” a topic that was researched and found to be consistent with the requirements for successful collaboration, thus personally and professionally important to the participants, nine TESOL graduate students preparing to become ESL teachers in Saudi Arabia. Even though this was a short-term voluntary experience for the participants, they engaged in vigorous discussions about the challenges they had experienced as ESL learners, learned about as graduate students, and tackled as teachers. Overall, the participants proposed twenty-seven topics or ESL challenges focusing on language acquisition issues (e.g., overemphasis on grammar, no focus on pragmatics, vocabulary, phonetics, L2 idioms), on student-related issues (e.g., absence of motivation, L2 biases, fear of making mistakes, weak writer’s voice, L2 learning anxiety, lack of confidence), curriculum-related factors (e.g., outdated curriculum, limited L2 practice, using L1 in class, L2 accent marginalization, cultural differences), and teaching-related issues (e.g., unqualified teachers, outdated teaching methods)
(see Table 18). Of all proposed topics, eleven were chosen as topics for the participants’ collaborative essays.

Table 18

*Participants’ Topic Selection*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESL Challenges/Topics</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>Chosen</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>Chosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1 Interference</td>
<td>✦</td>
<td>✫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overemphasis on L2 Grammar</td>
<td>✦</td>
<td>✫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdated Curriculum</td>
<td>✦</td>
<td></td>
<td>✫</td>
<td>✫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of Motivation</td>
<td>✦</td>
<td></td>
<td>✫</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ L2 Biases</td>
<td>✦</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unqualified Teachers</td>
<td>✦</td>
<td></td>
<td>✫</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited L2 Practice</td>
<td></td>
<td>✫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using L1 in Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Accent Marginalization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of Confidence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outdated Teaching Methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Vocabulary &amp; Spelling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Pronunciation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Variation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of Making Mistakes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Writer’s Voice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Differences</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Idioms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Focus on Pragmatics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2 Learning anxiety</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen from Table 18, one topic, absence of motivation was considered by all participants, and chosen by Group One and Group Two as one of their final topics. Next, issues
related to unqualified teachers were proposed and chosen by Group One and Group Two. Three other topics, that is limited L2 practice, outdated curriculum, and overemphasis on grammar were proposed by two groups and chosen by one. The participants’ choice of aspects within the broader topic included in their collaborative writing task, whether proposed or chosen, revealed a vivid discussion and engagement in the topic and in the task itself. It set the tone for the ensuing collaboration during the actual writing of their essays and helped develop group dynamics favorable to collaboration. Most importantly, by determining a broader personally and professionally significant topic which allows for discussion and variation, the study’s collaborative task enabled collaboration as well as secured the needed focus for such a short-term project.

**Research Question 1b: What Discourse Practices do They Employ in Negotiating the Content and Organization of Their Essay?**

While the content analysis of the wiki “Discussion” records revealed the topics proposed and chosen for inclusion in the participants’ collaborative essays, the discourse analysis applied to the same records revealed the negotiation strategies throughout that process. Following Grant (2013) and Galinsky & Mussweiler (2001), the discourse analysis interpreted the negotiation of the above topics in terms of these discourse strategies: making the first offer, focusing on the target, ranking priorities, sharing interest, making a counter-offer, and, reaching a final agreement. In their use of these discourse negotiation strategies, the three participant groups exhibited different discussion dynamics and results. Following the analysis of the negotiation strategies for each participant group in Chapter 4, here, I summarize the results for all participants (see Table 19). Overall, to negotiate the topics of their collaborative essays, the participants employed these strategies: Making the first offer – three times, once in each group; Focusing on the target – 18 times, with two participants (Dalal and Layla) using this strategy.
three times each, and with two participants (Reem and Maha) applying it only once each while all others used this strategy twice, each; Ranking priorities – 9 times, with Dalal (3 times), Layla (2 times), and all others using this strategy either once or not at all; Sharing interest was used actively by all participants (Dalal – 4 times, Layla, Asma, and Razan – 3 times each, Maha and Lana – 2 times, and Reem – once); Making a counter-offer was used 20 times (Layla – 4 times, Huda and Asma – 3 times each, Reem, Maha, Razan, and Sara – 2 times each, and Dalal – once); and, finally, reaching a final agreement as a negotiation strategy was used 10 times – (Sara – 3 times, Huda and Dalal – 2 times each, and Asma, Maha, and Razan – once each, and not even once by Reem, Layla, and Lana (see Table 19).

Table 19

*Participants’ Topic Negotiation Strategies*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negotiation Strategies</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huda</td>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>Layla</td>
<td>Asma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making the first offer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on the target</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking priorities</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing interest</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a counter-offer</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reaching a final</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The significance of using the above negotiation strategies lies in establishing group cohesion necessary throughout the collaborative writing project, in specifying the task to reflect group members’ preferences, in organizing selected topics in a tentative outline, and, in some groups – dividing the task into segments for individual completion. The largest number of notes were intended to convey “sharing interest” (28). They revealed the participants’ mutual respect
and positive attitude towards team members’ contributions. The latter is a crucial factor for collaboration, for maintaining the participants’ discussion held in the wiki “Discussion” module, as well as for sustaining and enhancing group cohesion. The next highest number of negotiation strategy use belongs to “making a counter-offer” (20). The healthy number of counter-offers suggests participants’ overall active participation in and contribution to the collaborative process. The latter is significant given the fact that most of the participants did not know each other. A third negotiation strategy, “focusing on the target,” (18 instances) enabled participants to stay on topic and lead the discussion to a successful completion, albeit with various results. “Making the first offer,” (3) on the other hand, understandably, occurred at the beginning of each discussion and served to start the negotiation process. While paying enough attention to these strategies, many of the participants ignored another important negotiation strategy, “ranking priorities” (9 instances). The latter applies particularly to groups 2 and 3 where it resulted in the absence of a final outline. Similarly, “reaching a final agreement” (10 instances) was well used by Group One, and not enough used by Group Two and Three, hence, leading to lack of consensus about their essays’ content and organization.

Research Question 2

2. How do the participants collaborate during the actual writing of their asynchronous, wiki-supported task-based essay afforded by the wiki “History” module?

   a. What writing activities do they engage in co-creating their collaborative essay?

   b. What writing strategies do they employ in co-creating their collaborative essay?

Research Question 2a: What Writing Activities do They Engage in Co-Creating Their Collaborative Essay?

After completing the brainstorming and outlining of their essays during their discussions in the wiki “Discussion” module, the participants proceeded to the second stage of their
collaborative writing project, that is the actual writing or co-creation of the essays themselves. For the purposes of the rhetorical analysis of the essays’ co-construction in terms of drafting, revising, and editing, the researcher used the wiki-afforded transcripts of the participants’ individual changes to their essays’ draft as recorded by the wiki “History” module. For each group, the latter provided the researcher with all created drafts and the changes in them marked in green (additions) and in red (deletions). The wiki “History” module transcripts were, then, subjected to an NVivo-coded content analysis to identify the number of drafting, revising, and editing changes (see Table 20).

Table 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Activities</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drafting</td>
<td>Huda</td>
<td>Dalal</td>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>Layla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revising</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants contributed altogether thirty-five drafting changes to the three essays. Drafting activities were uneven among group members. In Group One, Dalal and Reem contributed most of the drafting changes (13 out of 15). In Group Two, Asma did most of the drafting by contributing five out of the nine drafting changes. And, in Group Three, Sara was responsible for seven of the eleven drafting changes. Maha (Group 2) and Lana (Group 3) contributed one drafting change each. While drafting produced the main body of each group’s collaborative essay, the twenty-nine revising changes were used to consolidate its cohesion, coherence, structural and content unity, and sentence style issues by focusing on word-, sentence-, and text-level errors. Substantial revisions in some groups (Groups 1 and 2) made it possible to have fewer edits, ten altogether. However, a haphazard drafting process (11 changes),
followed by many needed revisions (14), left Group Three with the greatest number of needed edits (21). Overall, the collaborative writing activities within and across groups testify to the different collaborative processes within groups that were initially shaped during the wiki- afforded discussions in the wiki “Discussion” module and affected each group’s collaborative writing activities in the wiki “History” module. A further insight into the participants’ collaboration during the co-creation of their essays can be gleaned from the collaborative writing strategies they applied in these writing activities.

**Research Question 2b: What Writing Strategies do They Employ in Co-creating Their Collaborative Essay?**

The collaborative writing strategies applied in the co-creation of each group’s essay account for the nature of the process of collaboration at the different stages of essay writing and for the different roles performed by individual members in that process (Lowry et al., 2004) (see Table 21).

Table 21

*Participants’ Collaborative Writing Strategies*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collaborative Writing Strategies</th>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Group 2</th>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huda</td>
<td>Dalal</td>
<td>Reem</td>
<td>Layla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group single-author writing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential single-author writing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel writing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactive writing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To answer Research Question 2b, here, I summarize the collaborative writing strategies suggested during each group’s collaborative discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module compared to the actual collaborative writing strategies used during their essay’s co-construction.
in the wiki “History” module. Thus, in their discussion, Group One members suggested they would apply parallel and reactive writing strategies, divide the work among themselves, but also adjust to each other’s changes as they go. However, during the actual writing of their essay in the wiki “History” module, to offer a head-start, Huda initiated the process by using a single-author writing strategy in which one author is responsible for most of the writing. That was followed by the parallel (7) and reactive (13) strategies applied by all members throughout the completion of their essay. Group Two seemed to prefer a sequential single-author writing, in which each writer completes his/her task, then passes it on to the next writer who becomes the next single-author writer. In their actual writing of their essay, they, too, adjusted their collaborative writing strategies by beginning with a single-author writing strategy applied by the posting of a previously written paper by Asma, which was followed by all group members adjusting by using parallel writing strategies (4) and, mostly, reactive writing strategies (12). In their discussion, Group Three, too, indicated they might follow the sequential single-author writing strategy, or the single-writer strategy, in which one person is directed or self-directs to write for the entire team. However, without a consensus on their essay’s content or organization, they applied the sequential single-author writing strategy three times and had to literally co-create their essay using mostly parallel (21) and reactive (14) writing strategies, responding and adjusting to each other’s texts continuously.

Overall, the group single-author collaborative writing strategy and the group sequential single-author strategy were applied two and three times, respectively. As a sign of true collaboration, parallel writing strategies (32) and reactive writing strategies (40) by far exceeded the single-author writing strategies applied during the collaborative writing of the participant groups’ essays. Thus, the comparison between planned and actually utilized collaborative writing strategies shows an important feature of collaborative writing, its flexibility. It is most prominent
in Group Three’s use of collaborative writing strategies. Going into the co-creation stage of their essay without a clear idea of its content and organization, they were able to adjust to this and to the fact that one of the group’s members was inactive. By applying parallel and reactive writing to the best of their abilities they created a good essay despite these unfavorable conditions.

To further complete the overall presentation of the participants’ collaborative discussion and collaborative writing experiences, below, I summarize their perceptions of those experiences.

**Research Question 3**

3. How do the participants perceive their asynchronous wiki–supported task-based collaborative writing experience?

Examining the participants’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences recorded in their oral interviews and reflective letters provided a further insight into their thoughts and feelings about their first-time wiki-afforded task-based collaborative essay writing and enabled the researcher to understand the overall effect of this study’s research project.

**Perceptions on Wiki-Supported Collaborative Writing Versus Writing Alone**

Composing alone which the participants were well accustomed to still had its advantages by being faster and simpler. Some participants felt that waiting for their team members to respond made them feel uncomfortable. Even they, however, were transformed by this new experience and were ready to further look into it, even change. Most of them, seven out of nine, preferred to write collaboratively, as in this study’s project. They appreciated sharing their ideas, learning about new ideas from their peers, gaining new perspectives on familiar concepts, even recognizing some of the discussed topics as serious challenges. They were all impressed by the novelty of this experience and felt it was a good one. They compared it to individual writing but also to other forms of group writing they were familiar with. They found both significantly
different. Sara summed it up, “The whole process would be different from something I would do individually: starting from the discussion, brainstorming together, adding or removing ideas that seemed irrelevant, drafting, revising and editing… It’s nothing like if I would do it individually.” She also added, “the collaboration in this project made me think about collaboration in a different way.” Thus, as a result of their participation in this collaborative writing project, the participants had the opportunity to juxtapose that to every other writing experience they had before. Consequently, they indicated in their perceptions that they liked it and would apply it with some adjustments in their classrooms.

Perceptions on the Wiki in Wiki-Supported Collaborative Writing

One of the brand-new experiences for this study’s participants was related to their use of a new technology, the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules. Naturally, they all mentioned in their interviews and reflections, that, at the beginning, they were not quite sure how it worked and didn’t know what to expect. However, as they gradually got to know more about it, they shared their excitement about it. They found it a useful complement to other writing technologies they knew about. Many of them felt liberated as they could write when, where, and as much as they wanted to. Even students who were not very active and couldn’t participate regularly, had positive comments about it. It is important to note that from their limited experience with wikis, even they had some profound realizations, “I knew it, but now I experienced how meaning is socially constructed” (Reem). Some other less active participants, however, felt constrained by its novelty and often held back what they wanted to say. Without face-to-face meetings, without even knowing the other participants, many found it difficult to deal with the two inactive participants in Group 2 and 3. Overall, participants had high praises for the wiki as a “cutting-edge tool where students can communicate with each other. Using wiki as a site for collaborative
writing is a memorable experience in itself” (Huda). They mentioned considering adapting wikis and other online collaborative tools for their classrooms.

**Perceptions on the Task in Wiki-Supported Collaborative Writing**

Designing a task that is well-suited for collaborative completion especially using an unfamiliar wiki tool could be a challenge. The participants’ perceptions of the task as they experienced it during this study could cast light on designing wiki-based collaborative tasks in the future. Without knowing much about the wiki, the participants relied on the task instructions and provisions for guidance in this project. They found those helpful. They praised the task setting and directions in particular, “The directions in the handout and task prompt helped a lot” (Huda). Regarding the adoption and adaptation of this and similar tasks in their teaching, they said they might add face-to-face discussions, divide participants into groups according to various personal factors (e.g., proficiency, interests). They would also have the teacher play a more active role during the discussion and during the actual writing. However, for Group 2 and 3 participants, the task seemed incapable of helping them deal with inactive participants. They attributed such problems to the fact that the task was voluntary. They believed participation in the collaborative writing task might be better if mandated as part of a regular class project. Despite that, Sara summed up the sentiments of most participants, “This collaborative writing task was a new experience to me…One thing that is memorable to me is feeling responsible about the task as a whole, not just about my part… It also made me think about the difference between this collaborative task and other tasks that I used to participate in.”

**Perceptions on the Wiki-Supported Collaborative Writing Experience**

Overall, in their oral interviews and reflective letters, the participants were able to identify specific aspects of this study’s collaborative writing project, such as the type of collaboration it provided, the wiki tool it used, and the task that defined its objectives and
procedures. In many of their reflections, however, they referred to the wiki experience during the discussion in the wiki “Discussion” and “History” modules as a whole. They enjoyed and benefitted from their linear threaded discussion of their topic in the wiki “Discussion” module. They found inspiring the diversity and novelty of this experience. Reaching consensus, too, was mostly a positive experience, except for Group Three where one member’s views clashed with those of her team mates, which, ultimately, made it impossible for this group to reach consensus about their essay’s content and organization. The groups, however, pointed out different ways in which they might use wiki-afforded collaborative writing in their classrooms. As they attributed low group cohesion to some team mates’ irregular postings, they all planned to prevent this from happening by adopting strict course-related requirements. They also suggested that they might vary the students’ roles in such tasks by allowing them to select the topic themselves as well as select their own collaborative writing teams. In their perceptions, the participants also had a different role for the teacher extending beyond task designer and wiki provider. They thought that the teacher’s more active role during the task completion itself might encourage students to be more active and responsible for their work and more aware of their contributions as part of a whole rather than as single postings. Thus, in the participants’ perceptions, the most prominent outcome of this collaborative writing project was their advanced notion of collaboration itself and of wiki-afforded collaborative writing as a composite team effort that cannot be reduced to the sum total of its constituent contributions, nor replicated alone.

**Conclusion**

The goal of this collaborative writing study was to examine the wiki-afforded collaborative writing experiences and perceptions of its participants, nine female Saudi graduate students. In that, it aimed to differentiate this study’s collaborative co-creation of texts from
other familiar forms of additive writing, group, cooperative, and other. Below, I summarize its conclusions.

ONE. This study established and applied successful collaboration requirements for its participants selection, task design, and wiki application to meet the requirements for successful collaboration. According to it, participant readiness for collaboration was linked to availability, common background, but also diversity. Task readiness for collaboration included suitability for collaborative completion, goal-focused instructions, and ability to overcome potential barriers. Wiki collaboration readiness was associated with securing high-level collaboration through interrelated convergent discussion notes, avoiding threaded discussions’ reply protocol limitations, and encouraging a linear discussion over a threaded one;

TWO. As part of its task, it provided the study’s participants with a personally and professionally significant topic for discussion, “ESL Challenges in Saudi Arabia.” Within that global topic, it enabled as well as required its participants to select five aspects of this topic as main ideas for their collaborative essays. The content analysis of the topics generated in the participants’ discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module secured a lively and productive discussion which resulted in brainstorming and outlining the three essays’ content and organization, thus, contributing to the task’s success.

THREE. Besides the content analysis of the topics generated in the wiki “Discussion” module, the discourse analysis of the process of generation and negotiation of these topics revealed how the participants applied these negotiation-focused discourse strategies: making the first offer, focusing on a target, ranking priorities, sharing interest, making a counter-offer, and reaching a final agreement. Additionally, a discourse analysis of the participants’ discussion disclosed the collaborative writing strategies they intended to use during the composition of their
essays in the wiki “History” module, that is group single-author writing, sequential single-author writing, parallel writing, and reactive writing, each signifying a different level of collaboration.

FOUR. In its analysis of the wiki-supported collaborative writing activities, this study applied a rhetorical model of analysis that allowed the combined analysis of the wiki “Discussion” linear notes and the wiki “History” writing changes as one iterative process. Consequently, it linked the findings from the content and discourse analyses of the discussion notes to the process and progress of the co-creation of the participants’ collaborative essays. Thus, it provides a departure from the separate and unrelated investigations of these two wiki affordances as reported in the current literature.

FIVE. Based on the findings from the analysis of the participants’ discussion in the wiki “Discussion” module, this study used rhetorical and linguistic analyses to make sense of the findings from the analysis of the writing changes to their co-constructed essays recorded in the wiki “History” module, each related to a different level of writing: drafting or the initial complete version of a document, revising or making word-, sentence-, and text-level changes in terms of content, grammar, and style, and, editing, related to final changes meant to enhance the document’s consistency in terms of spelling, punctuation and logic.

SIX. Closely related to the analysis of the collaborative writing activities is the analysis of the participants’ writing strategies applied in these activities. These were examined, once as planned in the wiki “Discussion” module, and a second time, as applied in the wiki “History” module. Thus, although initially planned as group single-author writing, sequential single-author writing, parallel writing, and reactive writing during the discussion, they were flexibly applied according to the current essay version. Thus, if a group member started the writing process by posting a longer passage from a previously written paper, virtually applying a group single-author writing strategy, the other group members adjusted to the situation and adopted
complementary strategies of parallel and reactive writing by revising and editing rather than drafting.

SEVEN. Judging from the essays they composed, group members managed to finish this project’s task as assigned despite the irregular postings by two participants. That is the researcher’s perspective based on the data analysis of the two stages of the project’s task completion. Complementing this are the participants’ perceptions of their collaborative writing experiences during this project. Largely exceeding the researcher’s expectations, and besides being new to such a task, the participants had overwhelmingly positive comments about the superiority of this particular writing experience over their previous individual and group writing experiences. Despite some glitches, they found this to be a qualitatively different experience, one where writing is co-creation of texts and where collaboration enriches the final product and enhances each individual’s personal experience.

**Directions for Future Research**

This study prepares the ground for future research on online collaborative writing, and more specifically, on student collaboration and negotiation in co-constructing online texts.

To continue examining the utilization of wiki-based collaborative writing in educational settings, future research may focus on varying populations. This study was designed for and applied to Saudi female participants. Regarding the selection of populations, several other aspects may be considered further, such as: age, gender differences, proficiency levels, literacy level, cultural, ethnic, and educational background, group member similarities and differences. Using a different sample size and task completion period might yield different results. Also, future research projects could design different tasks and task specifications, such as mandatory rather than voluntary completion, different participant instructions, and different teacher roles in the task’s completion.
Further research on wiki-based collaborative writing could examine the different factors affecting participant collaboration, that is shared interests, common background and goals, availability, attitudes to wikis and wiki-supported activities in general, and prior experience with wikis and other collaborative writing tools. Furthermore, research on the potential barriers to successful collaboration needs urgent attention. So too, the ways such barriers could be prevented or overcome. Specifically, managing participant responses and timely submissions may benefit from the exploration of various methods of team membership management. Related to that is the effect of members’ inactive and other disruptive behaviors on group cohesion and collaboration, and on task completion.

Other research may address the application and incorporation of wiki-based collaborative writing as part of various composition classes at elementary, secondary, and high school levels, as well as in ESL contexts in Saudi Arabia and elsewhere. In connection with that, researchers might want to examine possibilities of coordinating educational goals and standards and the assessment tools applied for their measurement with the possibility of using wiki-based collaborative writing and other projects evaluated by alternative assessment tools that are specially designed to assess collaboration. Such projects may also use wikis in combination with other online and or face-to-face collaborative tools.

As collaborative writing becomes the norm in some educational and professional settings, future researchers might want to examine ways of preparing college and other graduates for collaborative writing and other projects. Especially in the context of distance education, collaborative project affordances could be examined for their effectiveness, affordability, and usability.

Further research might focus on teacher- and teaching-related issues. For example, research could address teacher participation in online collaborative writing tasks, more
specifically the ways in which teachers could scaffold students’ collaboration and negotiation processes, provide more structured wiki environments for teacher and peer feedback, and intervene in cases where there is a breech in collaboration or other issues in need of attention.

Another important area in need of further investigation is the incorporation of face-to-face discussions prior to or during online collaboration. Where possible, teacher and student attitudes and experiences might yield valuable data for further research. They may contribute to the already large body of research on the wiki’s separate affordances. Even more important would be research on connecting participants’ experiences from the different wiki modules, such as its “Discussion,” “Comments,” and “History” modules.

Finally, this study was situated in the Saudi ESL educational context. In the same context, it would be important to conduct research on other educational disciplines that might utilize wikis and other forms of online collaboration. It may also be valuable to examine Saudi students’ and teachers’ attitudes to such educational tools which could enlighten the design of collaborative activities at various educational levels. Most important will be studies of the socially and culturally appropriate ways of incorporating collaborative activities and online collaborative writing activities in particular in the Saudi educational system. Such research, of course, could be initiated in other countries and world regions.
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Appendix A
Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Task Prompt

Dear participants:
In your wiki page, collaboratively with your group members, compose a 600-word essay about the challenges that Saudi ESL students may face in learning English in Saudi Arabia. In this essay, you need to include a title, a brief introductory paragraph, body paragraphs, and a brief concluding paragraph. Provide a logical structure where the essay moves from point to point in a logical fashion. As you compose the essay jointly, articulate at least 5 major challenges that Saudi ESL students may encounter when learning English in Saudi Arabia. Explain and describe each of these challenges in detail and provide examples as well. Your audience for this essay are beginning ESL teachers. Therefore, provide clear solution(s) for ESL teachers to better help their students to overcome these challenges and learn better.

Below are some main points that you should address in your essay:

- Discuss and agree about at least 5 major challenges you will write about;
- Jointly explain each of these challenges;
- Jointly provide examples for each of these challenges;
- Jointly suggest solution(s) for each of these challenges.

These points are intended as useful prompts to help you organize your thoughts. Please feel free to address other issues as well if you feel necessary.
You are expected to:

- Complete this task in two weeks beginning on … and ending on …;
- Work collaboratively as a group to complete the task. Each group member is required to visit the wiki at least once a day and spend at least ten minutes working on this task. Feel free to visit the wiki any time you have something to say;
- You are not required to meet face-to-face or do anything else outside of the wiki;
- Use these wiki features as often as you can: Edit, Discussion, Comment, History. Please note that the purpose of my study is to establish the ways in which these wiki features could enhance collaborative writing. When a group member accesses the wiki, she is required to consider using the wiki feature that seems most appropriate for her contribution. She may use one or more wiki features to correct a typo, a misused word, a problematic phrase, content that she accepts or not, or to suggest any other changes. For example, if she needs to correct a misspelt word, the “Edit” option may be sufficient. If, however, she needs to replace a misused/imprecise word/phrase, an explanatory comment is needed in addition to the correction. Or, if she feels something doesn’t sound right (e.g., she is about to suggest a content and/or structural change), she may pose a discussion question or suggestion in the “Discussion” section (e.g., “Is this what we mean?” “How about saying that instead?”), before she incorporates her idea in the proposal itself. She may consult the “History” option to compare/contrast the current and previous versions of the essay;
- Feel free to make any changes in your own writing as well as in your group members’ writing;
- After you make one change, stop and leave room for others to do the same. Avoid saying/doing all that comes to mind at any one moment;
• Remember that composing together (e.g., negotiating the essay’s content and structure or making joint decisions on the whole-text level) is just as important and even more important than editing together (e.g., making decisions on the word/phrase/sentence level);

• Follow these joint collaboration rules: be open-minded and respectful of others’ contributions; encourage discussion before making major changes; explain what you want to do and why before/when doing it; ask questions for clarification; try not to take over and write the bulk of the task even if you have more to say; make one point/change and leave room for others to do the same before you make another suggestion; prepare to accept the majority decision; be inclusive by acknowledging others’ contributions; along with the other group members, try and think as well as write together; work with what is already on the wiki unless all members decide on cardinal changes.

*Enjoy your collaborative wiki-based writing experience!*
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Institutional Review Board Approval

Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects
School of Graduate Studies and Research
Stright Hall, Room 113
210 South Tenth Street
Indiana, Pennsylvania 15705-1088

December 2, 2016

Ahdab Saaty

Dear Ms. Saaty:

Your proposed research project, "Exploration of Saudi Female TESOL Graduate Students' Interactions In and Perceptions of Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Tasks," (Log No. 16-278) has been reviewed by the IRB and is approved. In accordance with 45CFR46.101 and IUP Policy, your project is exempt from continuing review. This approval does not supersede or obviate compliance with any other University requirements, including, but not limited to, enrollment, degree completion deadlines, topic approval, and conduct of university-affiliated activities.

You should read all of this letter, as it contains important information about conducting your study.

Now that your project has been approved by the IRB, there are elements of the Federal Regulations to which you must attend. IUP adheres to these regulations strictly:

1. You must conduct your study exactly as it was approved by the IRB.
2. Any additions or changes in procedures must be approved by the IRB before they are implemented.
3. You must notify the IRB promptly of any events that affect the safety or well-being of subjects.
4. You must notify the IRB promptly of any modifications of your study or other responses that are necessitated by any events reported in items 2 or 3.

The IRB may review or audit your project at random or for cause. In accordance with IUP Policy and Federal Regulation (45CFR46.113), the Board may suspend or terminate your project if your project has not been conducted as approved or if other difficulties are detected.

Although your human subjects review process is complete, the School of Graduate Studies and Research requires submission and approval of a Research Topic Approval Form (RTAF) before you can begin your research. If you have not
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Student Informed Consent Form

Informed Consent Form
[will be printed on IUP letterhead]

Dear student,

My name is Ahdab Saaty. I am a doctoral candidate in the Composition and TESOL program at the English department. I am currently working to collect data for my dissertation titled as “Exploration of Saudi Female TESOL Graduate Students’ Interactions in and Perceptions of a Wiki-Based Collaborative Writing Task”.

You are invited to participate in this research study. You are eligible to participate because you are a Saudi female TESOL graduate student. The following information is provided in order to help you make an informed decision whether or not to participate. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.

Your participation:

The purpose of this study is to explore how Saudi female TESOL graduate students co-construct a written text in a wiki-based collaborative writing task and how they interact throughout the completion of that writing task. Additionally, this study investigates Saudi female TESOL graduate students’ perceptions of their own use of wiki-based collaborative writing when completing their writing task.

First you will take a pre-task questionnaire, which mainly asks about your English proficiency, technology experiences, and educational working style. Next, you will be assigned in small groups of three to four to work on a wiki-based collaborative writing task. After completing that task, you will be asked to complete a post-task face-to-face interview and write a reflection letter that would mainly ask about your collaborative writing experience in this research.

Your participation in this study is voluntary. Even if you choose to participate, you may withdraw at any time by notifying the Project Director. Upon your request to withdraw, all information pertaining to you will be destroyed. Participation or non-participation will not affect your presence and participation in the class, nor will it affect your grade in this or any other course. You will not be panelized if you decided not to participate in this study. If you choose to participate, all information will be held in strict confidence and will have no bearing on your academic standing or services you receive from your University. Your response will be considered only in combination with those from other participants. The information obtained in the study may be published in academic journals or presented at academic conferences but your identity will be kept strictly confidential.

Risks:
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this study are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who take part in this study. Your name is anonymous, and your identity will not be disclosed to anyone during and after the study is completed.

**Benefits:**

You will have an experience in collaborative writing through the “Wiki” technology. The interactions and discussion with the peers will help you broaden your writing perspectives and enhance your writing skills/strategies. The use of the “Wiki” technology will also expose you to the learning/teaching dynamics, which will be beneficial to your future learning/teaching.

At the completion stage of the study, I will offer you a chance to read the results if you are interested in this. The results of this study will help you, as future English teachers, understand and realize the role that online collaborative writing can play in English writing education, and how it can be implemented in Saudi classrooms. In addition, understanding students’ perceptions of collaborative writing in a wiki platform can have considerable significance for improving English writing teaching in educational settings.

**Confidentiality:**

All information about you will be kept confidential and anonymous. All the gathered data will be securely stored on my password-protected laptop computer and in an external drive. The information and the results of the data may be published in academic journal or presented in academic conferences without disclosing identity information.

If you are willing to participate in this study, please sign the statement below and deposit in the designated box by the door. Take the extra unsigned copy with you. If you choose not to participate, deposit the unsigned copies in the designated box by the door.

Project Director: Miss. Ahdab Saaty  
Position: Doctoral Candidate-Composition and TESOL  
US Phone:  
KSA Phone:  
Email address: A.A.Saty@iup.edu  

Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Lilia Savova  
Position: Professor of English  
Phone:  
Email address: lsavova@iup.edu

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

THIS PROJECT HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS (PHONE 724.357.7730).
VOLUNTARY CONSENT FORM:

I have read and understand the information on the form and I consent to volunteer to be a subject in this study. I understand that my responses are completely confidential and that I have the right to withdraw at any time. I have received an unsigned copy of this informed Consent Form to keep in my possession.

Name: ……………………………………………………………

Signature: ………………………………………………………

Date: ……………………………………………………………

Your contact information (Email or/and phone number):

………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………
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Pre-Task Questionnaire Survey

Participant: __________________________          Date: ___________________

The following questionnaire is designed for my dissertation study on wiki-based collaborative writing. I would like to invite you to answer the following questions concerning your background information and your learning experiences. Please provide your information as truly as possible. All the data collected will be highly confidential and will only be used for this research study. Only the researcher will have access to the collected data.

Thank you very much for your kind help!

Section one: English proficiency

1. How many years have you studied English? ________________.

2. What are your goals of learning English? ________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________________

3. What is your experience of learning English? (choose one answer)
   Very positive           Positive          Neutral          Negative           Very negative

4. How do you evaluate your English proficiency? (choose one answer)
   Low          Intermediate-low          Intermediate          Intermediate-high          High

Section two: Technology experiences

5. How often do you use a computer?
   _______ hours per day.

6. What do you use a computer for? (choose all that apply)
   Studying                 Fun               Social networking                 other ________

7. How comfortable are you when using computer programs for educational purposes?
   (choose one answer)
8. Which Web 2.0 tools have you used? (choose all that apply)

- Wikis
- Blogs
- Twitter
- Google Docs
- Facebook
- other ________

9. What is your experience in using wikis? (choose one answer)

- Never heard about it
- Heard about it but never used it
- Used it for fun and social networking
- Used it in educational settings

10. Have you worked on a group project using wikis before?

- YES
- NO

11. If you answered YES, were you familiar with your group partners in this wiki project?

__________________________________________________________________.

12. If you answered YES, how long have you known your group partners?

__________________________________________________________________

**Section three: educational work style:**

13. What is your attitude toward individual work? (choose one answer)

- Very positive
- Positive
- Neutral
- Negative
- Very negative

14. What is your attitude toward small group work? (choose one answer)

- Very positive
- Positive
- Neutral
- Negative
- Very negative

15. In an educational setting, which working style do you prefer? (choose one answer)

- Individual work
- Group work
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Post-Task Interview Protocol

1. Have you ever worked on a collaborative writing project?

2. In conducting this task, how did you communicate with the group members? Besides the wiki communication tools, did you use any other communication tools? Which ones?

3. Do you think if you did this task all by yourself, individually, it would be better or worse? How?

4. Tell me about something new you experienced while conducting this task collaboratively that could not happen when writing individually?

5. Did you express everything you wanted to say to group members in the discussion? Or, were there some comments you did not feel comfortable sharing? Do you remember any of them now?

6. Did you edit everything you wanted to edit? Or, were there some edits you did not feel comfortable doing?

7. Did you find other members’ suggestions and comments helpful? Why? How?

8. Were all your ideas, comments, and edits acceptable by other group members?

9. Do you consider your ideas, comments, and edits helpful in developing the task? How?

10. Were there some ideas, comments, and edits provided by group members that you did not agree with? If so, how did you respond?
11. In your group, were you all able to reach consensus (joint agreement) easily or were some of the differences difficult to resolve?

12. In your group discussion, you/a group member suggested: *(this question depends on each group contributions)*

   -  

   a) Was the suggestion welcomed by other group members? Were you satisfied with the discussion and with the joint solution? What are your thoughts about this input? 

13. Regarding that specific suggestion, was there anything more you wanted to say or was that all you wanted to say?

14. Based on this experience, what benefits do you see in this collaborative writing task?

15. Based on this experience, what caveats do you see in this collaborative writing task?

   What did you find challenging about this task, and what did you do to overcome it?

16. Based on this experience, what suggestions can you provide to make wiki-based collaborative writing tasks more effective for students?

17. Do you think you are going to use wiki-based collaborative writing with your students?

   Why?

18. What additional comments do you have regarding this wiki-based collaborative writing task?
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Reflection Letter Prompt

Write a 300- to 400-word reflection about your experience in completing this collaborative writing task. Talk about the things that you found most memorable, important, or even life-changing for you in this experience. What happened? What did you do? How did you feel? What did you learn?